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More, Cheaper, Faster Digital
Product Pace Accelerates
To Support HD Radio Rollout

NEWS

by Leslie Stimson

V Promoting HD Radio: Ibiquity
expects broadcasters will `take up the
challenge.'
Page 3
We're never going to cure stupidity
in our industry, says Jeff Smulyan. The
back-and-forth on indecency regulation.
Page 6

LAS VEGAS Four companies are rolling
out HD Radio transmission products.
Several have been producing associated
antennas. More receiver firms are rolling out
IBOC radios now or plan to do so this year.
As major broadcasters pick up the pace
of their rollout, promotion of digital radio is
top of mind and so is content.

If one word captures the buzz about digital radio at the recent NAB convention, it
would be "multicast." Several booths featured demonstrations of what broadcasters
might be able to do if they split their digital
signals into several streams; receiver manufacturers are introducing, or planning to
introduce, HD Radios with the capability to
decode multiple FM signals.
What follows are highlights of news
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OPINION

NAB saluted Don Jones of RF Specialties of Texas for 40 years of
consecutive NAB attendance. He's shown with NAB Senior Vice President
of Conventions and Expositions Chris Brown. Also noted was TV engineer
John Silva, not shown, who attended his 51st NAB convention.

The newest force in radio was forged from arich heritage of leadership that is decades strong. We're
bringing abreath of fresh air and are-energized spirit to an industry we helped to build. At Team Harris
Radio, we've brought together the industry's largest and most comprehensive range of products, services
and people dedicated to advancing radio. All working together in perfect harmony and focused on the
success of your business.
From our innovative products to our forward- looking services,

management tools and expert support teams, we're dedicated to our mutual future of pioneering and
growth. So whether you're audience is around the corner or around the world, Harris Radio is on the
To learn more about the new Harris Radio Team, call us at 800-622-0022 or visit us at
www.broadcast.harris.com.
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FRITTS SAYS 'FAREWELL'
In his last address to spring show attendees as president and chief executive officer
of the NAB, Eddie Fritts quoted aformer
broadcaster, the late Ronald Reagan, as saying, "Politics is not abad profession. If you
succeed, there are many rewards. If you disgrace yourself, you can write abook."
Fritts said serving broadcasters in his 23
years at the helm of NAB "have been an
honor and aprivilege" as he "walked miles
through the corridors of Congress and the
FCC:'
It's agood thing, too, Fritts, said, he
eventually proved former Senator Bob
Packwood's early prediction wrong about
the NAB not being able "to lobby its way
out of apaper bag:'
Before passage of the 1996 Telecom
Act, Fritts reminded the audience, 60 per., cent of radio stations were losing money.
â Consolidation helped them grow.
-â "Where would radio be if Congress had
• not changed the outdated ownership rules?
What if Congress had not rolled back the
FCC's initial low-power FM plan and
allowed hundreds, if not thousands, of new
See SHOW, page 8
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Of Leadership.

air with the resources you need to succeed.

V Nine of 10 students who ponder a
career in radio end up in another field.
The Bayliss Foundation wants to do
something about it.

from the NAB2005 convention. Radio
World will also provide more in-depth coverage of HD Radio sessions and equipment
demos, as well as the highlights of the NPR
Public Radio Engineering Conference, in
the HD Radio section next issue.
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Clear Channel Realigns,
Spins Off Entertainment
SAN ANTONIO, Texas Major corporate changes are in store for the second
half of the year at Clear Channel
Communications. Its board approved a
plan it said is focused on increasing
shareholder value.
The plan includes the spin-off of Clear
Channel Entertainment; an initial public
offering of approximately 10 percent of
Clear Channel Outdoor; aspecial $3 per
share dividend; and a50 percent increase
in the company's recurring quarterly dividend.
Clear Channel must get final approval
by its board, aletter from the IRS relating to the Clear Channel Entertainment

spin-off and meet other conditions; but
shareholder approval is not required, it
said.
The principals said the move will
enable the company to better focus on
advertising for the broadcasting and outdoor units. President/CEO Mark Mays
said, "We are the best equipped radio
broadcaster to benefit from arebound in
advertising while leveraging the sustainability of local content."
The company's broadcast holdings
include 1,189 radio stations, equity interests in international broadcasting companies, a national radio network and 40
owned or programmed TV stations.

"We expect these transactions to highlight the fundamental value of each of
our leading businesses in atax-efficient
manner, so that current and future
investors can more clearly evaluate the
company's overall inherent value," stated
Mays.
CFO Randall Mays said the company
is "returning aconsiderable amount of
excess capital directly to shareholders."
Outdoor

inherent valuation rather than the blended
,valuatiop.represeied by the Company's
current common stock," the company
said.
It said this will also enable Clear
Channel Outdoor to better attract, retain
and reward management and let shareholders evaluate the business better.
The firm named Paul Meyer as global
president and chief operating officer of
the outdoor worldwide operations. He
continues to oversee outdoor operations
in North and South America.

Clear Channel will continue to hold a
controlling stake in the outdoor business.
The company said a partially separated
Entertainment
outdoor division would have more focus
Clear Channel is getting out of concert
and flexibility.
venue operations and intends to spin off
"Additionally, Clear Channel Outdoor
its entertainment unit, which had about
will be able to supplement its attractive
$2.75 billion in sales for 2004.
organic profile by pursuing selective
The CEO of Clear Channel Enteracquisitions using acurrency based on its
tainment will report to aseparate board
although the firm expects the entertainment division will still be based in
Houston.

CHECK OUT OUR LATEST!

Entertainment Division CEO Brian
Becker is pursuing other opportunities
outside the company, the company said;
he and Clear Channel decided to form a
joint venture to pursue entertainment
content opportunities through acquisition and development. Randall Mays is
serving as interim CEO during the transition.
With the announcements above, Clear
Channel also said it would pay aspecial
dividend of $3per share pending completion of the IPO of Clear Channel Outdoor
and the spin-off of Clear Channel
Entertainment.
It also announced a 50 percent
increase in its quarterly dividend, from
$0.125 per share to $0.1875 per share.
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Panasonic recognizes the need to introduce
that feature in its HD Radio products earlier
than planned.
Panasonic is looking to make HD Radio
"more of amainstream product" and is
The Recepter Radio HD ships in June
lbiquity Expects Broadcasters Will
developing future IBOC offerings, he said.
and will have the ability to decode several
'Take Up the HD Radio Challenge'
He said retail interest in HD Radio is
digital channels.
high. "For us manufacturers, it's always
Several other receiver manufacturers plan
about demand. ( You) need to increase
to introduce HD Radio products this year.
"The story for '06 is more, cheaper, better.
by Leslie Stimson
awareness to increase demand."
Robert Lopez, group manager for
Demand drives it all.' Struble said.
Sanyo Fisher plans to introduce its first
Panasonic Mobile Electronics, said the
Polk Audio, Boston Acoustics and
"We need to sell HD Radios."
aftermarket automotive HD Radio receiver
company is set to introduce its second-genRadiosophy say they will release HD
That's
how
Ibiquity
Digital
this year. Product Development Manager
eration HD Radio product this spring at half
Radios for the home this year.
President/CEO Robert Struble characterized
for the Audio Video Division Chris Palmer
one of the industry's challenges this year as
said the company has kept abreast of IBOC
stations convert facilities to digital.
development for several years. "We are now
Station promotion of the technology and
convinced that the station infrastructure is in
broadcaster efforts to reach the consumer
place to ensure mainstream adoption of this
electronics retailers are part of that effort,
technology?'
according to panelists in "HD Radio: You
Radiosophy, formerly RiverRadio, has a
Ain't Heard Nothing Yet" as well as receivprojected price of $249.
er manufacturers and CE retail representaÉ "Along with your listener education, tell
tives at the NAB show.
5
.. them about our radio," states the company
"The technology curve drives ahead of
in abrochure. "We sell, ship and bill. Then
the consumer demand curve," said Dan
▪ we send you acheck."
Mason, aprogram consultant to Ibiquity for
• Company President Richard Skeie said
the rollout. "The only way to close the gap
the name Radiosophy means "intelligent
is to take the technology and promote it on
From left: Ibiquity's Bob Struble, Boston Acoustics Stephen
radio. It reflects that we blend computers
the air."
Shenefield, Panasonic's Robert Lopez, and Polk Audio's Paul
with radios." Radiosophy is aprivately held
Last year, three manufacturers offered
DiComo prepare for the Ibiquity press conference.
company with operations in South Dakota,
HD Radios, and in only aftermarket autoformed in 2004. The founders describe
the retail price compared to last year. Then,
Stephen Shenefield, director of product
motive form. This year, Ibiquity predicts 15
themselves as computer professionals.
Panasonic
had
introduced
a
separate
HD
development
for
Boston
Acoustics,
said
the
to 20 models will be available, and in more
"By keeping manufacturing costs low
Radio receiver; this year, the HD tuner is
HD Radio version of the Recepter would be
product categories.
incorporated into the head unit, hence a and selling directly to consumers over the
one of the first home- or office-oriented terOne automaker, at least, reportedly plans
Web, we will be able to offer an HD tablelower price of just under $500.
restrial digital radio products.
to introduce HD Radios in cars this fall;
top receiver with multicasting abilities in
Given
the
buzz
at
the
show
about
multi"The
important
thing
about
this
product
many observers believe it is BMW.
See HD RADIO, page 5
casting and station interest, he
category is it puts the radio where many
Automakers like to announce their own feapeople listen."
tures and normally do so closer to new vehiHe's had "several" HD Radio aftermarcle launches.
ket radios in his car for the past nine to 10
Struble says Ibiquity "has commitments
months and said, "As amusic user I've been
from eight other brands in 30 different vehipleased with the advancement of the techcle platforms, which we think will be
nology. Ithink consumers will really get it;
rolling out in the next couple of years."
it will sell well."
About 10,000 HD Radios were sold last
Boston Acoustics offered a $299 NAB
year. Ibiquity expects that number to grow
show price for the product for broadcasters.
YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO!
to about 100,000 this year. And next year?

Stations to Promote HD Radio

INC.

NEWS WATCH

Lawmakers
Debate Indecency
Much of talk at the annual congressional breakfast focused on discussion of
whether TV stations should give back
their analog spectrum by 2006. Toward the
end, though, indecency received serious
attention from the panelists, especially the
measure by House Telecommunications
Subcommittee Chairman Fred Upton, RMich., which would raise the FCC's
penalties for indecency to $500,000 per
utterance.
The bill, passed by the House, also
includes aprovision to revoke astation's
license after three violations of indecency
rules and allows individuals such as on-air
talent to be fined under certain circumstances.
Several panelists urged broadcasters
and programmers to curb their programming to guard against indecency violations.
-If we're talking about fines, the bad
thing has already happened. Italk to broadcasters about their contracts with the networks," said House Commerce Committee
member Michael Bilirakis, R-Fla. "They
(broadcasters) have the right to reject but
not the right to preview network programming:'
Asked whether cable and satellite
should be included under the FCC broadcast
indecency rules, Senate Commerce
Committee member Conrad Burns, RMont., said, "Those are pay services. When

filed- dad!

do the programmers start taking some
responsibility? Ihaven't heard anybody out
of the creative community yet say we need
to take alook at what we're providing. It's a
paid service. Ithink MTV should be apaid
service like HBO."

Smith: 'Let's
Move Forward'
HD Radio "works and works well. The
shouting is over," said Greater Media,
VP/Engineering Milford Smith upon receiving this year's NAB Radio Engineering
Achievement Award.
Smith, also co-chairman of the ,tan dards setting body, the National Radio
Systems Committee, said now that the
group had adopted astandard for digital
radio which "will pave the way for the FCC
to write its formal rules for the service:'
broadcasters and receiver manufacturers
need to support the rollout.
"Let's work together on moving forward rather than lusting after an analog past
which is already becoming, by technology
standards, ancient history," he said.
He thanked anumber of people, including several fellow NRSC colleagues as well
as Greater Media co-workers and
President/CEO Peter Smyth, Chairman
John Bordes and late Chairman Peter
Bordes for supporting his time spent on
industry standards-setting efforts.
He thanked his wife of 34 years,
Maralee, and their daughter, Ashley, a
senior at Amherst College, who was hospitalized earlier this year. Smith dedicated his
award to her successful recovery.
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Simone Leaves Her Thumbprint
Simone is leaving.
Many Radio World readers, and virtually all of our advertisers, know whom I
mean. There's only one Simone.
Look in the back of the paper and
you'll find her name in small print:
Simone Fewell. It's been there for 26
years. Over that time her last name has
changed, her title has changed, the name
of the paper has changed. But around
here, you don't need to know her last
name anyway. She's just Simone; and no
one has worked for Steve Dana, the
founder of IMAS Publishing, longer.
BEE
After moving to the DC area from New
York with her husband, Simone responded to an ad seeking apart-time secretary,
working with Steve Dana in asmall office
on Wilson Blvd. in Arlington, Va., afew
miles from its current headquarters at
Bailey's Crossroads in Falls Church.
When she joined, Radio World was
Broadcast Equipment Exchange — "serving the communications industry worldwide" — amonthly publication built
around amarketplace of products bought
and sold.
Reading BEE, you might see alisting
like this: "Limiters, Want to Sell: FM
volumax 410 automatic peak controller,
$250. Key Code 6-79." The listing was
free to the seller. If you wanted to buy
that item, you needed to decode the key
code to complete the transaction; only
paying subscribers got the key code list
with the contact info. Or you could
receive BEE for free and then buy the
key code list for $5only when you
needed it.
Those were days of rotary pots and
Microtrak arms; MCI and Ampex;
Clone-Tone and Fidelipac. Equipment
buyers knew nothing of the Internet or email, eBay or listservs; faxes had yet to
take hold.
If an engineer wanted to engage in the
time-honored pleasures of the equipment
swap, he needed help; and BEE offered it.
Only over years did the editorial content,
now the bulk of the publication, grow up

around it. In May of 1979 BEE was 24
pages, and almost athird of those were
equipment listings. Its circulation was a
fraction of what it is now.
"It was pretty much just Steve and me:'
she said. "My office was in the supply
room. Ityped everything by hand, on a •
manual typewriter; and Idid the labels on
aScriptomatic machine."
She was the receptionist and the
accountant; she chased down late payments. Over time she would also lay out
the issues, physically cutting and pasting;
there was no desktop publishing.

by noting where she sits: on the top floor,
and three feet from the president's office
door, closer than anyone at IMAS.
Or you can stand in RW's booth at the
NAB show as advertiser after advertiser
comes by and asks for her. "Isent this to
Simone..." "I've known Simone for 25
years..." "Please say hi to Simone for
me."
Relationships with clients have been
the best part of her job. Quite afew she's
never met, having worked with them only
by phone.
She recalls the advertiser who sent her

Simone as she appeared on a promotional RVV renewal card.
Dana wrote copy, sold ads, expanded
the editorial content of the paper and
hired more people. BEE became Radio
World. Simone's job, too, changed over
time. She managed circulation, she took
on sales administrative duties.
"Editorial is the only work Ihaven't
done here," she said. (But the first reference to her that Ifind in our archives is
May 1979, where the masthead lists her
as, yes, editor.)
Personal contact
Her current title — in charge of "classifieds and product showcase ads" —
belies her role. You get abetter idea of it

ahand-painted Christmas ornament from
Asia, and the sympathy she received
when her husband passed away. She
enjoys chatting about how some of her
early clients have grown and changed.
"Look at Harris," she said, recalling
the days of Allied Broadcast Equipment,
"a family business that is now abig corporation." And as you might expect of a
girl from Queens who grew up in abeauty parlor, she is also funny and blunt:
"Ninety-five percent of the people have
been great," she told me. "But you do get
acouple of jerks."
Not big on exposure, she pooh-poohed
the idea of sitting for aphoto here. Many

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
readers got to know Simone anyway
when her picture appeared on acirculation card.
She has aquick tongue and brooks no
B.S., as Ilearned early. She tells you
what she thinks. When Iasked her to chat
with me for this article, she was quite
clear: "Don't make it an obituary!"
Moving on
Simone's headed south now, to aless
hectic corner of Virginia. She'll work
there, enjoying her country music and
oldies, her NASCAR, the slower pace of
life, the lack of sales deadlines and traffic
jams.
It will be odd for me to sit down in the
conference area outside my office for
"final proof," as we do with each issue of
Radio World before sending it to the
printer, and not have Simone with us,
exchanging wisecracks and making sure
each ad runs just as ordered.
"I'm excited and nervous," she said of
her life change. "I've been here so long,
it's all Iknow." Not one to give acompliment lightly, Simone salutes Steve Dana
for the business sense he helped teach
her. "Everything he's done has been for
the needs of this company," she said.
"I love my job, Iwish Icould take it
with me. Ilearned alot here," she continued. "Iknew nothing about the publishing business. Now Ifeel like Ihave aprofession."
The Broadcast Equipment Exchange
lives on, in the back of each issue. But in
Radio World, Simone's thumbprint is on
every page.

We Define Synergy
ERI can meet all of your broadcast needs, both RF and structural. Our
products, while diverse, come together to deliver more quality,
innovation, and value than the sum of their parts. The depth and
breadth of our antenna, filter and combiner, transmission line, and
broadcast tower products allow us to be Your Single Source for
Broadcast Solutions".

syn•er•gy n. the working together of
two or more things, people, or
organizations, especially when the
result is greater than the sum of their
individual effects or capabilities.
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Surround Sound Systems Wrangle
by Leslie Stimson
Whether or if the radio industry will
select one surround sound technology to
coincide with HD Radio is still very
much in flux.
The National
Radio Systems
Committee — the standards- setting
group co- sponsored by NAB and the
Consumer Electronics Association — has
yet to determine whether it will choose a
surround system to recommend for use
with HD Radio; it is still in the early
stages of studying them. After the convention, members scheduled a May 9
demo with all surround sound participants. NRSC Chairman Charlie Morgan

HD Radio
Continued from page 3

June," he said. The unit can decode multiple
digital signals; the company says it can be
incorporated into an existing sound system
or used in acar, kitchen or boat.
Ya gotta promote it
Yet as more receiver manufacturers
introduce HD Radio product, they and
Ibiquity are pushing broadcasters to promote the technology and the radios
because much of the public doesn't know
what HD Radio is.
To keep HD Radio sales from being

and others stressed the event was not
intended to be a "shoot-out."
But surround sound was ahot topic at
the convention, at demos in the 5.1
Pavilion on the exhibit floor and in session panels.
Representatives for companies adapting their technologies for digital radio
peppered each other with sharp questions
during " Surround Sound — A New
Frontier for Radio." Proponents from
Omnia Audio, SRS Labs, Coding
Technologies and Neural Audio discussed the pros and cons of matrixed, or
non-discrete, channels vs. non-matrixed
— discrete or separate channel — surround sound systems.

Ibiquity had just certified Dolby's Pro
Logic II system as compatible with its
HD Radio technology and thus its representatives were not on the panel.
However, the NRSC will now include
Dolby in its surround task group.

demo cars and remotes at retail outlets.
The company also is developing an
online training program for retail salespeople so they can become acquainted
with HD Radio and its products. The
online program should be completed this
summer, according to company vice president of marketing Dave Salemi.
Ibiquity executives also pointed to the
Radio Advertising Bureau as planning to
share HD Radio promotion "best practices" with member stations.
As an example of promotion planning
that's in discussion now, Good Guys, a
retail chain based in the Northwest, is
planning to work with broadcasters and
vendors in the Los Angeles market to sell
HD Radios.

The NRSC is also looking at the systems offered by the proponents who
spoke.

A

round systems is important, and vigorously questioned the other panelists
about the testing done on their systems.
"We're fooling ourselves if we say,
'We've done abunch of Grammy nominations ( in surround sound) and we're
done," he said.
Neural Audio subsequently issued an
announcement that Dr. Schuyler
Quackenbush had led an independent test

lan Kraemer of SRS Labs said a lot of
surround sound systems are touted as

being discrete, but are not.

Independent verification
Omnia President Frank Foti said surround is agreat application for HD Radio
and can drive consumer adoption. He
said terrestrial radio is under attack from
other media, such as satellite radio and
iPods, and broadcasters need to act on
surround sound.
"Please let's not let FM radio become
amedia backwater:' Foti said.
When asked what happens with his
system if something goes wrong, Foti
said it drops back to stereo.
He said independent testing of all sur-

effort of its system. Quackenbush is president of Audio Research Labs and chairman of the MPEG audio subgroup that
led the test efforts.
Coding Technologies developed
Spectral Band Replication, which Vice
President and General Manager of U.S.
Operations David Frerichs said "approximately doubles the efficiency of audio
codees." SBR is used in the Ibiquity
Digital HDC codec for HD Radio.
Frerichs said the MPEG parametric
sound is going to become part of MPEG4, an open standard. "The goal of the
MPEG surround system is to accurately
replicate sound."
He said broadcasters need a surround
See SURROUND, page 6

ea-.IAudemat-Aztec
Broadcastinglnnovation

This is an artist's rendering of Radiosophys HD Radio. The company is offering
stations the option of placing their call letters on the center pre-set button.
converted to satellite radio in stores and
car dealerships, Struble told Radio World,
much needs to be done.
"There's amassive need for consumer
awareness, promotion and education. The
plan is for broadcasters to take up that
challenge."
Rather than airing massive TV campaigns like their satellite radio counterparts, terrestrial broadcasters will have a
grassroots station- by- station effort,
Struble said. "The radio broadcasters are
fabulous at promoting products and educating their listeners. They know how to
do this. They're going to take up the HD
Radio challenge and do that.
"It doesn't make a ton of business
sense for the broadcasters to invest hundreds of millions of dollars as they've
committed to do in (converting) stations
and not tell anybody about it."
Struble reported alot of effort "at the
highest levels" of radio groups to develop
plans to promote the technology.
Ibiquity is preparing to support stations in their HD Radio promotions. The
company has amarketing guide that lays
out how stations can incorporate digital
radio in their events as well as radio giveaways, on- air promotion, billboards,

Josh Finkelstein, senior buyer for
mobile audio told Radio World, "Some
of our local stations and Good Guys
are planning to do in-store events,
where every commercial break or so
the channel will promote ' Come into
Good Guys right now and check out
what this channel that you're listening
to sounds like in HD Radio compared
to what you're hearing. We guarantee
there will be adifference. Enter to win
aproduct.'
Good Guys has approximately 70
retail locations on the West coast.
Through its recent merger with Comp
USA, the chain plans to roll out HD
Radio product eastward through the 200plus Comp USA stores, which will promote the HD Radio brand as well.
Broadcasters transmitting digital/analog signals are doing so under the FCC's
interim authorization for IBOC.
Deborah Klein, acting bureau chief of
the FCC's Media Bureau, said the commission would address remaining issues
for implementing IBOC, such as multicasting and AM nighttime operation, in
the agency's further order on the technology. She said the agency hopes to get the
order out to the public this summer. te
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The standard
II Song titles and artist information can be
automatically wrapped around with text
II Text can be centered, customized and
configured through a new HTML web page
III An internal scheduler can display
messages at user specified times of day
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Curbing Raunchiness Debated

LAS VEGAS Broadcasters facing heightened scrutiny over alleged indecent programming sounded off in afreewheeling
discussion of shock talk, racy content and
government oversight in apanel discussion
at NAB2005.
The session, in a "town meeting" format,
featured members of NAB's Responsible
Programming Task Force, along with station owners and network TV who talked
about what they are doing voluntarily to
avoid FCC fines and the wrath of Congress.
CNN's Jeff Greenfield kicked off the
session "Come Together, Right Now!" by
making anaughty play on words.
Greenfield said young people who
named the session might not have known
that the referenced Beatles song promoted
simultaneous orgasms. That comment
livened the crowd right up.
Take this seriously
"We are trying to demonstrate to the
FCC and many constituents that we can
self-regulate that we do take this seriously,"
said David Kennedy, president and chief
executive officer of Susquehanna Radio.

All members on the panel seemed to
agree that self-regulation is better than having government decide on which content to
air.
However, how the groups would implement the self-regulation was another matter, because of varied demographics in this
country.
"You can't write rules that apply to all,"
Kennedy said.
The irony of talking about indecency
while spending aweek in "Sin City" was
not lost on the crowd.
Gary Chapman, chairman/president/chief
executive officer, LIN Television, agreed.
"What is acceptable in Grand Rapids and
Las Vegas are not the same. It's difficult for
the Supreme Court to decide one size fits
all."
Good judgment
Training and staff education were
offered up as measures stations could take
to ensure that radio and TV personalities
make appropriate choices.
Greenfield peppered panelists with spicy
questions, such as how can you train people
not to send listeners into St. Paul's
Cathedral to have sex, areference to the
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Indecency Self-Regulation

infamous Opie & Anthony radio show
stunt. The duo has since moved to XM
Satellite Radio; the pay service is not subject to the commission's indecency rules.

Phata by

Panelists Bat Around Concept of

From left: Tony Vinciguerra, Jeff Smulyan,
Victoria Rideout, David Barrett and Mark Mays
"We're never going to cure stupidity in
our industry," said Jeff Smulyan, chairman
and chief executive officer of Emmis
Communications.
More people seem to hear and read
about amillisecond of an exposed breast or
atelevised bachelor party incident than
those who may have actually seen these
incidents, panelists agreed.
For those who may have missed that
episode of Fox's "Married in America," it
contained the requisite bachelor party rituals — aperson eating whipped cream off of
exposed, albeit pixilated, body parts.
About the latter, Greenfield asked Tony
Vinciguerra, president and chief executive
officer of Fox Networks Group, "What the
hell was Fox thinking?" Vinciguerra conceded this was "not our finest moment on
television," yet maintained the show was
not "actionable" in terms of violating FCC
indecency rules.
Family shows, raunchy promos
For Victoria Rideout, vice president and
director of the Program for the Study of
Entertainment Media and Health at the
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation, the concern is not so much about the shows aired
during the so-called indecency "safe harbor,"
but the promos for those adult-themed
shows that air during family-viewing hours.
About promos for steamy shows, David
Barrett, president and chief executive officer of Hearst Argyle, said, "We have to
schedule these things in amore thoughtful
way."

Surround
I> Continued from page 5
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HEN you require the best, most accurate in precision
timing look only to ESE. Designed for " Precision
Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have
been the industry standard for over three decades.
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•3-Year Warranty •
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Clear Channel Communications
President/CEO Mark Mays agreed, citing
his six-child household where his wife
reigns supreme over the remote control
when Viagra commercials and similar promos are broadcast during family television
hours.
Rideout said that through focus groups

system that will address today's FM
needs, but can also be used with streaming and other uses beyond HD Radio
down the road.
Robert Reams, chief technology officer, co-founder and chief scientist for
Neural Audio, told attendees that 5.1
content is scarce, so broadcasters need to
think about how they would both upmix
and downmix audio from stereo to 5.1
and back again.
Storage of 5.1 content in automation
systems is also something for broadcasters to think about, he said, noting he saw
three products at the show that can store
5.1 content as aWAV file.
Bandwidth issues
Reams and Frerichs said their systems
underwent so-called MUSHRA testing, a
form of detailed analysis by independent
experts.
Alan Kraemer, executive vice presi-

and other research, she has learned that parents are less concerned about the fleeting
exposure of abreast on TV than they are
with the coarse day-to-day content with
which people are bombarded.
"TV is powerful, when it comes to kids,"
she said. "It's apowerful (medium) for both
good and for bad."
And while there may be the occasional
mistake that makes it to air, Rideout said
that somebody chose to greenlight ashow,
to put something on the air and that these
choices have an impact on impressionable
young minds.
The indecency debate brings up the
chicken-or-the-egg question. Does coarse
society demand coarse programming, or
has the programming somehow affected the
idea of what is acceptable to its viewers?
Jeff Smulyan said our culture is changing.
"It's much different than the society of
'Ozzie and Harriet' on every night," he
said.
The V-chip and content ratings systems
can help parents guard their children
against programming they consider inappropriate, and broadcasters can implement
audio delays, but many questions remain
about how broadcasters can make parents
happy without having the government censor content.
"Let us take acrack at this. Let us selfregulate rather than have the government
regulate:' Chapman said.
This story first appeared in the NAB
Daily News and is © NAB.

•

dent of technology and business development for SRS Labs, which developed
Circle Surround technology, said the
marketplace is already forcing achoice in
surround sound systems.
"We have moved past the AM stereo
era," he said, referring to the technology
that most experts agree failed to catch on
with consumers because no single system
was agreed upon by the industry.
Consumer electronics manufacturers
such as Yamaha, Kenwood, Fujitsu 10
and Eclipse have adopted surround sound
systems, he said. Auto manufacturers
such as Honda are expected to add surround to their receiver offerings soon.
A lot of surround systems are touted
as being discrete but are not, Kraemer
said. "Parametric systems provide incremental improvements over pure matrixed
systems but they require infrastructure
changes. No truly discrete system is practical due to bandwidth limitations."
In the automotive environment, the
SRS system compensates for non-optimal speaker location, as the acoustic perspective of listeners changes depending
on where they are sitting, he said.
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Arbitron No Longer
Waits on Nielsen
For PPM
NEW YORK Arbitron isn't waiting anymore for Nielsen to decide what level of
involvement it wants in the Portable People
Meter; the company has moved on.
PPM President Pierre Bouvard, in an
April memo to customers, said the company informed Nielsen "of changes that redefine Nielsen's role" in the Houston market
trial of PPM.
Arbitron has withdrawn its invitation for
Nielsen to participate in day-to-day operations of the Houston PPM market trial.
Given the progress of that trial, Arbitron
said that by the time Nielsen would make
its decision, the Houston demo market will
be producing audience estimates.
Nielsen will still provide access to its
meter/diary television audience estimates
in Houston so that the industry can compare those to audience estimates produced
by PPM.
"Instead of spending time determining
how Nielsen might fit into to an already
functioning Arbitron organization in
Houston, we would rather we spend our
time with Nielsen focused on those issues
that hold the most promise for bringing the
PPM to the marketplace," stated Bouvard.
At Arbitron's request, Nielsen has agreed
to focus on two of the three current priorities: alook at the audio detection capabilities of the PPM and astudy of the issues
that apotential joint venture must resolve in
order to deploy the PPM as alocal market
ratings service for radio and television.
Arbitron plans to start releasing comparisons of PPM to diary audience estimates in
late August

function. The agency also tweaked the auction bidding system for what it believes will
lead to easier navigation, customizable
results and improved functionality.
Expect aprocedures notice in June, followed by afiling window in August.
Comments on minimum opening bids
and procedures regarding DA No. 05-1076
were due April 29, with replies on May 5.

BE Offers Consulting
Engineer Training
OUINCY, III. Broadcast Electronics
begins what it calls a "Learn and Earn"

RAB Seeks to

series of sessions for consulting engineers
starting June 1at the Wyndham City Center
hotel in Washington. Topics include HD
Radio system evaluation, including coverage, interference and operating parameters.
Creating afunctional and compliant synchronous FM system will be covered.
Consulting engineers who participate
will receive acertificate of participation.
The company will list participants on its
Web site as aresource for stations and
groups. The initial sessions in the series
take place June 1 and are free.
Complimentary lunch will be offered.
Pre-registration is required. Consulting
engineers can obtain agenda details and sign
up by e-mailing consultants@ bdcast.com.

Educate Wall Street
About IBOC
IRVING, Texas To help Wall Street
analysts get the gist of HD Radio, the
Radio Advertising Bureau has developed
what it's calling a white paper on the
technology, amarketing primer on where
digital radio is headed.
"The White Paper also lists some of
the revolutionary features HD Radio
holds for consumers and advertisers,"
state RAB President/CEO Gary Fries and
VP, Corporate Marketing Renee Cassis in
aletter to analysts.
To read it, go to www.rab.com/release.
cfm?id=940

GOT CALLERS?
STACIEM!
No matter what they're talking about, STAC is the best way
to manage your calls.
STAC ( Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in control
of your talk shows, request/contest lines, call- ins and phoners
with great sound, ease of operation and scalable configure !ion. Incorporating apair of Comrex high-performance digital
nybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio - even when conferencing up to four callers.
The STAC system is available in six (STAC 6) and twelve (STAC 12)
ine versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CAT5 cable — no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use -- anyone can master it in seconds.
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Ibiquity's Stull
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COLUMBIA, Md. Ibiquity Digital promoted Scott Stull to vice president of
Broadcast Business Development.
Previously, he had been director of that
group.
Company COO Jeffrey Jury credited
Stull with helping to develop agreements
between Ibiquity and transmission equipment manufacturers and broadcasters.
"This promotion recognizes the growing
number of stations committed to HD Radio
in the U.S., and increased interest in other
markets," noted Jury.
Stull joined Ibiquity in 1999. Previously
he was director of development for adatabase system developer in the San Francisco
area.
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Use STAC any place there's a web browser!
If you have acomputer, you've already got all the hardware
and software you need. Just log onto the intemet using astandard web browser — NO SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL —
go to your STAC IP address, and you are there! STAC ' EM from
home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!
Cool features include:
•
STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.
Busy -All makes starting contests abreeze.
Auto -Attendant answers, plays your message and STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and producers!

FCC to Auction
More FM Allotments
WASHINGTON The FCC will begin a
new FM auction on Nov. 1. A total of 173
allotments will be available; 143 are new
while 30 remain unsold from the previous
FM auction.
Auction No. 62 will use the FCC's
Integrated Spectrum Auction System, a
redesign of the previous auction application
and bidding systems. The commission says it
has updated the Form 175 application search

STAC
Got Calls? Put Comrex On The Line.
Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: infoii-;comrex.cum
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax- 97E-74-1717
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"Public radio looks at multicasting with
HD Radio as more than just anew technology. It's acreative, cost-effective way to
extend our public service at atime when
demand for public radio is greater than
ever," Starling said.

Show
Continued from page 1

low-power stations to create technical interference for radio listeners?" Fritts asked
rhetorically.
Issues on the horizon left for the organization to tackle: the re-write of the Telecom
Act, radio's digital transition and indecency. Fritts said while many experts predict it
could take years to finalize acommunications package, "the stakes are high" for the
outcome.
Detailed excerpts of Fritts' remarks
appear on page 52.

KSTJ, KCNV DEMO
MULTICASTING

NAB ATTENDANCE
104,000 — UP 7%
NAB says more than 104,000 attendees
registered for the spring convention; of that
figure, some 23,400 were international
attendees.
The trade group said 97,544 attended
last year's spring show. It planned to
release final attendance figures for this
show after the convention. The show record
was reached in 2000, at around 1I5,300.
WESTWOOD ONE TO OFFER
MULTICASTI NG PROGRAMS
NPR had announced plans to offer programming for member stations that are
splitting their FM digital signals; now so

NPR's Kyle Evans demos the Kenwood HD Radio tuner with
multicast capability in this vehicle in Ibiquity booth.
will Westwood One, the first commercial
program provider to do so.
Westwood said it would make its lineup
of news, sports, talk and entertainment programming, as well as traffic and information content available to HD Radio FM
broadcasters for their multicast services.
Its audio programming and traffic data
content were showcased at Ibiquity's booth.
Home and auto radios receiving HD Radio
broadcasts contained Westwood content.
Westwood traffic content also was part

The industry standard
reaches new heights
•24-bit/192 < Hz converters
•Hardware sample
rate converters
•66 MHz/64-bit
PCI interface
•

More powerful DSP
•Comprehensive
set of drivers:
Digigram np,
WDM DirectSound,
Wave, ASIO
•Short-length
PCI format
• Maximum input
and output level:
+ 24 dBu

Presenting the new HR series
of PCX sound cards
Digigram's PCX range of sound cards has become the de facto standard
in the broadcast industry since its launch in 1989. The new HR series sets
new benchmarks for the industry and underlines Digigram's commitment
to superior audio quality, reliab I
ty. and innovation.

gigrani
Networking Your Sound
www.digigram.com
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of atraffic demo in which an integrated HD
Radio receiver and GPS Navigation system
were used to illustrate real-time traffic overlaid on navigation systems.
NPR EMPHASIZES
'IVIULTICASTI NG, ' SWAPS
TOMORROW RADIO NAME
Twenty-four NPR member stations will
begin multicasting in 2005, the network said.
It also has set up aMulticast Receiver
Team made up of seven member stations.
They are talking to receiver manufacturers
that answered NPR's request for proposals
for receivers containing the ability to
decode multiple IBOC signals. NPR hopes
to seal adeal for abulk receiver purchase
this spring with delivery in time for fall
fundraisers.
Under the Tomorrow Radio initiative,
NPR, Kenwood and Harris combined
efforts to test the concept of splitting astation's FM IBOC signal into several channels to see if the extra channels would survive a mobile environment. NPR has a
service mark on the "Tomorrow Radio"
name. The joint project will continue under
that name, but the pubcaster has now trademarked "NPR Multicast" and is trying to
establish that as its brand name for the multichannel concept.
Kenwood, for example, has been certified
by NPR to use the "NPR Multicast" brand
logo on its HD Radio receivers, the KTC
HR100-TR and KTC HR100-MC units.
The stations on NPR's "multicast receiver team" are WOSU(FM), Columbus;
WUSF(FM), Tampa;
WFAE(FM),
Charlotte; WNYC New York Public Radio;
Chicago Public Radio; Northern Indiana
Public Radio; and Colorado Public Radio.
NPR ADDS FIFTH MULTICAST
MUSIC FORMAT
NPR also added to its previously
announced program lineup that can be used
by member stations that multicast HD
Radio signals.
In January, NPR said it would offer jazz,
classical, triple-A and folk formats for free
beginning this summer. The network has
added an electronica channel.
There are 56 public radio stations broadcasting in HD Radio, with atotal of 312
public stations committed to converting in
coming months, according to NPR. Vice
President for Engineering and Operations
Mike Starling called digital radio "the
biggest innovation in radio since
Armstrong invented FM in 1933.

Beasley's KSTJ(FM) in Las Vegas
broadcast ademo of an HD Radio multicast
during the show. The station was the first
Beasley facility in the Las Vegas market to
go IBOC. It is also the first commercial station publicly to demonstrate the split digital
signal concept.
With gear and technology from
Broadcast Electronics and Ibiquity Digital,
KSTJ aired adigital multicast program
channel alongside its main analog and digital channel, as well as separate data streams
containing program associated data and
two real-time traffic alert systems and other
navigational content.
The multicast programming was
received by aKenwood receiver, which displayed program-associated data such as
song title, artist and other "now playing"
information. The streams of traffic information were coded by event, such as an accident or freeway jam and its location, as an
overlay to vehicle navigational systems.
Public station KCNV(FM) also demoed
the multicast concept; it could be heard on
Kenwood and Boston Acoustics receivers
in Ibiquity's booth. Both KCNV and KSTJ
broadcast two channels of audio and two
data channels.
CITADEL JOINS GROUPS
IN FASTER CONVERSION
Citadel Broadcasting will join the coalition of broadcasters that recently
announced accelerated plans to convert stations to digital HD Radio. Citadel plans to
convert 60 of its 155 stations to HD Radio
over three years.
Ibiquity said all top 10 broadcast groups
now have sped up their digital radio conversions.
"The digital experiences offered by HD
Radio superior sound, the ability to multicast additional content on FM stations and
data that can be displayed on receivers, will
allow us to continue producing the best
entertainment possible for consumers," stated Farid Suleman, Citadel chairman/CEO.
Citadel joins 21 groups that announced
their accelerated HD Radio rollout plans in
Januar.
KENWOOD SHIPPING
MULTICAST TUNER NOW
Beginning this month, Kenwood began
shipping to its dealers HD Radio tuners
with the ability to decode several digital
channels. The unit, which sports an "NPR
Multicast" logo, is an upgrade of
Kenwood's current HD Radio tuner, the
KTC-HR100, which can be used with HD
Radio-Ready Kenwood in-dash receivers.
The radio lists for $500 and is available
from Kenwood dealers. Kenwood USA
VP/New Technologies Mike Bergman told
Radio World the company rewrote the
firmware for the radio, "giving it the ability
to recognize the presence of supplemental
channels tune to them and also display
song title and artist."
Dealers can special-order the units at a
customer's request. Crutchfield will also
carry the new product.
Kenwood is also offering upgrades of its
See SHOW, page 10

The routing switcher gets anew twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)
Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just afew signals — sometimes afew hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then
across campus. Routing switchers are aconvenient way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really let you buy arouter that costs
more than his dream car? Unlikely.
If you need arouting switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet- based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is atrue network.
Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat-6. Imagine the
simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any building to any other... you get the idea.

Scalable, flexible, reliable.., pick any three.

Are you still using PC sound cards?

An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

Even the best sound cards are compromised

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale all that

by PC noise, inconvenient output connectors,

well for larger ones. Here's
Routers are OK... but a
network is so much more
modern. With Axia. your
ins and outs are next to the
audio, where they belong.
No frame, no cards, no sweat.

poor headroom, and other

where an expandable

•.

network really shines.

Axia IP-Audio Driver for
Windows ° on your workstations and connect

Cat-6cable and an Ethernet switch, and

directly to the Axia audio network using their

you've got a64x64 routing switcher. And you

Ethernet ports. Not only will your PC productions

can easily add more I/O whenever and

sound fantastic, you'll eliminate sound cards and

wherever you need it. Build a128x128 sys-

•
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Most mainframe routers have no mic inputs,
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change to make. Axia Audio Nodes come

Put anode in each studio, right next to the mics,

in AES/EBU and balanced stereo analog
flavors. Put abatch of Nodes on each end
of aCat-6run, and BAM! abi-directional

Node has eight stereo line

and afiber link for extra-long
runs between studios —

Nice bonus.

or between buildings.

With alittle help from our friends.

Would you like some control with that?

A networked audio system doesn't just

There are plenty of ways to control your Axia

replace atraditional router — it improves upon

network. For instance, you'll find built-in

it. Already, companies in our industry are realiz-

Scott Stica/c:o4

webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

ing the advantages of tightly integrated systems,

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC°

and are making new products that reap those

Aria is already working
with some great companies. Like Enco Systems,
Prophet Systems, Scott
Studios, Radio Systems,
Balsys Technoffigy Group.
and of course reins
and Omnia. Check
AxiaAudia.com/partners/
to find out who's next.

software for Windows gives you central

benefits. Working with our
partners, Axia Audio is
bringing new thinking and
ideas to audio distribution, machine control,

An Axia digital audio
snake can carry hundreds
of channels of digital audio
on one skinny CAT-6 cable.
We know you're not going
to miss soldering all 1/lot
multi-pair...

multi-channel snake. Use media converters

outputs for headphones?

MALSYS

Put your snake on adiet.
Nobody loves cable snakes.

finding the pair you want when there's a

ultra-low-noise preamps with Phantom power.

multiple mic channels to the network on asingle

red«).

clean and pristine.

Besides soldering ajillion connectors, just try

so you need to buy preamps. With Axia you get

Cat-6cable. And did we mention that each Mic

Èlu

connectors — with Aria
your digital audio stays

cash you'll save.

to keep mic cables nice and tight, then send

jENCO

There sa better way to get
audio out of your PC. No
more consurner grade 'h'

console input modules). Just think of all the

bone and the sky's the limit.

where your mics are.

<• • > 10011000

the hardware they usually feed ( like router or

tem... or 1024x1024... use aGigabit fiber back-

Put an Aria Microphone
Node next to your mics and
send preamplified audio
anywhere rou need it, over
Ethernet — with no line
loss or signal degradation.

gremlins. Instead, load the

Connect eight Axia 8x8 Audio Nodes using

Put your preamps

S.)
bvewire

control of every audio path in
•
•

•

your plant. Router Selector
nodes allow quick local

source selection, and intelligent studio control

Program Associated Data ( PAD), and even

surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

wiring convenience.

Control freaks of the world,
rejoice: intelligent Aria
mixing surfaces give talent
complete control of their
working environment.
Reconfigure studios instantly
and assign often- used
sources just where they're
most useful.

source in your networked facility.

"This sounds expensive."Just the opposite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,
patch bays, multi- pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring — not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those big mainframe routers. That's right... half.
Once you experience the benefits of networked audio, you will never want to go back. AxiaAudio.com for details.
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HD Radio for those who wish to add the
multicast capability. The upgrade offer is
open to anyone, consumers or broadcasters.
An individual can ship Kenwood's HR100
to the company and obtain afirmware
upgrade for afee. For information about
how to ship the unit, call 1-800-Kenwood.
From left Rep. Fred Upton, Rep. Joe Barton, Rep. Conrad Burns

SEVERAL HD- R RADIOS
READY IN JUNE
Boston Acoustics, Radiosophy and
Sanyo plan to ship HD Radio receivers to
stores in June; Polk Audio plans September
availability.
Boston Acoustics says its Recepter
Radio HD is one of the first home IBOC
products to become available and one of
the first to be able to decode multiple digital signals. A compact satellite speaker,
allowing for stereo reception, will be
included in the package.
"With multicasting very close to taking
off, June is an ideal time to launch" the
radio, said Stephen Shenefield, director of
product development.
The radio has astereo input for iPods or
other external sources, as well as astereo
headphone output.
The company offered a $299 show price
to broadcasters.
Radiosophy, formerly RiverRadio, says
its "transportable" HD can decode multiple
digital signals for stations that are multicasting. The removable receiving unit measures

less than 6 by 4 inches and the complete
radio measures about 16 by 7inches. A prototype of the compact unit was on display in
Ibiquity's booth at the NAB convention.
The projected list price is $249.
Slated for shipping to retailers in June,
Sanyo has introduced acar audio model,
the ECD-HD1990M, an HD Radio 200W
receiver that supports playback of MP3 and
WMA music.
The radio will retail for just under $500.
Polk Audio will combine HD Radio into
its I-Sonic entertainment system, astereo
system that includes an AM/FM, HD Radio
tuner, aDVD/CD player and XM Satellite
Radio capability. The system ships to consumer electronics stores in September and
will list for just under $600.
NEURAL: OUR SURROUND
SYSTEM ' EXCELS' IN
INDEPENDENT TEST
Neural Audio says its surround sound
system consistently scored high marks in
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testing conducted by Audio
Research Labs. In acontrolled listening
study, experts compared Neural's technology to other competitive systems for digital
broadcast applications, according to the
company.
The tests took place at the AT&T
Research multi-channel listening room in
Florham Park, NJ.
Using aMulti-Stimulus test with Hidden
Reference and Anchor (MUSHRA) testing,
the company said, trained listeners evaluated selected 5.1 source material for level of
discreteness and presence of artifacts.
During the testing, Neural said its 5225
downmix system and SEE system outperformed the matrix systems and delivered
performance perceptually close to the
source material.
"We performed standard tests for evaluation of surround sound technologies, and it
is clear that the Neural solution can deliver
the artists original intent without significant
compromise or the use of side data. This
could have great value for digital broadcast
and low bit rate applications:' Neural quoted Dr. Schuyler Quackenbush as saying.
Quackenbush is president, Audio
Research Labs and chairman of the MPEG
audio subgroup that led the test efforts.
The test was conducted using AAC at 96
kbps to carry the coded music material and
full data on the testing, and was to be posted on the Neural web site, www.neuralaudio.com, after the show.
Neural Audio CEO Geir Slcaaden stated
the tests underscores Neural's position that
its "watermarking" system can deliver the
promise of discrete 5.1 without the use of
valuable bits for side information. The test
coordinator. Dr. Schuyler Quackenbush, is
an expert in audio signal processing, audio
signal compression, assessment of speech
and audio quality.
recent

DOLBY PRO LOGIC II
GETS IBIGUITY NOD

Armstrong Transmitter X-10008
1KW HD Radio. ready AM Transmitter for under $10K
Built with dual hot-swappable 600 Watt
RF modules capable of 150% modulation,
X- 1000B can bring that major market sound
to your radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovations, X- 1000B
offers high reliability, built-in redundancy and
it is HD Radio. ready.
Best of all, our customers tell us that
the money they save running the X- 1000B
pays for itself with savings in electricity and

•

mainterance costs over an older transmitter
...and as a bonus they get exceptional
reliability and that major market sound for IN
free.
But, don't take our word for it. Talk to
our cu.*omers already on- the- air with the
X- 1000B. Call or email for a users list and
decide for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.
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4111SNAITTER CCRP0=1.AT,ON
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Ibiquity Digital has approved Dolby Pro
Logic II, asurround sound technology, as
an audio format for the Ibiquity HD Radio
system. Content encoded in Dolby Pro
Logic II is stored, edited and broadcast as
traditional stereo signals, and is then decoded into five-channel surround sound by the
listener's Dolby Pro Logic II receiver.
Broadcast Electronics demonstrated
Dolby's application on its AudioVault radio
automation system to its FXi 60 HD Radio
plus FM exciter at its booth. The demonstration featured aDolby DP563 Dolby
Surround and Pro Logic II Encoder and a
Dolby DP564 Multichannel Audio
Decoder.
Ibiquity has also given the nod to SRS
Labs and Neural for their surround sound
systems to be used with IBOC.
DRE REVEALS FMEXTRA

Tel 315-673-1269 / sees@arrnstrongtx.cera/ wg4n- armstrongtx.corn
'HD Rade Is aregastered trade mark of Ifnutty Dena! Curpeatea.

As part of the Broadcast Engineering
Conference, Digital Radio Express debuted

its FMeXtra to broadcasters, the technology
that digitizes analog FM subcarriers.
As reported in RW's April 13 issue
(page 19), the system uses advanced
audio compression to digitize the FM
baseband so astation can deliver multiple
channels of high-quality audio or other
data services.
DRE Vice President of Engineering
Derek Kumar, involved with digital radio
technology since 1992, said the company
wanted to develop a technology that is
compatible with IBOC.
"We wanted to integrate multichannel
programs and conditional access," said
Kumar.
The company believes stations will
transmit both digital and analog signals
for many years to come.
"We think it's amistake to talk about
turning .off analog FM anytime soon.
Why obsolete all current radios?"
Using DRE's encoder, Kumar said a
station's channels could be configured
independently and on the fly.
It's amyth, he said, that SCAs cause
interference to their analog host station,
saying it's not true with digital SCAs, the
inaudible subcarrier signals embedded in
the FM signal.
Kumar said the company is talking to
receiver manufacturers about incorporating the ability to decode the DRE digitized subcarrier signals in IBOC receivers
in the 2005-06 timeframe.
Kumar said DRE has a deal "in the
works" with aradio reading service for
its product.
HP, INFINITY TEAM
WITH VISUAL RADIO'
Hewlett-Packard and Infinity broadcasting want to supply interactive content
to mobile radio listeners. They say
Infinity is the first broadcaster that will
deploy what they call "Visual Radio" to
listeners in the United States.
Using Visual Radio, listeners can tune
into local FM stations on their cell
phones. Simultaneously, listeners receive
interactive information and graphics synchronized with the broadcast. Text and
graphics are delivered via the cellular
network onto the cell phone's screen.
Users can see song title and artist
names, check upcoming concert dates,
purchase ring tones or other
content from the artist, and participate
in radio station promotions.
For stations, the companies claim
Visual Radio can increase listener loyalty
and ad revenue. The benefits for cell
phone carriers, according to the companies, is an opportunity to increase data
services use and revenue.
Nokia developed the technology and
HP is selling it to cell phone network carriers and broadcasters.
What stations get from HP is the software necessary to synchronize the interactive visual content to radio programs.
Cell phone network carriers provide
Visual Radio as aservice to subscribers.
Outside of the United States, HP says
radio station operators in the U.K.,
Germany, Finland and Sweden are creating Visual Radio content to deliver to
some Nokia cell phones.
Carriers deliver the digital content
and services to their customers, billing
those cell subscribers for data traffic and
additional content and interactive services. Radio stations create the Visual
Radio content provided in the channels
synchronized with their existing rado
broadcast. te
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LESS REMOTES
GÉ Compared to what we were using
before, Tieline GSM is better hands
down.
We're pleased with the performance
and quality.
We purchased the Tieline GSM
system primarily for remotes and our
morning show on the road. JJ
- Randy Mullinax
(Tyler Broadcasting, Oklahoma City)

The Tieline GSM module slots into the
Commander G3 or i
Mix G3 codec and works ! n
all GSM coverage areas throughout the USA and
in over 200 countries around the world. Insert
your SIM card and you're ready to broadcast.
You can even remote control your talent's audio
input level from the studio during your broadcast.

TECHNOLOGY

800-750-7950

Contact Tieline to order your free demonstration
today.

www.tieline.com/rw
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Podcasting Stripped to Basics
by Carly Didden
Podcasting seems to be the buzzword
on radio these days, and the legal issues
covering this new technology are in a
Wild, Wild West stage that probably
won't last. Carly Didden, an associate in
the communications group of Garvey
Schubert Barer, lays out the basics for
stations to consider before they delve into
this technology.
Think of podcasting as TiVo for radio.
Just as TiVo allows aviewer to watch his
favorite television program or movie
when he has the time, podcasting automatically downloads audio files to a
user's computer for listening at the user's
convenience. A podcast is an audio file
archived on the Internet in such a way
that it can be automatically accessed by a
personal computer, downloaded and
transferred to a portable MP3 player,
such as an iPod.
While they are usually in atalk show
format, podcasts may also be music or
audio clips from television programs,
movies, chat groups, daily horoscopes or
lectures. Most podcasts are freely available on the Internet and do not contain
commercials or advertisements.
Podcasts are technologically unlike
Webcasting or streaming. While
Webcasting is an Internet stream of alive
or online simulcast of abroadcast signal,
a podcast is a download of a non- live
audio program. Streaming is one technology for downloading and accessing a
stream of electronic information at the
same time.
Podcasting is the downloading of a
single complete audio file to be listened
to at alater time. Because of these differences, copyright licensing for podcasting
is different than the copyright regimes for
Webcasting and streaming. Indeed, copyright law has yet to catch up with the
technology of podcasting.
Questions
Who can podcast? — Anyone who has
bandwidth, aWeb site, acomputer with a
microphone and necessary software can
podcast. Podcasting software and podcasts are widely available on the Internet.
Examples of some sites are www.ipoddernet, www.podcaster.net, www.podcasts.org, www.ipodder.org, www.podfeedercom and www.audible.com.
Podcasting is based on open standards
so podcasts can be downloaded on any
type of computer and played on any MP3
player or computer audio program that
recognizes Real Simple Syndication
(RSS) feeds or MP3 files.
Radio stations and content providers
are taking notice of podcasting and making their own content available on the
Internet. Within the last few months, for
example, NPR, the BBC and anumber of
local radio stations have started to package their on-air programming into podcasts.
Traditional broadcasters and programmers are beginning to realize that providing "apodcast aday" can draw listeners
to their Web sites and introduce listeners
to new music.
Copyright law
Copyright law protects musical and
spoken compositions, or "works"; the
performance of a work preserved in a

sound recording; and the sound recording
itself.
Podcasting implicates these in three
ways: the performance of a work; the
playing of arecording of aperformance;
and the reproduction of arecording by
incorporating it into apodcast. The law is
well settled only as to the first of these.
Musical works — Performance rights
organizations ( ASCAP, BM! and

This leaves the podcaster with a
choice: to attempt to obtain licenses from
the record companies or to limit podcasts
to sound recordings not subject to copyright protection. Generally, these include
U.S. recordings pressed before Feb. 15,
1972 although a CD reissue of a pre1972 recording is anew, protected, sound
recording. Podcasters may decide to
eliminate sound recordings altogether
from podcasts.
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In order to get that permission, broadcasters should have the guest sign a
release, a short legal document that
waives aperson's right of privacy, which
is the right to be left alone, or the right of
publicity, the right to control how one's
image, voice or persona is used to sell
things. Failure to obtain aperson's permission or arelease to podcast an interview could be aviolation of his or her
publicity and performance rights.
Stations should review their programming contracts to determine if podcasting
is aright that was included in their syndication agreement. Many syndication
agreements give only broadcast rights,
and reserve all other rights.
This means that astation may need to
acquire an additional license from the
syndicator in order to convert its on-air
broadcasts to podcasts.

Future developments
Today podcasts are free to download,
may be commercial-free, and are unregulated. In the future, at the risk of turning
away listeners, podcasters may add commercials or charge fees in order to pay
for bandwidth or copyright licenses.
To date, there has been little copyright
enforcement by the performance rights
organizations over podcasting. As the
popularity of podcasting increases, however, it is fair to assume the performance
rights organizations and the record companies, or their industry arm, the
Recording Industry Association of
America, will more actively enforce their
copyrights.
Carly Didden
This has been the case with file-swapping programs. Initially there was little
SESAC) handle copyright licenses for the
Do Ineed all these licenses? — Yes.
enforcement, but that changed once the
performance of musical works, including
their performance in apodcast. Separate
The owners of copyrights in musical
popularity of such programs as Napster
licenses are necessary from each perforworks and sound recordings are entitled
and Kazaa increased.
mance rights organization because each
to compensation for the performance and
Improvements in podcasting software
will increase audio quality. With the riscompany represents different publishers
reproduction elements of podcasting.
of composers' musical works.
However, the challenge to meeting copying popularity of podcasting, expect more
right obligations is that the law lags the
sophisticated tools and software to be
Sound recordings — Copyright licenstechnology.
developed. This will make it easier to
es for the playing (or "performance") of
download higher-quality podcasts and
What if Iget caught without one? —
perhaps attract greater attention from the
sound recordings historically have been
performance rights organizations.
handled directly with the owners of the
The performance rights organizations,
RIAA and others monitor the Internet for
Because podcasting is an Internet
works, usually record companies.
Web sites with music. They may begin to
Over- the- air broadcasters are not
rather than abroadcast service, it is not
required to obtain copyright licenses for
do the same with podcasters.
regulated by the FCC. This means that no
playing sound recordings. They must,
If your podcast is identified, they may
license is required and that podcasts may
locate you and request proof of your
however, hold licenses for playing the
contain content that is uncensored for
underlying musical works.
licensing. It is in your best interests to
language or subject matter.
Under amendments to the Copyright
cooperate with the organizations.
Future podcasts may be required or
Act in 1995 and 1999, Congress enacted
If you do not have alicense, the perstrongly encouraged to carry rating inforformance rights organizations will work
mation or warnings on RSS feeds to alert
astatutory license scheme for the digital
transmission of musical works and sound
with you to get a license. If you fail to
listeners that the podcast content exceeds
respond to the organizations, they are
certain thresholds. It is likely that, evenrecordings. However, the statutory licenslikely to send you acease and desist lettually, the FCC or the courts will be
es reflect the technology of the times.
ter demanding removal of the infringing
called upon to determine what broadcastThe 1995 legislation covered downmaterial from your podcast.
ing rules, if any, apply to podcasting.
loadable music files, such as the commerIf you do not cooperate voluntarily,
In time, the law will catch up with
cial sale from aWeb site of an MP3 file.
they may sue you in court. Remember
technology, and podcasters will have
The 1999 act reached Web casting and
streaming, both non-interactive activities
that the cost of alawsuit will far exceed
clearer guidance on copyright licensing
requirements. For now, the best course of
that involve the transmission of a sound
the cost of alicense.
recording, but not the distribution of a
If you are caught, remove the infringaction is to monitor copyright developments and to take affirmative steps to
reproduction of that recording.
ing content and get licensed. If you do
not remove the infringing content, the
comply.
fines for copyright infringement may be
The information presented here is
Reproduction — By contrast to Web
intended solely for informational purposcasting, apodcast may include areproducmultiplied.
es and is of ageneral nature that cannot
tion of asound recording. Podcasting is an
interactive activity that results in the transBut my podcast is talk- only. — If a be regarded as legal advice. Consult an
broadcast station conducts a live interattorney if you have questions about the
mission of asound recording that is fixed
view on- air or a podcaster records an
application of copyright law to podcastand is accessible on demand by the user.
interview or discussion group for posting
ing. My thanks to John Crigler and John
The reproduction requires clearances
or licenses, both for the sound recording,
as a podcast, the station or podcaster
Wells King for their expertise and assistance in this article.
and for the musical work. Although the
should make sure to receive permission
from the guest to convert the interview to
Reach the author at (202) 965-7880 or
performance rights societies offer licensapodcast. Conducting an on-air or ines to cover the musical works in apodcdidden@gsblaw.com. This article
person interview does not necessarily
appeared in the College Broadcasters'
cast, no uniform or industry-wide licensing scheme has been developed to cover
give permission to convert the interview
newsletter and is reprinted with permisto apodcast.
sion.
the sound recording.
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(You're standing on your competition)
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Eiffel Tower
1,0 ,53 ft

John Hancock
1,127 ft.

Empire State
1,250 ft.

Sears Tower
1,450 ft.

Taipei 101
1,670 ft.

CN Tower
1,815ft.

OmniaTower
over 3,000 ft.

The Empire State building is pretty tall. Taipei 101? CN Tower? Even taller. But
Omnia dwarfs them all. In fact, if you stacked up all the Omnia audio processors
in use around the world, you'd have atower well over 3,000 feet high.
In just afew short years, Omnia has emerged as the best-selling audio processor in
the world. More importantly, it's the most successful stations in top markets like New
York, Los Angeles, London, Paris, Rome, Beijing, Tokyo, Amsterdam and Berlin,
that have put Omnia on top. And more broadcasters are upgrading every day, using
Omnia as their secret weapon to stay miles above the competition.
More than 60% of the Top 100 highest- rated FM stations
in the USA have already upgraded to Omnia-6EX—the
six- band dual- path processor for standard FM and HD
Radio signals The reason these leaders choose Omnia?
Once you've heard it, you'll know

Speaking of heights, did you know that Omnia processing now powers
stations broadcasting from every one of the famous structures pictured wove?
Big or small, isn't it high time you upgraded to Omnia?

nia

A Teios Company

wwwomniaaudio.corn
Orrinia
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aregistered trademark of TLS Corp ©2005, TLS Corp All rights reserved
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generators, having served as afull-time
engineer and then as aconsulting engineer
with amissionary radio network — Radio
Lumiere, Haiti — for over three decades.
In Haiti, even the commercial electric
power source (when available) regularly
tends to run anywhere from 59 to 62 Hz.
That fluctuation caused similar problems
with the station UPS.
What Leon found is that most UPS systems are more sensitive to frequency variations than line waveform. By default, most
will only tolerate about +/- 0.5 Hz deviation from 60 Hz. Generators, especially
before they are fully warmed up, typically

Keep Your Cool With Racked Equipment
by John Bisset
One of the problems with using vented
rack panels to separate your equipment is
that they are too large, eating up prime
space in the rack.
Tony Lopez, chief of Clear Channel's
Pueblo, Colo., cluster, writes that the
smallest ventilated panels he's seen are
the 1- 3/4- inch models from Middle
Atlantic. These are great vented panels
for higher- wattage equipment; but for
lower- power equipment such as mic
processors, MiniDiscs, etc., a smaller
spacing is adequate. Furthermore, this
kind of equipment often is located in
console turrets or similar small racks
where vertical space is at apremium.
For small equipment racks, where
even 1RU vented panels take up too
much critical space. Tony came up with a

yields two 1/2-inch vented panels that fit
well between low-power equipment, but
without hogging valuable vertical rack
space. Fig. 2shows the finished product.
Reach Tony at TonyLopez@clearchanneicom.
** *
Contributors to Workbench, please
note our new e-mail address. You can
write to me at jbisset@bdcast.com.

uates harmonics. At one location, Tim
uses aSola model MCR500 voltage regulator. This regulator powered two APC
model SU450 UPS supplies.
Tim offers aword of caution. The voltage regulator is ahog for power itself,
and generates afair amount of heat. Still,
it cleaned up the power from a Home
4500-watt generator to the point that the
UPS didn't object. He can be reached at
timwalkeredilyns.com.

** *
Tim Walker has run acontract engineering business in western North
Carolina and western Virginia for many
years. Regarding our discussion of
1:PSes and how they dislike dirty generator power. Tim resolved the problem by

a.
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Fig. I: Modifying astandard vented rack panel.
solution. By cutting ahalf-inch from both
sides of the standard 1- 3/4- inch vented
panel and discarding the middle section,
you are able to keep the factory bend on
one side. See Fig. 1.
Each standard 1RU vented panel

1GC

41,

ac

Fig. 2: The smaller panel reduces the amount of vertical space.

selecting a more tolerant line sensitivity
setting on his American Power
Conversion UPS.
More effectively, Tim operates the
UPS behind aSola voltage regulator that
not only regulates voltage, but also atten-

** *
Leon Amstutz is CBRTV certified and
hails from Fort Wayne, Ind. He has agreat
deal of experience with UPS systems and

deviate as much as +/- 2Hz, particularly if
you have large loads that cycle on and off.
Most UPS brands have afield programmable configuration option or afactory
PROM update for use with generators. This
See DIRTY POWER, page 16
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It's AUTOSWITCH, an automatic audio switcher!
AutoSwitch eliminates that annoying " digital echo" in
DJ headphones by switching the headphones from
Air to Local audio when the mic is on.
Its also an automatic silence sensor, and can
switch your audio to a backup source if the
main SOLirce fails.
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Erick Steinberg's job is challenging, demanding,

1.10.1

and requires avery hectic work pace. It's
something he describes as "hard fun." " Radio is
show biz," he says. " It should be fun!" Of course,
it also helps that he's surrounded by people who
share his passion for the industry.
"We're all career broadcasters around here, and I
enjoy working for acompany that is run by broadcasters,"
Erick says. "Their commitment to technical excellence
and training at all levels is unbelievable!"
When he first arrived at Susquehanna Radio,
Erick says, " Ifelt right at home." Now, years later he
adds,"Susquehanna is just the right size. My work
friends are here, my work family is here. Iintend
to make this my last stop
in radio."

Make aSound
Career Choice!
With operations
in major markets
across the United
States, Susquehanna
Radio Corp. offers a
number of radio career
opportunities. For more

Erick Steinberg

information, visit our
website or call our Human

Director of Technical Operations
Susquehanna, San Francisco

Resources Department

•

at ( 717) 852-2132.

res SUSQUEI-IANNA
61111

RADIO

CORP

Asubsidiary of Susquehanna Pfaltzgraff Co.

Susquehanna Commerce Center West
221 W. Philadelphia St. • York, PA 17404
(717) 852-2132 II Fax ( 717) 771-1436
www.susquehannaradio.com
Susquehanna Radio Corp. is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer,
an ESOP Company, and maintains aDrug-Free Work Environment.
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Time to Call aSpecialist
First Elements of SBE's New Specialist
Certification Program Are Underway
Specialist Certification. The exam component — created and administered by
the SBE National Certification
Committee — will evaluate a person's
understanding of the subject. This is what
the SBE Program of Certification has
done all along, but the difference is that a
Specialist Certification acknowledges
skill and understanding in aspecific area
and without a direct time experience
requirement.

by Larry Wilkins

A natural part of an individual's
growth is to develop his or her knowledge and skills. As abroadcast engineer
you already know this. As technology
changes and evolves, you must stay
informed and aware of the latest developments while maintaining your current
skills.
As we are exposed to various aspects
of our jobs, we tend to find certain abilities that interest us more than others. It
may have been asubconscious effort, but
you have specific skills that other people
do not possess. Even within our industry,
individual ability becomes more specialized.
While two broadcast engineers may
hold the same job title and have similar
job descriptions, it is likely that their own
skill sets are different. We all have our
own strengths. It is an individual's
strength in aparticular area that uniquely
qualifies him or her for agiven task.
To establish a benchmark of these
individual strengths, the SBE National
Certification Committee created the concept of Specialist Certifications. This is
one result of the daylong strategic planning meeting of the Certification
Committee and several guests in
February 2004.

T

he AM Directional Specialist Certification

doesn't evaluate the ability to design

a system — a task best left to a consultant —
but covers operation, maintenance and repair.

Exam and tutorial

While the Core Four Certifications
(Certified Broadcast Technologist
through Certified Professional Broadcast
Engineer) cover abroad knowledge base
and carry atime experience requirement,
the SBE Specialist Certifications will
focus on the growing demand for certification in specialized areas of knowledge.
There are two components to a

The other component adds an educational opportunity to prepare an individual to better understand the knowledge
that is being evaluated. With this in mind,
the Certification Committee will also
help create tutorials in conjunction with
the exams.
To achieve this second element, the
Certification Committee will work closely with the SBE Education Committee.
The Certification Committee may also
look to existing sources to provide tutorial opportunities that relate to the
Specialist Certifications.
The exam portion for the first of these
Specialist Certifications has been developed. The SBE AM Directional Specialist
Certification was introduced at NAB2005.
The SBE National Certification Committee
anticipates that the tutorial element will be
available soon.
With so many possible topics to
choose from, why did the Certification

You can measure...
with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
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The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater
degree of measurement than ever before.. You can measure
S/N below 90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You
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more... Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make
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It

BE

Committee choose AM directionals as
the first Specialist Certification?
The technology used in an AM directional antenna system is amature one,
which means that there is little changing
in this area. This makes it easier to identify the skills and knowledge required by
an individual and allows the members of
the Certification Committee to focus on a
stable topic while we develop the process.
In addition, for along time there has been
concern about finding qualified people to
maintain AM directional arrays.
AM radio stations can operate as nondirectional with asingle tower or direc-

LAR

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • PO. BOX 76 • DEVON. PA 19333-0076 USA
(610) 687-5550 • FAX ( 610) 687-2986 • WWW.BELAR.COM

Call, write or FAX for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors

tional using more than one tower. While
both require knowledge and skill to maintain in proper working order, the directional antenna system involves ahigher degree
of skill and understanding of RF theory.
The SBE AM Directional Specialist
Certification is designed help evaluate an
individual's ability to perform the necessary tasks to keep these facilities operating properly. It doesn't evaluate the ability to design asystem — atask best left to
acompetent consultant — but covers the
operation, maintenance and repair of a
directional antenna system. These are the
tasks common to the station engineer
charged with maintaining these systems.
The exam gauges aperson's knowledge
of AM radiators, understanding of the principles of phase addition and cancellation,
familiarity with the various components
used in adirectional antenna system and
ability to correctly make necessary mea-

surements and take proper procedures to
make repairs and adjustments to the system. In addition, the exam covers the FCC
rules concerning directional operation, test
equipment and safety procedures.
The baseline creation of the exam question pool and establishing the outline for the
tutorial is the work of the AM Directional
subcommittee of the Certification
Committee. This subcommittee includes
John Battison, P.E., CPBE; Terry Baun,
CPBE, CBNT, of Criterion Broadcast; Tom
King of Kintronic Labs; Michael Patton of
Michael Patton and Associates; and Watt
Hairston of WSM Nashville. Iam the chairman of the subcommittee.
Ithank this group for its work in setting the foundation for this first Specialist
Certification.
Other specialty areas under consideration are 8-VSB/DTV and IBOC. To apply
for a Specialist Certification exam, you
must hold a valid Broadcast Engineer
Certification (CBRE, CBTE, CEA, CEV)
or higher. If you would like to obtain the
SBE AM Directional Specialist
Certification, you can apply now for the
next available testing session. The application is available through the SBE
National Office or the SBE website at
www.sbe.org.
Larry Wilkins, CPBE, CBNT is assistant director of engineering for Cumulus
Broadcasting, a member of the SBE
National Certification Committee and
chairman of the AM Directional
Specialist subcommittee.
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Dirty Power
Continued from page 14

option or update will allow you to widen
the frequency tolerance of the UPS so that
the UPS doesn't continue to run after the
generator starts.
Some units will also allow you to
adjust the minimum and maximum
voltage levels tolerated before the UPS
kicks in. Leon has been able to resolve
these generator compatibility problems
Fig. 3: Barbed wire can
with several different brands of UPS.
be bent back into position.
Check with the manufacturer of your
specific UPS to see if this option is
available; it will likely solve your
bent out of shape, as shown in Fig. 3,
problem.
you can usually rebend it ( carefully)
Leon commented on another topic in a back into position numerous times. In
recent column: the use of razor security
Leon's experience, barbed wire surwire atop tower fences to deter vandals.
vives much longer than razor wire in
Leon has found that in climates where ice
northern climates.
buildup is common, razor wire does not
Leon Amstutz can be reached at
survive falling chunks of ice from anearLamstutz@att.net.
by tower or guy wires.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
The razor wire actually is athin stainengineer and contract engineer for more
less steel strip and it is fairly brittle, unlike
than 30 years. He is northeast regional
galvanized barbed wire. If achunk of ice
sales manager for Broadcast Electronics.
hits the razor wire and flattens it, the wire
Reach him át (571) 217-9386, or jbisoften breaks and uncurls. You are left with
set@bdcast.com. .
dangerous strips of razor wire whipping
Submissions for this column are
around the fence at head level.
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertiAt least with barbed wire, if it gets fication credit.
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thing. However my wonderful mother
instilled in me that there is no embarrassment in failure as that is the most
powerful motivation to grow in skills.
There is only an embarrassment to not
Tab
Books.
Further,
a
most
valuable
try again or not try at all.
Buc Fitch Sits Down and Takes the SBE's
review of the subject is had with a
A Supreme Court justice once said
New Directional Antenna Certification Test
reading of Cris Alexander's multiple
that a law untested is not a law.
papers on AM antennas. Go to
Similarly an expert untested is not an
by Charles S. Fitch
the edge of acredit card as aruler, and
www.crawfordbroadcasting.com, click
expert. If you think you know someIgot through.
on Engineering and scroll down to the
thing about DAs, take the exam and get
If they can read it, Ithink probably I engineering papers archive.
One of the primary roles of the
certified.
got most credit for the essay.
Society of Broadcast Engineers has
It would have been nice to have the
We'll let you know if Ipassed.
been to provide aprogressive certificaThe test was open-book. The three I FCC regs as one of those open books.
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is a registion program focused on broadcast
took in were an earlier version of
My work lately has been mainly on fixtered professional consultant engineer,
engineering. We're all familiar with the
"Directional Antennas Made Simple"
ing and designing DAs and so my recmember of AFCCE, senior member of
by Jack Layton; the " Directional
Certified Radio Broadcast Engineer, or
ollection of specific regulatory issues is
SBE, lifetime CPBE, licensed electrical
CBRE, which in function and prestige
Antenna Handbook" by Robert A.
a little vague. If Ifailed, there's the
contractor, former station owner and
has replaced the old entry-level FCC
Jones; and John Battison's directional
culprit.
former director of engineering of
First Radio Telephone Operators
antenna portion of "Broadcast Antenna
A notoriously bad test taker, IusualWTIC(TV) in Hartford, Conn., and
License that the commission abandoned
Systems Handbook," published by G/L
ly need a few tries to get through anyWHSH(TV) in Marlborough, Mass. •
many years ago.
Since the SBE certification program's inception back in the 1970s,
further multiple certification grades
have been added to reflect accomplishment at the senior and professional levels as well.
This year the SBE has decided to
expand the roster of testing by adding a
new specialist certification focused on
AM directional antennas.
Masochist that Iam, Idecided to
take this exam at its first offering during NAB2005. The fee for taking the
test as an SBE member was $ 50. A
non-member is charged $ 110.
Ihave been a firm believer in the
SBE certification program from the
beginning. My now- lifetime Certified
Professional Broadcast Engineer certificate number is 202. My guess is that
this will be numbered 202DA if I
passed.
Although SBE test takers are sworn
not to reveal specific questions on their
exams, one can discuss the test in general.

So You Want to Be aSpecialist

•iltbt

The questions
About 35 people were on hand in
Las Vegas for testing Tuesday morning
at 9 a.m.; about five were there specifically for the DA. The exam in this premier event consisted of 50 multiplechoice questions and an essay designed
to demonstrate that one had aworkable
knowledge of DAs.
Overall Ifound the exam fair. Ihad
to use two of the three hours allowed to
finish and recheck twice. Iwas certain
— adangerous sign for me — of about
80 percent of the answers Ihad entered,
and reasonably certain of another 10
percent. Iwas just guessing on the balance.
Like most SBE exams, the questions
were crisp and to the point, not
ambiguous. In ageneral context, about
a third were practical, another third
were on the physics and about a third
dealt with the regulatory issues of
DAs. The last area was a surprise to
me, as Iassumed — always a dangerous thing to do — that the test would
cover mainly the practical and the
physics.
The essay question required drawing. Nerve damage — from playing
guitar in the style of The Who to work
my way through college — has made
my handwriting and drawing horrendous. This is a man who is a firm
believer in CadCam; AutoCad has
made me aRembrandt. Without adrawing board or ruler, MacGyver style, I
used a quarter to make my boxes and

HD Radio doesn't have

to be this difficult.

Only Broadcast Electronics delivers fully-functional HD Radio

solutions

that reduce complexity and are ready now for secondary program
services and surround sound. Want enhanced data via FM RDS,
HD Radio and your website to increase listenership and revenue?
BE's The Radio Experience'', with achoice of hardware, software
and service options, meets every data requirement and budget.
While others promise second- generation HD Radio solutions down the
road, BE delivers them to you today. Whether you are gradually phasing
in HD Radio or upgrading all at once, BE's got you covered!
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Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, PO. Box 3606, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.
Telephone: (
217) 224-9600 • Fax: (
217) 224-9607 • E- Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com
Broadcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
HD Radio is aregistered trademark of iBiquity Digital corporation.
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A Star Glimmers in the Night
by Steve Lampen
We've talked about how balanced
lines reject noise because the two
wires are as close together as possible.
Besides bonding pairs, as in some

quad" design and is most commonly
used in microphone cables, although
there are multiquad snake cables available.
Fig. 1 shows a generic starquad
construction. It consists of four con-

If you've not used starquad, you
might wonder how to wire up acable.
It's really simple. Fig. 2 shows how
you combine the conductors from four
into two. ( You already know that
"standard" mic cable has two conduc-

Fig. 3

Fig. 1
fig 2
UTP computer/data cables, there is
another technique that actually puts
the two wires in the same place.
Yes, Iknow, boys and girls, that
certainly sounds impossible. But it's
done all the time, and it works well in
rejecting noise. It's called the " star-

ductors spiraled together. This is the
only construction that will have a
noise- reducing effect. Two twisted
pairs, or four random conductors, will
not have this effect.

tors with ashield around them.)
Specifically, in an XLR, the shield
would go to Pin 1, the two wires (from
the combining step described above)
go into Pin 2 and Pin 3. The secret is

MILESTONES

This Pot Reserved for Marti Remote
by Charles S. Fitch
Looking backwards, things are always
clearer.
In the 1950s and ' 60s, any DJ, any
radio engineer, anyone who ever spent
more than aminute in the air studios of
radio stations knew there were many
"conventions." No matter where you
were in the world of radio, afew things
would always be in the same place. And
way over on the right of that line of
rotary faders on the control audio board
would be apot earmarked for remotes.
Before satellites, most programming
came from stations' studios. Anything
else from the outside was considered a
remote source, such as the network that
arrived on a dedicated telco circuit and
programming from nearby, local locations.
Those local, normally live/real-time
remotes came into the station by two
methods: wire and radio.
The wire connection might be provided by the local telephone company; or
perhaps it was installed by the station.
Unintentional grounding of the wires
was aproblem, so audio board makers of
that era provided at least one channel,
always on the far right, that had an isolation transformer on it to break up those
"ground loops."
Wire remotes from the phone company were expensive, required considerable
advance order time and were limited to
areas reached by telephone circuits.
Radio remotes provided many advantages to stations including reduced origination cost to the sponsor, great flexibility ( no place is beyond radio),
"justintime" implementation and, usually, better audio fidelity.
See MARTI, page 20

to combine the wires opposite each
other into the two conductors.
In Fig. 1, for instance, you would
combine the two light conductors into
one and the two dark conductors into
one. Most starquad cables are colorcoded so you know which to combine.
Think about the four spiraled conductors. You will see that this
approach puts the two ( combined)
conductors in the same place.

This 160 MHz remote unit, aT/R type designed to work with a
receiver for two-way communications, has been refurbed and modified to
add an input transformer, selectable mic level switch and headset output.

A more recent RPU shows wear and tear. This model had solid-state
circuitry all the way to the modulator of the tube transmitter.
Output power was 20-30 watts continuous duty.

Fig. 3attempts to show this.
Sound vs. light
Because both conductors are in the
same place, any noise that hits these
wires will be close to identical by the
time it reaches a transformer or active
balanced circuit. The ability to cancel
out noise is dramatic. This approach is
effective especially at low frequencies,
say 50 Hz or 60 Hz power. So if you
have to run mic lines near power or
lighting cables, starquad would be a
good choice.
Some makers of starquad cables add
astripe or other marker onto one conductor of each color so that you can
use it as a four- conductor shielded
cable. Of course, once you use it as a
four- conductor cable, it has no noise
reduction properties.
Because most starquad cables are
limp and flexible mic cables, they can
make great remote control cables.
There are even some miniature starquad cables made of special alloy conductors for added strength. This type
often is used as headphone cable
thanks to its ruggedness. Of course,
there's no noise rejection needed in
this use, and none provided.
The noise rejection is really thanks
to the fact that this is a balanced line
cable. And the amount of noise rejection — called "common mode noise"
because it is common or the same on
both conductors — is only as good as
that of the devices at each end. If
those devices have good CMRR —
common mode rejection ratio — noise
will be rejected. In fact, this is true in
any balanced line circuit.
My friend Bill Whitlock of Jensen
Transformers has a great definition of
abalanced line. It is "atwo-conductor
circuit in which both conductors and
all circuits connected to them have the
same impedance in respect to ground
and to all other conductors."
So you can see that every part, from
source to destination, can have an
effect on the "balance" of a balanced
line and its ability to reject noise.
Steve Lampen 's latest book " The
Audio- Video Cable Installer's Pocket
Guide" is published by McGraw-Hill.
Reach him at shlampen@aol.com.
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Coast to coast.
Border to border.
Broadcasters in markets large
and small are switching to the
elegant Rubicon - family of console control surfaces from Sierra
Automated Systems.
In return, Rubicon's power,
adaptability, and easy-to- use
controls are turning on hundreds
of Dis, operators, engineers and
programmers across America.
Rubicon, and the versatile new
Rubicon SL, are the primary
user interface of a proprietary
system of audio routing, mixing,
distribution, intercom, IFB, and
automation that we call the
Connected Digital
Network."
At the
network's
hub is the
32KD
digital
router/
mixer,
Rock mounted
the proven
32KD Digital Router/Mixer,
RIOLink remote I/O and
performer
Rubicon power supply
in many
hundreds of radio, network, and
film installations around the world.
RIOLink remote I/O router/
mixer now provides stand-alone
or backup mixing in addition to
interconnection from the studio to
the central 32KD.
To learn more about why so
many broadcasters are switching
to Rubicon and the Connected
Digital Network, give us acall or
drop us an email.
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SAS

1.818.840.6749
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AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS
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Marti
Continued from page 18

The most common remote radio system, almost unique in its function, was
the Marti. This product dominated the
radio remote arena; can you name acompetitor that came close? The Marti was
cost-effective, reliable and versatile, a
most useful programming tool. For many
years, aradio remote was called either a
telco or aMarti remote.
(The most unusual remote I've
encountered was the broadcast of an
automobile destruction derby. One would
think this would be a visual event.
However it was sold out, from a preevent show to a post-event wrapup. It
shows that radio can cover just about

anything.)
FCC Part 74 gives broadcasters in the
United States the use of several bands of
frequencies to support program goals.
For the most part, remotes such as sporting events, grand openings, breaking
news, press conferences, etc. are best
handled in the 160 and 450 MHz segments. Marti introduced equipment for
both.
The transmitters were designed to run
on both car DC power and plug-in AC
and could be carried and set up by a "one
man band," the remote technician. Marti
radio remotes could provide even the
smallest station tremendous program
choices and profit opportunities such as
community concerts and church services.
The brand name is still used, now a
trademark of Broadcast Electronics. The
original company was founded by

MURTI
CU.
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rdnesiet J,r.

TIXAS 76031

Close-up of an early tube-type base receiver. Bad crystal ovens were
a problem for atime, as shown by the white note.
George Marti, whose story has been told
in these pages. His earliest remote pickup
or RPU systems were tube-type, similar
to the two-way radio equipment being
manufactured at that time but with
increased audio bandpass.
Other than dedicated news vehicles
that used ornai directional ( normally
whip) antennas, most temporary remotes
set up adirectional yagi on astand aimed
in the clear at the input receive antenna.
Because UHF and VHF signals obey
essentially line- of- sight physics, to
achieve the widest coverage and best signal strength, most stations mounted their
receive antennas on one of their towers as
high as possible.
Marti RPUs continue to be offered and
used, although the introduction of various
types of codecs over the past two decades
has changed the way remotes are done at
many stations. But no matter the specific
station configuration, if you worked in
radio during acertain era, you probably
remember that at the end of the line, just
above that far right pot on the audio
board, was aswitch with alabel that said
"Marti Remote."
Please share your Marti experiences
past or present. E-mail radioworld@
imaspub.com.
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How to
Submit Letters
Art meets technology in the latest
digital console from Logitek. Like its
namesake, the Mosaic uses individual
pieces ( modules) to make up awork of
art for your facility.
The Fader module contains all controls
for two input channels. Narrow and
wide Softkey modules supply user
programmable buttons for extensive
machine and router control. The
Monitor module has dedicated source
and gain controls for aspeaker and
two headphone outputs as well as
intercom controls. Narrow and wide
Meter bridges are equipped with an
LED high resolution meter as well as
user configurable LCD screens for
display of auxiliary meters, clock,
timers, talk delay or user graphics.

•Multiple frame sizes allow configuration of systems ranging from
2to 24 faders
•16-character names allow clear and complete source
identification for fader and meter inputs
•Full color LCD screens—at least ore on each module—provide
meters, clocks, timers, delay information, text messages,
downloaded bitmaps, etc.
•Programmable backlight colors in ON/OFF buttons alert users to
operational conditions or separate faders by source type
•Dedicated LCD screen and controls above each fader give local
access to all channel functions

© 2005 Logdek Electronic Systems t

U.S. radio broadcast industry.
Letters should be 100 to 300 words
long; the shorter the letter, the better
chance it will be published in full. We
reserve the right to edit material for
space. Longer commentaries are welcome but may not reach print as quickly.
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contact information, as well as your
job title and company if appropriate.
Send

Logitek

5622 Edgemoor • Houston, TX 77081 USA
1.800.231.5870

of view on any topic related to the

Include your name, address and
The Mosaic is available now.
For more information, contact us today.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

713.664.4470

Radio World welcomes your point

www.logitekaudio.com
info@logitekaudio.com
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letters

via

e-mail

radioworld@imaspub.com,

to

with

"Letter to the Editor" in the subject
field; fax to (703) 820-3245; or mail
to Reader's Forum, Radio World, P.O.
Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041.
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Tell us about your job change or new
hire. Send news and photos via e-mail to
radioworkl@ imaspub.com.
Dave Morgan
was named director
of engineering for
Sinclair Communications' Norfolk,
Va., five- station
clusteL He had been
operations manager.
Joe Hardin continues as chief engineer.
Dave Morgan
Don
Spragg
joined Continental
Electonics as engineering
product
manager. He was
director of radio RF
products and programs for Harris
Broadcast.
James H. Young,
chief engineer and
chief operator of
Don Spragg
Cleveland's
WCPN(FM), retired after 22 years with the
station. He says he'd like to pursue alifelong interest in cinematography, field audio
recording and digital post- production.
Your also is exploring opportunities in
transmission systems design and radio production consulting in the Midwest
Hester Furman, former music director
of WNYC(AM-FM) Radio and former
music consultant to WQXR(FM), was
named music directorof WQXR.
NextMedia Group appointed David
Smith as VP/GM of its North Dallas
Region radio station cluster. He had been
VP/GM of the company's Saginaw/Bay
City/Midland, Mich. cluster.
Harold S. Lewis was promoted to
VP/GM of The Weather Channel radio
and newspaper syndication business,
responsible for The Weather Channel
Radio Network and weather products and
services for newspapers. He had been VP,
product development for eLaunchpad in
Atlanta.
The Bayliss Foundation elected new
directors to its board: Ghtny Morris, president of Hubbard Radio; Lew Dickey, president and CEO of Cumulus Media; and
George Pine, president and COO of
Interep.
Jones Radio Networks promoted
Jessica Sherman to senior director, affiliate marketing for JRN's News and Talk
division. She joined the company in 2004
and most recently had been product manager for progressive talk personality Ed
Schultz.
AZCAR Technologies Inc. appointed
Bill Crowther to chief operating officer.
He had been chief financial officer for
BBB/SCI, aCanadian consulting firm.
AP Radio added Jon Belmont and

Radio World
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Steve Knight to its news team. Belmont
was at ABC News Radio for 19 years as an
anchor/reporter and came to AP from
WTMJ(AM) in Milwaukee, Wis. Knight
joins AP from CBS News Radio, where he
also served as anchor/reporter.
Four radio industry executives have been
added to the Associated Press Broadcast
Advisory Board. Ken Beck of Entercom;
Rick Feinblatt of Greater Media and Cad
Gardner of Journal Broadcast Group
joined. Don Benson was appointed to
replace Jefferson-Pilot Communications'
President of Radio Clarke Brown, who is
retiring.
NPR legal affairs correspondent Nina
Totenberg received the Carr Van Anda
Award from the E.W. Scripps School of
Journalism at Ohio University.
Beasley Broadcast Group appointed
Natalie Conner to GM of WXTU(FM),

and Lynn Broder to GM of WRDW(FM).
They assumed the GM positions from Dave
Donahue, who resigned from the position
at both stations. Conner has been with the
company since 1992, most recently as VP
and director of sales for WXTU and
WRDW. Brider had formerly managed the
Radio
One
Philadelphia cluster.
Peter Kosann
was appointed cochief operating officer for Westwood
One. He joined the
company in 1999 as
senior vice president
affiliate sales, after
having been worldwide manager for
media distribution at
Peter Kosann
Bloomberg LP

Dr. Michael J. Easley was named president of Moody Bible Institute. He succeeds
Dr. Joseph M. Stowell, who served as
MBI's president for 18 years.
NPR reporter Daniel Zwerdling
received the Investigative Reporters and
Editors (IRE) award for radio, for his twopart series "Abuse of Immigrant
Detainees' The award will be presented at
aJune 4 luncheon at the IRE Annual
Conference in Denver.
Arbitron upped Carol Hanley to senior
VP of sales, U.S. media services division,
which includes radio, advertiser/agency,
outdoor and product/customer services
groups. ... Scott Musgrave was appointed
senior VP, marketing, U.S. Media Client
Software. He had been senior VP and GM
for Arbitron Radio. ... Joan Gerberding
was promoted from VP, sales, Arbitron
Outdoor to VP of the division.
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Small, simple,
field proven.
XR50
50 kw AM Digital Transmitter

Quick Specs
• Extra headroom for hybrid HD Radio
and full power AM

The fourth generation of Nautel's 50 kW

troubleshooting and system monitoring easy.

AM transmitter provictes proven reliability

The XR50 is also designed to allow extended

at an affordable price, and supports both

periods of unattended operation, making it a

HD Radio"' and DRM. The XR50 is over-

good choice for remote or unmanned sites.

• Plug-and-play integration with Nautel's

engineered to provide many years of

NE IBOC HD Radio signal generator

trouble-free service, even under harsh

•

140% positive peak modulation

• 8,000 peak reflected watts, 1.5:1 VSWR
at 50 kW, 100% modulation
• Eight load sharing, hot-pluggable power
modules combine to deliver up to 60 kW
• Dual DOS exciters with automatic
changeover
• Compact design ( 53" W x72.5" Hx41" D)
is ideal for tight spaces

operating conditions.

The XR50's fault tolerant design even
accommodates problems that occur in the
antenna system. It requires no manual

Power modules are hot-pluggable and

tuning or adjustment, even with an antenna

can be removed and replaced without any

mismatch of up to 1.5:1 VSWR at 50 kW with

interruption in service. For even greater
redundancy, the XR50 includes acomplete
standby DDS exciter and modulation encoder
that automatically takes over when it detects
aproblem.
The 240 x60 LCD graphical user interface,

100% modulation.
With over 84% efficiency and low
maintenance costs, the XR50 is extremely
cost effective to own and operate. And its
compact rack (53" W x72.5" H x41" D) is
ideal for sites with limited space.

advanced alarm system, 128-event log and
on-board real-time clock make operation,

• Internal transformer (mounted horizontally)
• New 12 kW and 25 kW XR transmitters
also available

HD Radio
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Contact Nautel for details.
Phone: (
207) 947.8200 Fax: (
207) 947.3693
info@nautel.com www.nautelcom
HD Radio is atrademark of iBlquIty Digital Corp. All rights reserved
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Streaming Audio for Internet Radio
by Tom Vernon
Streaming media burst on the Internet
landscape during the dot-corn boom of
the late 1990s. Broadcasters saw the
potential for the new medium, and
Internet radio was born.
A flagging economy after the dot-corn
crash, along with legal and copyright
issues, dampened much of the initial
excitement, causing many of the early
adopters of Webcasting to pull the plug.
Today, interest in Internet radio is
returning, and podcasting has burst onto
the scene. Many broadcasters are ready
to get into the game.
Money
Scott Farr, president and CEO of OMT
Inc., which makes the iMediaTouch product line, describes two main reasons for
the renaissance of Internet radio.
"Today there is a lot more clarity
regarding the legal issues of Webcasting.
Licensing issues and fees from RIAA are
well defined, as is the AFTRA issue
regarding additional talent fees for Webcast commercials."
A second reason is the change in bandwidth availability and cost.
"There has been adramatic reduction
in the cost of bandwidth, both for commercial users and consumers," he said.
This combination creates a wide-open
landscape.
"When you see some of the more conservative players like Infinity getting on
board, it suggests that there is revenue to
be made with Webcasting, and the risk
factor is low."
Terrestrial broadcasters taking the
plunge onto the Internet may need to purchase content substitution software.
These programs usually work in conjunction with astation's automation system, and can substitute commercials, liners or music on astation's Internet feed.
They also encode and package programming for live Internet program distribution. Stations can start their research
by asking their automation suppliers to
discuss their options; many offer streaming-oriented services.
Farr notes that as stations are considering live streaming over the Internet, they
should also consider podcasting.
"This is arare opportunity and challenge. The fact that the number of subscribers has reached 8million so quickly
reveals the enormous potential out there!'
Farr said streaming and podcasting can
use the same source content, but require
different
packaging
techniques.
Streaming requires an encoder, which
encodes and packages the program content for live Internet program distribution.
Podcasting requires recording the program on an encoded format like MP3; a
special XML tag in RSS ( Real Simple
Syndication) is added which allows the
user with podcasting software to subscribe to the content. When new programming is uploaded, subscribers are
notified automatically.
Thinking big
Choosing acontent delivery network
to distribute your stream is one of the
factors for success. Mike Sawyer, vice
president of marketing for Limelight
Networks, listed several points to consider.
"Experience in the online streaming

space is vital. First-time users will have
many questions, and need authoritative
answers." He argued that local ISPs who
offer anumber of services may not have
the specialized knowledge that acontent
delivery network has.

deliver the Internet signal to a global
audience." The ability to scale up quickly
for alarge volume of listeners is especially important for all-news stations, where
a breaking story may instantly attract
worldwide listeners.
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TECHNOLOGY FOR MANAGERS
the estimates employed by terrestrial rating services.
Pricing varies with the level of service
provided, but A.J. Mc- Gowan, Limelight's solutions engineering manager,
said that for small-scale operations, it can
be as low as aflat S300 per month. "For
that rate, asmall user would probably get
more high-bitrate streams from anetwork
such as Limelight than from alocal ISP."
Stations need to make arrangements to
get their Internet stream to a content
delivery network. This feed, known as
the seed stream, can be sent to the network via DSL or TI lines.
A promotional photo from Limelight Networks, which provides
services including live and on-demand streaming media.
First-time streamers also should consider the geographic diversity of each
potential provider.
"As broadcasters seek to reach beyond
the coverage of their terrestrial signal,
they should look for aprovider who can

Users should expect real-time reporting of audience of statistics, such as number of listeners per daypart, average
length of time listened, etc. Sawyer said
reporting from acontent delivery network is based on actual use, rather than

Costs
While costs can vary significantly with
the scope of operations, broadcasters
need to look at three areas.
While the price of bandwidth is
falling, it is still the most significant
expense in streaming media operations,
according to Farr. After that are the labor
See STREAMING, page 24

Podcast Push
Pod asting, less than ayear old, has had arapid impact on consumer
behavior and even radio programming. We reported about the trend in
the Feb. 2 issue; stories elsewhere in this issue continue our coverage.
But are you just getting caught up on what podcasting is all about?
Podcasting is "away of publishing files to aWeb site that allows users
to subscribe to the site and receive new files as they are posted," according to the online resource Wikipedia.
Podcasts
KCRW.com
"Most podcasts are spoken word audio created by individuals, often
%bent to ges tte
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s
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on aparticular theme such as technology or movies. Because new files
Software
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an iPod: any digital audio player or computer with the appropriate softaa. OM alma
ware can play podcasts."
Podcast page for KCRW(FM) in Santa Monica, Calif.
Wikipedia notes that podcasting can be thought of as an audio magazine subscription, in that asubscriber receives programs without having
to get them, and can listen to them at leisure. "It can also be described as the Internet equivalent of timeshift-capable digital video
recorders (DVRs) such as TiVo, which let users automatically record and store television programs for later viewing:'
Many early podcasting initiatives are aimed at returning control of the media to "the people:' OurMedia (
www.ourmedia org) is a
free repository for rich media. Podcasters are free to register and upload their creations. OurMedia is an open-source project stil in the
alpha stage. While it is astorage solution today, long-range plans are to develop the service into aregistry; 13,000 members signed up
with OurMedia in its first four weeks of operation.
NowPublic (
www.nowpublic.com) is anews and journalism site that houses videos and stills under acreative commons license. Files
that are posted by "citizen journalists" may be downloaded and shared among bloggers. NowPublic has the look and feel of amedia
asset management system, where users can search by topic, media, reporter or location.
While much of the podcasting activity is still at the grassroots level, networks and radio stations are coming on board.
NPR, for example, is providing podcasts of selected shows, including "All Things Considered," "Morning Edition" and "Fresh Air."
In April the BBC announced it would distribute 20 of its programs as podcasts. WNYC in New York City podcasts "On The Media,"
"The Leonard Lopate Show" and "The Brian Lehrer Show." WGBH Boston has several programs available for download, including
"Greater Boston's Beat the Press," "Jazz From Studio Four" and "The World!'
Bridging the worlds of podcasts and formatted radio, Infinity said it would launch "the world's first podcasting radio station" this
month, called KYOURADIO.COM. Its content is to be created by listeners and aired on an AM station in San Francisco as well as
streamed online.
Users can upload their podcasts at www.kyouradio.com, where they will be "eligible to be selected for broadcast!' Programming will
be determined by listener interests and feedback and evaluated on daily.
Wired magazine reported that Infinity "does not plan to assert ownership claims on content submitted by podcasters, who will
remain free to publish their podcasts" elsewhere. The Infinity experiment promises to be watched closely in radio circles.
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888 BSI-USA1 ( 888-274-8721) info@bsiusa.com

Professional Audio Skimming & Logging Software

SKIMMERPLUS
SkimmerPlus is a highly versitile tool for aut io skimming
and / or long-form audio logging of multip e audio sources.
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• Simultaneously record compressed & unccmpressed flies
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Capable of recording multiple sources with a sir gle Audio Science soundcard

AUDIOSCIENCE
* ASI audio cards searnessly integrate with SkimmerPlus
• Many of the cards have on- board MP2 and MP3 playback,
in addition to supporting various audio file types through
software CODECs
• Digital or analog audio, even on the same card
• Pass through and record capabilities

Thousands of users have discovered how easy and versatile BSI software is.

Test and try before you buy!
Broadcast Software International
503 E. 11th Avenue, Eugene, Oregon 97401
www.bsiusa.com 888-BSI-USA1 ( 888-274-872 1 )info©bsiusa.com
Para el español, llamada Felipe Chavez, Dist -ibuidor ce los EE.UU.
(916) 368-6300 fchavezgommedianet.com
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Negotiations
We met with representatives from
NJMC and ENCAP — " we" being
myself, our attorney Jim Burke and our
RF consultant, Tom Jones from Carl T.
Jones Corp.

Our mission at this meeting would be
to inform NJMC and ENCAP that, unlike
most of the other businesses in the area to
be affected, WOR was not awarehouse.
We couldn't simply pull up stakes and
shuffle off to Buffalo. There were FCC
and FAA regulations to consider. There
was zoning to consider — who the hell
wants three 680- foot towers in their
backyard? And we needed about 40 acres
in aparticular orientation to make it happen.
WOR could have chosen to fight the
taking of our transmitter site by eminent
domain; and the chances were that we
could win the battle. However, there
would be costs involved, both legal and,
since the entire area were being cleaned,
environmental; we would need to clean
up our little cesspool. Price tag? About
$80 million. It would be cheaper and
much better for WOR to build a new
facility.
NJMC had found an RF consultant
who informed them that we could move
the facility for about $3.5 million. Ican
tell you that his estimate was very short.
Now, my position from Day One has
been that we have acompletely functional, operating facility. If we were to move,
Iwanted to start with acompletely functional, operating facility. Idid not want to
get involved with moving a transmitter
— our auxiliary transmitter is 35 years
old and not worth moving, nor would it
survive amove — generator or anything
else.
ENCAP told me that they would not
pay for two transmitters. Itold them otherwise.
NJMC produced maps with several
proposed locations for the WOR facility.
One was located between two elevated
spurs of the New Jersey Turnpike and
one elevated railway — not acceptable.
Two were too small. The last site looked
promising until we mapped it and
learned we would be too close to
Teterboro Airport and would have to
reduce tower height severely. To produce the same signal level over
Manhattan would have required seven
towers, completely unacceptable. It was
back to square one.
Next time: negotiations and the search
for land to relocate the WOR facility, and
what Ilearned about the New Jersey eminent domain laws as pertains to businesses. After reading the next article, you
may find yourself looking at local laws
and putting together aplan in the event
you come up against such an issue.

for the seed stream to the content delivery network is another common mistake.
"Users don't necessarily need DS-3 or a
Tl line, aquality DSL connection will
work just fine," he said, " but dialup
phone connections are totally inadequate."
Even more important, smaller operations shouldn't make the mistake of
thinking that streaming is too difficult or
expensive. The days when encoding software required an IT degree to set up and
had to run on high- end PCs are long
gone.
"Once someone gets started, they discover streaming is alot easier then they
expected." Mc- Gowan said once an
account is provisioned with a provider,
the stream can usually be available in
about 10 minutes.
Streaming allows a station to extend
its brand beyond the area in the terrestrial
coverage map. Making money with
streaming may take more planning and

forethought than setting up the equipment.
Success often involves thinking out
of the box. Terrestrial radio stations
have made money with a business
model that involves selling advertising
time. Streaming and podcasting don't
have to work that way, and probably
shouldn't.
"The success of Sirius and XM satellite radio, as well as Napster and
Rhapsody on the Internet, demonstrate
that the consumer is demanding subscription-based services, and is willing to
pay for them:' Farr said. "The only question is, are broadcasters willing and able
to comply?"
Tell us about your streaming and podcasting
experiences.
Write
to
radioworld@ imaspub.com.
Tom Vernon is afrequent contributor
to Radio World. He wrote about
WXPN(FM)'s new facility in the March
22 issue.

PERSON

Development Prompts RF Move
Bumped by a Golf Community, Legacy
Station WOR(AM) Embarks on an RF Rebuild
by Thomas R. Ray NI
The author is corporate director of
engineering for Buckley Broadcasting/
WOR Radio.
This is the first in a series of occasional articles about a project that is at
once an engineer's dream and nightmare:
rebuilding the transmitter facility of legendary radio station WOR(AM) in New
York City.
The task is expected to take approximately 16 months. It is adream because
not every day do you get to put together a
50 kW facility from the ground up and
"do it right" — whatever that means. It's
anightmare because WOR is an 80-yearold station with a strong history. It was
an instrumental player in the golden age
of radio. It has its own section in the
Library of Congress.
We can't screw up.

Long Island.
This system gave WOR the most signal concentration of any New York AM
station in Manhattan. It is still in use.
We have now embarked on the
building of WOR's fifth transmitter

Today is the Day It Begins ...

THE MIRACLE IN THE MEADOWLANDS

History
WOR signed on the air Feb. 21, 1922,
from the Radio Department on the upper
floor of L. Bamberger's Department
Store in Newark, N.J.

Fig. 1: The Miracle in the Meadowlands meant problems for WOR.

OR is an 80-year-old station with a
strong history. It has its own section
in the Library of Congress. We can't screw up.
The original intent of the station was
to help Bamberger's sell those new-fangled radios. There was only one other
station in the New York area at the time.
On Christmas morning of 1922, people
whom Santa graced with new radio sets
were greeted by music transmitted by
Bamberger's transmitter in Newark.
After the Christmas season, it is
reported that Louis Bamberger contemplated turning off WOR, as the stock of
radios was sold out and there was "no
longer areason" to keep WOR on the air.
Luckily, station employees were able to
talk him out of turning in the license; and
WOR turned into a major force in the
development of the fledgling broadcast
industry in the United States.
After WOR's first 500-watt transmitter, a5,000-watt station was built up the
street from Bamberger's in the mid1920s. In the early ' 30s, WOR built a
transmitter site in Carteret, N.J., with a
power of 50,000 watts. This facility
boasted one of the first directional antenna systems in the country.
In the late 1950s and early ' 60s, electrical interference was causing trouble for
WOR's signal in Manhattan. A decision
was made to purchase 47 acres of land in
Lyndhurst, N.J., approximately 12 miles
north of Carteret.
The Carteret facility utilized a threetower inline array, producing a figureeight pattern, one lobe heading towards
Philadelphia and the other towards
Manhattan. The new facility would incorporate a three- tower dogleg array, with
one lobe towards Philadelphia, the other
bent to aim directly over Manhattan and

made adeal with acompany known as
ENCAP, the business of which is redeveloping old garbage dumps into useable,
golf-oriented resort areas.
The land WOR occupies is an old
garbage dump.
Iattended a meeting at the NJMC
offices where the plan was unveiled.
Buckley Broadcasting stated unequivocally that we supported the plans to

site since 1922.
One fine day in 1999, Ireceived aregistered letter from the Hackensack
Meadowlands Development Commission, informing us of a zoning meeting
having to do with redevelopment of the
area where WOR's transmitter is located.
The letter and accompanying map stated
that WOR would be affected.
HMDC — now the New Jersey
Meadowlands Commission — is the governmental authority in the area governing
land use, development, preservation and
regeneration of the Meadowlands areas.
It appeared that the commission had

Streamtng
Continued from page 18

to package or repurpose media.
Hardware costs for devices such as
encoders and Internet audio processors,
Farr said, are typically the least significant expense.
First-time streamers tend to make
many of the same mistakes, which can
be avoided with some thought and planning. Farr stresses the importance of not
relying on the IT staff alone to shape
policy and direction. It is important to
get all the stakeholders at the table and
listen to all opinions in order to create a
realistic vision for astation's streaming
initiative.
Mc-Gowan said many terrestrial stations fail to consider the need for ad
replacement software. Not having appropriate bandwidth or areliable connection
costs

develop the area and clean it up — providing, of course, that the WOR facility
be left alone.
We were to lose aportion of our property located agood distance to the north
of the antenna field; while we weren't
interested in giving up any property and
said so, losing that part would not jeopardize the operation of WOR.
Many months went by. We heard nothing. None of the other AM facilities in
this area at this time had received any
word that their land would be acquired.
Then we received a letter telling us that
NJMC intended to take our entire piece
of property by eminent domain. It was
time to call in the lawyers.
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New Arraids
Digital
Consoles
,
1Exclusively
at BSW!!

orbon
optimod-QualitY
Internet Streaming Processor (PC)

▪Arralds X-Mixer
10- and 14-Channel Consoles

carrcalic
(NEW!!)
▪ The new Arrakis Xtreme mixers are powerful digital audio consoles that support BOTH analog
r and digital sources! Designed for long-term reliability, each console features multimillionoperation switches, Penny & Gires slide faders, and
I LED illumination for all switches. Installation is quick and easy with aclamshell design that flips open, and with strain relieved connectors.
Most ICs are socketed for easy replacement.The console features 3mixing buses, stereo cue, monitoring for acontrol room and studio, and a
powerful telephone interface for on-air talk shows and off-line recording. With both 10- and 14-channel models, the Xmixer is ideal for any size
Ion air or production application. Call us today for low introductory sale price!.
I X-10 List $ 5,495.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

X-14 List $6,995.00

The Optimod-PC ( PC1100) PCI card offers6.200-class Orban CA3
processing at an unheard-of-low price, with onboard DSP, AES/EBU I/O,
and more. An onboard Motorola 56362 DP chip performs all processing,
freeing the host CPU. Opticodec-PC ( 101'E) streaming softwee uses
the MPEG-4 AAC/aacPlus codec algorithm to produce streamin9 audio
playable under RealPlayer, WinAmp, and more. 1010PE software works
with any sound card and can encode multiple streams from 8to 320 kbps.
The 1010PC bundles together the PC1100 card with 1010PE sofware.
PC1100
1010PE
1010PC

DAB card
Streaming software
Streaming software w/card

Save $$$ on tinyTOOLS Problem Solvers!
tinyTOOLS studio problem solvers offer exceptional
functionality at an affordable price. All amplified
products are powered by an internal bi-polar,
15vdc surge-protected power supply, affording
superior HEADROOM and high-definition audio.
Each tinyTOOL is acompact one-quarter-rack
tin
space un t, and most are furnished with plug-in euroblock
connectors where applicable. See www.bswusa.com for individual products.
2X6DA
MT1
TMT2
SUM4
DTD16
DTE16
VAD-2
IT1
WRC4
RA- 1

2x6 distribution amp
Bi-directional stereo matching
4ch unbalanced-to-balanced
Stereo utility mixer
DTMF tone/sequence decoder
DTMF tone/sequence encoder
Programmable auto- dialer
Full duplex auto- answer hybrid
Site monitor/control w/web server
Optional rack shelf for 4tiny TOOLS

List
List
List
List
List
List
List
List
List

$ 179.00
$ 169.00
$ 169.00
$ 179.00
$ 189.00
$ 189.00
$239.00
$ 129.00
$439.00

LowestPrice

O

$ 169°°
$ 159°°
$ 159°°
$ 169°°
$ 179°°
$ 179°°
$ 199°°
$ 119°°
$ 389°°
$49 0°

from $119!

Marantz Commercial-Grade
CD Players

BCM104 Condenser
BCM705 Dynamic

LowestPtice@bswusa.com
r

Nr,I, 41, 44 14

OH CALL

1 HOC 4 2b
84 14

Digidesign M-Box
USB Recording Interface
0-nn;0

OMNIA3NET List $ 3,990.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OP

ALL

1

1

o

BCM705 Dynamic
&BCM1 04 Condenser Mics

PMD331 List $ 709.99
PMD340 List $879.99

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

Dull, lifeless and flat—that's how most Internet audio sounds.
Robbed of its presence and dynamic range by bit- reduced
coding. How can you get back that punch and clarity? By using
Omnia-3net to process your Web audio streams. Processing audio
before encoding reduces artifacts, even at low bit rates. Internet
listeners are at their desks for many hours at atime, so fatigue
reduction is important. As with broadcast audio, the better the
sound, the longer they listen. Omnia-3net comes with 48 kHz
sampling, multi band processing, digital inputs and outputs, and
a removable PC card that makes it easy to share, store and retrieve
favorite settings and afullfeatured remote PC application which
allows full control of the processor. An optional Ethernet module
allows for network control. Call for details.

e.

The best thing you can do for your voice is give it the
best broadcast mic in the world. Both the BCM705
(dynamic supercardioid) and BCM104 (condenser
cardioid) can make ahuge difference in your on-air
sound". Both are large diaphragm mics that feature an
integrated pop screen and aquick- release head grille for
easy cleaning. It's really up to you - dynamic or condenser?

Axia by Telos Systems is amodular
audio system that uses standard Ethernet
hardware to transport high-performance
audio throughout your entire facility.
A100Base-T segment, using astandard
CAT-6cable, can carry 25 stereo channels
o48 kHz, 24-bit linear PCM audio in both directions. Axia's modular and scalable approach makes it incredibly flexible. For instance, you
can make amini- routing switcher for asimple way to share audio sources between two studios. Add aRouter Selector to connect a
production studio or amonitor in your central equipment room. Keep going to build asystem to serve your entire plant. It's easy to set
up and takes only afew hours to install. Call BSW for price quotes on Axia products.

Omnia Internet Processor

$1,590.00
$495.00
$1,995.00

The Marantz PMD331 and PMD340 CD players aelir
exceptional performance and professional features_The
PMD340 uses ahigh-durability CD mechanism designed
to hold up to the heaviest continuous use. Common
features include multi-function programmable cue, jog
wheel search/pitch bend, 10- digit keypad for direct track
access, instant start, audible frame- by-frame search, RCA
and balanced XLR I/O; optical/RCA/XLR S/PDIF digitBI
outs, GPI port with fader start; and the RC5 remote I/O.

Network Your Entire Facility
and Save Money!!

ff,pC-.1-24-

Neumann
On-A
OnAir 'Vila

List
List
List

List $ 1,079.99
List $ 799.99

(NEI«

Tapco Squeez Compressor/Gate

[Titiaa

Mackie's Tapco Squeez delivers two channels of smooth, natural
compression and gating, plus an adjustable'Air" filter adds naturi topend as you compress. The Compressor sectibn offers both auto softknee and hard-knee curves, while the Soft Cate employs an expander
function at the threshold.
FEATURES:
•Individual Threshold, Ratio, Attack, Release controls
•Output gain compensation controls
•Auto attack/release function with indicator
•Precision 8-segment Gain Reduction meters
•XLIVTRS and Side Chain connections
•Selectable line voltage ( 115/230V)
SQ2 List $ 159.00

LowestPrice from $124!

The least expensive way to get into a
ProTools LE environment! The Mbox is a
2channel USB audio interface with quality
Focusrite mic preamp
FEATURES:
•Two 1/4"-XLR combo ins/phantom pwr
•24-bit stereo S/PDIF digital I/O
•
Two analog 1/4" TRS inserts
•1/8" and 1/4" headphone outs
•32 audio tracks and 128 MIDI tracks
MBOX List $495.00

IMINeSteelliCe@IDSWUSR.COITI
OR CALL

I 3400 416 4414

Broadcast Tech Tip# 1111

«;4111111
.0wit'

When interviewing, it is important to ensure that you have
access to the interviewee for follow-up questions. We suggest
discretely hanging onto something personal and important that
they will need to return for- like their teeth, for instance.

Uri SENNHEIZER

Incredible Value 5Pack Headphones!!
Five Sennheiser HD202 headphones for $ 9.00? We're not kidding!
These durable, sealed-ear headphones provide crisp bass response
and good isolation. Powerful neodymium magnets offer high sound
levels with 18 Hz- 18 kHz frequency response. Impedance 32 onms.
BSW has sold over 10,000 of these popular headphones!
HD202PKG List $ 149.75

LowestPrice 5for only $899

Lowest Prices on everything at: www.bswusa.com
Same Day Shipping

Knowledgeable Staff

BSW gocks a :loge warehouse of prodixts. If we have it in stak, we'll ship
it the same day . Just order by MO PM Eastern Time.

Our sales professionals have real world broaccast and studio e:perience so
offer expert help with your equo ment purchase RW 052505

Free Shipping on Web orders over $189

LowestPrice@bswusa.com

'or alimited time, all web orders over $ 189 get FREE ground service
del -my to the contiguous 48 states Excludes heavy or oversized items.

for the best prices on all of you gear visit us on the web at Y,ww bswusa
corn or email us for aquote at LavestPrice4 bswusa.com

1-800-426-8434
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The Big Picture

The New Convergence: Broadcast + Telco
Future Receivers May Incorporate Broadband
Wireless and Broadcast Services in a Single Device
by Skip Pizzi

by Skip Pizzi

May 25, 2005

FEATURES

Last time we discussed how the radio
industry must cope with both incremental
and disruptive change simultaneously.
Part of the latter includes the potential for
dramatically changing business models
engendered by the ongoing transition to
digital broadcasting.
The biggest challenge for broadcasters
is adapting to any business that does not
maintain the fundamental premise of zero
marginal cost per additional end-user,
which the broadcast model has always

observed. In other words, once abroadcasting transmission system is built, there
is no incremental cost to the service
provider as audience grows. Listeners
buy their own radios and can tune to a
station with no impact on that station's
facilities or operational costs.
While this approach offers very low
cost per listener, its inherently unidirectional, point-to-multipoint service structure implies that little or no personalization or interactivity can be offered. Those
features are the primary appeal of online
services, of course, but with them come

an incremental cost per user that runs
contrary to the broadcast business model.
Such is the conundrum that broadcasters face when contemplating addition of
online services to their operations.
Converged devices
For radio broadcasting, online services
have been strictly differentiated from onair services for consumers because they
each use different receivers. Most online
listening is done on apersonal computer,
and few of these have AM/FM reception
capabilities.
The near future may change this, as
new portable devices debut with both
digital broadcast and wireless broadband
capabilities. Think of these as cell phones
with digital radio and/or TV — the socalled "converged device."

F

or the converged
device to gain

traction, broadcasters
and wireless telcos
both must mutually
benefit.

Sabre offers acomplete line of towers, monopoles

to an 84" face solid leg knock down tower. Sabre

and tower components. ln the tower industry for

has atower for nearly all broadcast applications.

more than 25 years, Sabre towers are engineered

Committed to customer service, Sabre offers

with experience. Offering everything in guyed

quality products at competitive prices with the

towers from a 12" face tubular lightweight tower

shortest lead times.

Sabre
Communications
Corporation
TM

800-369-6690 • www.sabrecom.com
2101 Murray Street •

PO Box 658 •

Sioux City, IA 51104

This is not altogether new; afew cell
phones have already included FM
receivers, but these have not been widely
deployed. The reason for their lack of success is fairly simple: Wifeless service operators don't like these phones because they
get nothing out of the additional FM tuner
capability, and in fact may lose something
since whenever users are listening to the
radio they aren't making calls.
For the converged device to gain traction, both broadcasters and wireless telcos must mutually benefit. Such a
process should play toward optimization
of both industries' divergent business
models. For example, if alistener likes a
song he hears on the radio, while he's
still listening to the radio, he can order
the song for download to the converged
device's memory via the wireless broadband link. The cellular operator makes a
sale, and the broadcaster gets a piece of
the action, all while the user is engaged
with the broadcast side of the device.
The station could also invite listeners
to send in requests via SMS, again stimulating use of the wireless operator's network; and so on. The two technologies
and businesses could work together in
synergistic ways: Broadcast reception
capability motivates the user to "take the
phone out of the pocket," which is the
wireless operator's greatest obstacle to
increased revenue. The interactive capability of the wireless phone adds new
functionality to the broadcaster's service,
which provides significant and timely
value to an otherwise increasingly oldschool medium.
The two services could also interact in
deeper ways. Consider that the wireless
broadband device might serve as aradiolike receiver for abroadcaster's online
streaming offerings, placing them at near
parity with on-air channels. Or the converged device could also gather content via
ancillary data carried in digital radio broadcasts.
Finally, any such downloaded content to
the portable device can be synched to aPC
See CONVERGED, page 27
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Converged
Continued from page 26

or to an entire home media network when
the phone is next re-connected (via USB
dock, WiFi, Bluetooth, etc.), reversing the
more traditional flow of content from the
PC or network to the portable device. In
this way, the user no longer needs to be sitting at acomputer to purchase digital media
content for ahome media ecosystem, thereby increasing revenue opportunities for
online content providers.
The converged device therefore allows
broadcasters and wireless operators to both
move forward while still doing what they
each do best, and not trying to force- fit

Still Cool
in the June 8 issue, we'll report on
the winners of this year's " Cool Stuff'
Award. Here's afinal look back at last
year's winners:
AKG C 414B-XLS/C 414BXLII Mics
Armstrong X- 1000B AM Transmitter
Audemat-Aztec Navigator (X)7 FM FieldStrength Meter
AudioScience ASI8702/03 EightChannel Tuner Adapter
Broadcast Electronics Big Pipe Media
Transport System
Broadcast Tools DMSIII Digital
Monitor & Switcher Ill
Burk Technology ARC- 16 Web Interface
Comrex STAC Studio Telephone
Access Center
D&M Professional Marantz PMD670
Solid-State Recorder
DAWNco Handymeter-Sat

their services into one other's business
models.
While- the scenarios above may sound
quite appealing, they depend heavily on
harmonious cooperation of all players
involved — broadcasters, wireless network
operators and converged-device manufacturers. Such an arrangement is unprecedented, but not inconceivable.
Perhaps the biggest question in this
context is, " Who will control the
device?" Broadcasters, wireless operators
and consumers will all have to feel adequately empowered in this respect for the
converged-device scenario to be successful. Terrestrial broadcasters have already
had ataste of this, in sharing space on a
dial they once unilaterally controlled
with satellite radio service providers on
today's AM/FM/satellite-radio receivers.
Meanwhile, consumers are becoming

familiar with such processes as they
adapt to devices that combine portable
media players with cell phones.
So it may be wireless network operators
who have the toughest time coping with
this new reality. They are used to having
unilateral control of the device, particularly
in the U.S. market, where most cell phones
only work within the network of asingle
service provider.
Consider also that as services continue
to proliferate, no single platform will enjoy
the aggregation that existed in earlier times.
This could mean that the critical mass that
enabled agiven medium's success may
evaporate as time goes on. Even though
clever silicon can make the user believe that
he or she is connected to aunified whole,
the service networks seemingly connected
in transparent fashion must all still operate
as separate businesses, and each must

ERI Dual- Input Side-Mount FM Antenna
Henry StudioDrive Integrated
PC Studio System
MicroGen Electronics TS9000 FM
Broadcast Analyzer
Narda Safety Test Solutions Selective
Radiation Meter

if HD Radio ( High Definition)
• SPS (Secondary Program Service)
i/ PAD ( Program Associated Data)
• RDS/Datacasting
./ Digital Logging
• Audio over IP ( e.g. RTSP)
• Streaming/Content Insertion

Sure we know automation, but our expertise just starts there.
"Our radio program is
syndicated nationally and
which means we needed a
system that was not only
stable but also flexible. Ifeel
like I've seen everything in
the world of music and radio
but I've never worked with asystem that's more
creative than Prophet's NexGen. The only mistake
you can make with this system is not using it."
John Tesh
The TeshMedia Group

Orhan Opticodec-PC
Shively IAD Antenna System
Tieline i
Mix G3 Stereo POTS Codœ
Ward-Beck Systems ALFA Audio
Leveller for Audiophiles
Honorable Mention:
FCC Exhibit Booth

e

Every Automation Company says
they do Voice Tracking, WANcasting,
Satellite Feeds, the basics.
But, does everyone support:

What Solutions Are You Looking For?

Work Smart!
Buy Prophet.
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remain viable in its own right.
Put another way, what made broadcasting great was compelling content, which
takes substantial revenues to produce. The
aggregation of audiences to a single or
small number of platforms (e.g., AM and
FM radio) made this aworkable proposition. Will any new platform be able to
amass the same commercial engine that can
drive production of equally desirable content? Additionally, as technologies and
audiences diverge, will incumbent operators retain the requisite agility to adapt, or
will they be replaced by new (and less satisfying) services?
Only time will tell if audiences of
tomorrow look back on the current day as
the last golden age of radio, or ahopelessly
antiquated predecessor.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of Radio
WorkL

How to outwit, out-maneuver and
out-perform your competition.

we're on seven days aweek,
ENCO Systems Guardien
Indecency System
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When you ask the right
questions, do you get
the right answers?
It takes more than technology to build a
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WNYC Explores Podcasting
by James Careless
Every week, 11,000 people download
the podcast file for NPR's " On The
Media," aweekly talk show produced by
WNYC, New York Public Radio, aflagship NPR station.
In the same time period, about 4,000
people download segments from
WNYC's "The Leonard Lopate Show"
and about 2,500 download segments
from "The Brian Lehrer Show." These
downloaders then listen to their shows
when they want to, on their iPods or
desktop PCs.
To reach this on- demand audience,
WNYC has had to do "very little," said
Mikel Ellcessor, WYNC's director of
programming operations.
"We already encode all of our programs for on-demand listening, so all we
had to do was make certain they're available as an RSS attachment," he said,
using the common acronym for Really
Simple Syndication.
"Our listeners then select the programs
they want to be automatically downloaded to their own computers, using
RSS software that they can get free our
site, if they don't already have it."
Radio timeshifting
WYNC's decision to offer podcast
downloads is based on a simple understanding: Today's listeners live in avery
"time- poor environment," as Ellcessor
puts it.
"We are all pressed for time, and often
can't be next to the radio when our
favorite shows are on," he said. "This is
why atechnology like podcasting makes
real sense for listeners and broadcasters
alike: It allows you to ' time-shift' programs so that you can hear them when
you want to." (The concept took another
twist when Infinity recently announced it
would allow listeners to "program" an

AM station in San Francisco by submitting their podcasts.)
Time- shifting is aconcept familiar to
VCR and TiVo personal video recorder
users: They record the TV shows they
like when these shows are broadcast,
then view these shows at their convenience. However, it wasn't until the
advent of podcasting that this ondemand became readily available for
radio shows.
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Listener response
"On The Media" was launched as
WYNC's first regular podcast on Jan. 7
of this year, followed by "The Leonard
Lopate Show" on March 7 and " The
Brian Lehrer Show" aweek later.

.
1
Firéreswid usic
Shows

podcasting ®

"Everyone grasped its possibilities
immediately: We went from talking
about podcasting to launching it in just
six weeks."
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WNYC is available anywhere you take your MP3 player.
Every day, thousands of people listen to WNYC on the Internet.
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WNYC PodtaStS
The Leonard Lopata Show (weekdays)
The best conversations with writers, actors, ex presidents, danc
scientists, comedians, historians, grammarians and curators.
The Leonard Looate Show's oodcast Feed
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Audio Help
Schedules
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Search WNYC.o rq
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On The Media (weekly)
loin On the Media for compelling radio that examines the impact
media on our lives.
On The Media's podcast reed
The Brian Lehrer Show (weekdays)
Real talk on the issues from New York to the world. Brian Lehrer
hosts, with newsmakers and phone calls.
The Brian Lehrer Shows's Dodcast Feed

"As someone who bought a TiVo
PVR six months after the product was
launched, I've been an on-demand consumer for a long time," said Ellcessor.
Having read about podcasting on some
radio blogs last year, "Ibrought the idea
in-house last Thanksgiving," he said.

You've got
to hear
this ...
There's abuzz in the broadcasting community. People are talking about
NAB's Property & Casualty Insurance Program. It offers:
•A wide range of coverages — General Liability, Workers Compensation, Auto,
Inland Marine, Umbrella Liability, Directors' & Officers' Liability, and more.

"We started at zero downloads, and
then just kept seeing more people take
programs on every single week," said
Ellcessor. " The audience just keeps
growing."
The only kind of programs that WYNC
won't podcast are those which contain

Compare your current coverage.
Call 1-800-432-7465 and ask for Maria
Moreno at ext. 553 or Amy Doherty
at ext. 571. Or visit us online at
www.nab-aon.com to learn more.

music. The reason is royalties; by steering
clear of music podcasts, WNYC avoids
the legal wrath and monetary demands of
the RIAA and its rights holders.
To serve its podcasting audience further,
WYNC has started offering its own
"Podcast Picks." These are podcast feeds
from other broadcasters, which Ellcessor
thinks could be of interest to WYNC's listeners.
Included are local programs produced
by KCRW Los Angeles, shows created
by independent radio producers and specific programs from CBC Radio in
Canada as well as the BBC.
"If you think about the stress of living in
today's demanding ' attention economy,'
it's really valuable having someone else
sift through the thousands of podcasts out
there on your behalf," Ellcessor said.
"WYNC has always done this kind of 'sifting' for our on-air listeners. Now we're
doing it for our on-line listeners as well."
Results
Based on its download numbers,
WYNC's decision to offer podcast is
paying off.
"For us, it's another way to meet listeners where they are," said Ellcessor.
"Not only does it
allow us to reach more listeners at virtually no extra cost, but it also helps to
build stronger relationships with these
people. We're very excited about this
because it allows more people to access
more media and that's avery encouraging sign for our democracy."
Moreover, "We have been getting great
feedback from our podcast downloaders;
both in quantity and quality." said
Ellcessor. "The response has been ten-ific."
Whether this trend will continue to
grow will be seen. At present, WNYC
intends to stand pat and consider its next
podcasting moves. " We now want to
pause and listen to our listeners; read
their e-mails and see what they think,"
says Ellcessor. " We'll look for some
pointers from them, and then make our
plans accordingly."
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•Umbrella Liability is NOT eligible for this dividend,
whether part of the package policy or written separately. In
accordance with state law, dividends may not be
guaranteed in advance and can be paid only frorr
distributable surplus following resolution adopted by the
Board of Directors of The Hartford Compnayffesl declaring
the dividend. Nothing contained herein or commLnicated
either in writing or verbally shall in any way charcre or
modify this understanding. This illustration does not
represent or imply in any way aguarantee of the payment
of dividends. The parameters of this plan are subject to all
of the laws and regulatory requirements for jurisdictions of
the United States of America. Workers Compensabon
premiums in CA and FL are not factored into the dividend
calculation. Dividend is not available in AK, HI, CO and NY.
Pon Association Services, aDivision of Affinity Insurance
Services, Inc. in CA, MN 8. OK aDivision of AIS Affinity
Insurance Agency, Inc. and in NY & NH aDivision of AIS
Affinity Insurance Agency. CA License #0795465 Please
note that the precise coverage afforded is subject to state
approval and the terms, conditions, and exclusions of the
policies as issued.
C 2005 Pon Association Services

•Coverage limits tailored to radio, television and cable broadcasters of all sizes.
•Competitive rates.
•What makes it really different: In certain circumstances, the program pays a
*dividend to program insureds.
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For mission- critical audio transmission. nothing beats TEAM TN1 and SuperUflkTM. Both give
you these advaniages:
• Connect directly to Ti or El transmission lines
• Support multiple channels cf program audio, data and contact closures
• Linear PCM or encoded audio with multiple algorithms
• Streaming audio
• Automatic backup via ISDN
A variety of hot-swappable Functicn Modules lets
you design asystem that meets your needs today.
and then expand it for tomorrow.
When you have audio to send. TEAM and
SuperLink are the rugged, solid and flexible way
to go. Call us, or your MUSICAM USA Distributor.

SuperLink rear panel configured for bi-directional Ti
prcgram transmission with automatic ISDN backup.

with your application requirements.
MUSICAM USA
670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
sales@musicamusa.com
www.mus'camusa.com

MUSICAM USA is the d/b/a of Corporate Computer Systems, Inc.
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Sea-Based Remotes Get Easier
Summer Is a Good Time to Plan
A Winter Remote Aboard a Cruise Ship
by James Careless

Courtesy Carnival Cruise Lines

In the warm summer months, station
planners may start to think about coldweather promotions. How about a
Carribean cruise? If your' listeners can't
afford to take such trips, their favorite
morning show might.

The tricky part — and the element that
sets water-based broadcasting apart from
land-based remotes — is the signal path
between ship and station. Unless the ship
is close enough to shore to use line-ofsight wireless transmission, the only way
to get the signal to the station is by satellite.

mono ( 128 kbps) or stereo (256 kbps)
program streams.
The streams are fed via the ship's
Ethernet LAN from the codecs to
MTN's own INMARSAT shipboard
uplink (separate from the regular satellite voice channels), and then to MTN's
Florida Miramar earth station. The
radio production studio calls up the
earth station using a mono or stereo
ISDN landline, allowing it to connect
directly to the remote transmission. As

Sea-based remotes
Staging acruise ship remote is technically no different than aremote anywhere
else at the production end. A package of
microphones, speakers, mini- mixing
board and audio codec are taken to and
set up on the ship, usually in a public
area where seating is available for the
passengers/studio audience. Back at the
station, some form of connection such as
a Switch 56/ISDN bridge and an audio
codec are needed to receive the remote
transmission, and decode it for porting
into the main studio console.

Because ships have access to the
INMARSAT constellation of satellites for
ship-to-shore communications, areadymade path does exist for cruise ship
remotes. The catch is that most such links
are only 64 kbps, typically divided into
eight 8 kbps voice channels. The ship's
captain is unlikely to turn all of these
channels over to abroadcaster (or anyone
else), so radio engineers must find another way to get their remotes to air.
The live alternative
For broadcasters for whom nothing
less than live will do, Carnival Cruise
Lines has put together a complete
"Satellite Radio Broadcast" package.
Carried via MTN, Carnival's satellite
services provider, the package provides
the remote site with two Netstar 500
audio codecs (for primary and backup)
and enough satellite bandwidth to carry

Product Showcase
Model TTI-2 Time • Temperature • ID Delivery
•time and temperature delivery for automation
•60 seconds of user recordable storage
•programable self-triggering mode option new feature!
•professional male announcer voice
•temperature in Fahrenheit or Celcius
•battery backed AC synchronized clock

« Sine Sysfems

DIY
For stations willing to do their
uplinking, bringing your own portable
earth station along can help cut costs.
It's not anew idea; in fact this was the
strategy used by Los Angeles'
KOST(FM) in 1996, when they sent the
KOST morning show aboard the
Princess Cruises ship Sun Princess, as
was reported in Radio World at the
time.
Rather than pay someone else to
transmit the show via satellite, chief
engineer Marvin Collins, now retired,
brought along a Lynxx Mobile Earth
Statidn to send out the show via a 64
kbps INMARSAT satellite path.
Unfortunately, the Lynxx wasn't
designed to compensate for the rolling
and shifting of the Sun Princess in the
waters off California. To compensate
for this motion, Collins had to track the
satellite antenna manually to keep the
morning show on air. Fortunately, his
Sony Pyxis GPS receiver helped Collins
determine the ship's position and heading, allowing him to stay aimed at the
right satellite.
"With the exception of someone
shutting a metal door on our power
cable causing aground fault that put us
off air one day, and losing the link
briefly the next when we steamed
underneath the Vincent Thomas bridge,

more infinmatiorr

615.228.3500
www.sinesystems corn

Photo: Linda Roberts

Throw in aCruise Contest Giveaway
for the listeners courtesy of alocal travel
company and you have the makings of a
winning radio promotion.
The only tricky part is getting the
radio remote audio back to shore, so that
your station can air it.

Carnival at least one month in advance.
and bring your personnel and equipment; they'll do the rest. The downside
is the cost; stations should expect that a
stereo remote broadcast will cost
$2,500 per week for the hardware,
$4,464 per week for satellite bandwidth
and the ISDN landline connection, and
extra costs for satellite technician support and ISDN dialup costs to MTN's
Florida number, among other expenses.
You have to book at least aweek's time.

'Hey Coach' takes acruise. From left: Former Alabama and Oakland Raiders
quarterback Ken 'Snake' Stabler, host Tom Roberts of the Crimson Tide Sports
Network and producer/engineer Tom Stipe.
well, MTN providse atalkback channel,
so that the station can relay information
to the remote hosts and producer in real
time.
"Most of our ships' lounges are
wired for Ethernet, so any one of these
sites could be used for aradio remote,"
says Stephen Varma, Carnival's supervisor of information systems, fleet operations. " We can also add additional
cabling to let you broadcast from the
pool, if you like."
The upside of Carnival's satellite
radio package is the convenience it
offers broadcasters. You just book with

we had no real problems maintaining
the link," Marvin Collins says today.
"If Iwere to do it again, the only
thing Iwould do differently is to have a
128 kbps path back to the station, rather
than the 64 kbps path we actually used.
We could have used the extra bandwidth
for better audio quality and a talkback
circuit."
Inexpensive alternative
If the cost of alive shipboard remote
is prohibitive, and if your program doesn't have to be live, you can record it on
See CRUISE, page 32
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Across atown or across acontinent. Full-time, temporary, or transportable. To reach faraway affiliates,
connect distant statons, cover hard-to-reach areas. We cover the U.S., Mexico, and the Caribbean with
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MSpot: Pay Radio for Cellphones
by James Careless
With many cellphones capable of
receiving multimedia Web content, it was
only a matter of time before someone
offered satellite-quality pay audio to cellular subscribers.
A content provider with the unlikely
name of MSpot is providing 13 channels
of commercial-free audio — eight music
and five talk — to Sprint Wireless subscribers. For $5.95 amonth, Sprint multimedia handset owners can plug apair of
earbuds into their cellphones and get
unlimited access to hiphop, rock and country music channels, among others, plus
channels dedicated to NPR, the Associated
Press and other content providers.
"Since audio doesn't require much
bandwidth for streaming, we don't have
to wait until high-speed EVDO wireless
networks are deployed to distribute
MSpot," said Daren Tsui, the company's
CEO. "In fact, we can serve the majority
of the U.S. cellular population today."
The mobile entertainment firm is
based in Palo Alto, Calif. It was founded
by Tsui and Edwin Ho in November. The
company does not reveal its revenues or
projections. Tsui said feedback from
Sprint "is that they are very happy with
our initial subscription growth."
Other cell radio projects have recently
hit the headlines. In the UK, Virgin is
offering free Sydus software downloads
on its Web site. "Download the free software now, by visiting our WAP site on
your mobile phone," says the Virgin
installation guide. "Install it, then look
for the Virgin Radio logo on your phone.

▪Home
•Get laSpot
• Services
•company
aNews
aContact

Bringing premium entertainment
to mobile consumers
Entertainment on demand and on the-go.
Raw •
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The legendary Virgin Radio is available
in stereo, along with our two digital stations, Virgin Radio Classic Rock and
Virgin Radio Groove."
Meanwhile, Clear Channel is planning to start offering radio programming
for cell phones by the end of the year.
"We're talking to a lot of ( U.S.) cell
phone providers," Radio CEO John
Hogan told Reuters.
But MSpot got lots of national headlines with its Sprint deal last month.
How MSpot works
The MSpot Radio service starts with a
"big collection of servers," Tsui said.
"These are connected to high-bandwidth

Toll- free 1-888-472-2388
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Promote your services to Radio Worlds readers. Reach Radio Station and
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For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.

feeds from NPR, AP, the Sporting News,
MarketWatch and AccuWeather, which
we program into separate audio channels." Meanwhile, "we have alarge database of music WAV files, which we program into eight music channels."
Once assembled, MSpot Radio's 13
channels are fed directly to Sprint, which
distributes them nationwide as part of its
Sprint Vision package. Priced from $ 15
to $25 amonth, Sprint Vision also carries
video clips from ABC, Fox Sports and
TV shows such as "Trading Spaces,"
"American Chopper" and " Kenny the
Shark." The MSpot Radio package costs
$5.95 amonth extra on Sprint, currently
MSpot's sole wireless carrier.
At the receiving end, MSpot's service
is accessed directly through a Sprint
Vision subscriber's multimedia handset
— at present, either a Sanyo MM-5600
or Sanyo MM-7400.
"Both of these handsets come with
pre- installed media players, so all the
subscriber has to do is scroll through a
series of menus to get to the audio feed
they want:' Tsui said.
Worth noting: MSpot may be geared to
delivering continuous audio, but subscribers can also select the specific news,
weather and sports clips they want.
Meanwhile, although MSpot has yet to
offer local news and live traffic, "we do
have local weather through AccuWeather,"
Tsui said. "This is because AccuWeather
offers local coverage for over 80 metro
U.S. markets, plus anumber of regional

Cruise
Continued from page 30

hoard as a series of audio files, then email files back to your station via the
ship's Internet café.
"Cost-wise, sending back sound files
can be the difference of two hour's
upload time at 75 cents a minute, vs.
$15,000 for a live broadcast," says
Carnival's Varma. Clearly, this is amuch
less expensive alternative.
The University of Alabama's Crimson
Tide Network, which feeds a weekly
show called "Hey Coach!" to about 60
Alabama radio stations, recently used the
e-mail approach to do aremote on the
Carnival Cruises' ship Carnival Glory.
"I mixed the show much as Iwould a
garage band," says CTN producer Tom

and national forecasts."
For those broadcasters who belong to
MSpot's channel lineup, the advent of
"Cell Radio" is nothing but good news.
NPR Online Vice President/General
Manager Maria Thomas said, "Working
with MSpot, we can give people up-tothe-minute news and the most popular
NPR stories of the day, whenever and
wherever they want."
As for local broadcasters who find
themselves competing against MSpot?
For this group, the severity of the MSpot
challenge depends on afew factors.
In the car during morning and
evening commutes, it appears MSpot
will appeal to those who want commercial- free music, and have some sort of
interface device to feed MSpot's audio
into their car radios. Those equipped
with cassette players can always plug a
conventional cassette- to- CD adaptor
into their cellphone and transport the
audio this way. However, those with
AM/FM/CD players will have to use
external low- powered FM retransmitters, like the $69.95AC/DC portables
sold by C. Crane and others.
However, if these same commuters
want up-to-date traffic and weather
reports, they'll have to stay tuned to overthe-air local radio. The only exception
will be those large U.S. markets where
XM and Sirius satellite radio offer local
traffic and weather updates.
Meanwhile, those wanting a wider
range of commercial-free channels will
likely turn to XM and Sirius, especially
when they can hear them using in-dash
AM/FM/satellite radio receivers that
don't require cassette/CD adaptors or
external FM retransmitters.
A further impediment to MSpot is
cost; the $5.95 per month is in addition to
Sprint Vision's $ 15-$25 monthly rate.
(The actual MSpot price could be as low
as 95 cents, if the Sprint subscriber
applies the Vision plan's $5monthly programming credit to this service.)
Until this changes, and until MSpot
finds its way onto other cellular carriers,
the service's market penetration is likely
to be limited. Of course, the same was
once said about satellite radio: Now XM
and Sirius combined have over four million U.S. subscribers, and counting.
"It blows my mind that nobody has
launched something like MSpot yet:' said
Daren Tsui. "In the future, we are planning to expand our music channels to 20
or more:' he said. "We are also creating a
Java version of MSpot that can be heard
on older cellphones capable of playing
video games."

e

Stipe. "We fed audio from our portable
mixing board into a laptop computer,
where Iconverted it into a series of
MP3s. Ithen took the laptop to the ship's
Internet café, and emailed them back to
our studio."
Granted, this approach was time-consuming.
"We spent all night Sunday and most
of the day Monday sending those large
audio files back via satellite:' Stipe says.
Still, the shipboard version of the show,
recorded before an audience of 300
Alabama fans, sounded great when it
went to air, and at a cost far below
$15,000.
Shipboard remotes are within the
reach of most radio stations. If yours
should happen to require the presence of
aradio executive such as yourself on the
trip — for purely administrative reasons,
of course — so much the better. e
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PSAs: Where Have They Gone?
It's taken me quite some time to realize it; but Imiss something that Iused to
hear on nearly every radio station in
America.
Imust confess — Iknow this will
come off abit oddly — that Imiss local
public service announcements. Sure, I'm
aware that PSAs still air on plenty of
radio stations, but the sheer quantity is
not what it was 10 years ago. Even the
quality of those that air seems to have
devolved.
Also, while it would seem natural for
news and talk stations to air PSAs regularly, somehow syndication and the
desire to maximize every second have
pushed these announcements off the air.
While it's easy to blame deregulation
for PSAs turning into MIAs, the true
choice of whether and when they air is at
the local station level.
Special someone
For decades, PSAs had a slot on the
programming clock, often in every hour
of the day. While it may make sense to
only -air PSAs during those times when
you deliver more information, such as
morning drive, perhaps you could consider adding them back into your weekend
programming as well.
This would give your (often contentchallenged) part-timers something locaiized to talk about several times ashow. It
will also make your radio station sound
like it's really being broadcast from the
town in which it is located.
Am Imerely waxing nostalgic? Or
have we sacrificed needed community
information in our effort to de-clutter stations? As always, the answer comes back
to content.
We know that not all public service
announcements are created equal; yet
those stations that do carry PSAs often
treat them that way. If a public service
announcement is about something too
narrow or general or it's just boring, it is
awaste of time, and your station is better
off playing another song or doing another
news story.
What every station needs is somebody
who cares about the welfare of the community and has the ability to match the
right information to the lifestyle of the
specific audience who listen.
Iam not suggesting we create fulltime public service director positions,
unless you have the ability to do this at
acluster level. Instead, draft amember
of the air, programming or promotion
staff who has the potential to really
care. If you're just assigning this as one
more duty for someone, you'll get
material on the air that will sound uninspired.
The special someone you choose to
handle your PSAs needs to take the
leadership role, doing more than gathering what your station receives in the
mail, editing copy and putting it in the
control room. Your PSA director
should be seeking PSAs proactively.
He or she should comb local newspapers and look at local Web sites for
interesting material. Make sure the
non- profits know they can send you
material; put a " how to" on your station site.
And here's something you haven't
heard in awhile: How about actually
telling your audience, on the actual radio,
that you accept PSAs?

We often wonder how we can touch
more people so that they'll remember us
when it comes to filling out a ratings
dairy. People love to hear about events
with which they're involved talked about
on the air. Could your PSA director or an
intern call the person who sent the PSA,
to let them your station received it and
that you'll be broadcasting that information tomorrow morning?
Finally! A radio station is actually
calling them to tell them that they're
doing something nice for them instead of
just telemarketing about yet another contest.
Another way to package PSAs is by
putting them together in recorded calen-

Promo Power

dar form. This too was done on radio for
decades, but the practice has nearly disappeared.
Here's an example: "Hi, it's Johnny &
Fred from the ' Q Morning Show.' Here's
the Q Weekend Calendar. The Cold
Harbor Literary Festival is tomorrow
noon to 5, with lots of kids' authors, a
cartooning class and bake sale. ... See
'Alice In Wonderland' at the Puppet
Theatre this Sunday at Franklin Baptist
Church. Admission is acan of food for
the homeless shelter. ... The Smith
Brother's Circus is at the Fair Grounds
this Monday through Wednesday. A portion of the proceeds is for the Women's
See PSAS, page 34 b.

by Mark Lapidus

We're changing the face
of RADIO ENGINEERING...
Imagine an incredibly intelligent diagnostics solution that monitors your station 24 hours aday,
so if an unexpected problem arises, you already know about it. Even if you're not at work. Our
one-of-a-kind Diagnostics Solution alerts you in advance [ using activity threshalds deiined by you)
should your on-air system exhibit apotential problem. It's the ideal add-on to your new 'Jr existing
Scott Studios or Maestro digital automation system.
dMarc's Diagnostics knows which activities are normal and which
are not, and it knows when and how to send alerts to just the right
people. Prevent serious malfunctions, partial shutdowns or even
dead air. All this from asingle, easy-to-use Management Console so
flexible it can monitor asingle station or an entire network.
The price is right, too. (
Free!) Call or email us for details on
how this critical diagnostics solution can be yours without investing
asingle dime. Our Quick Response Email Hotline is
diagnostics(ddmarc.net or call Toll Free 888-438-7268.

...ONE STICK at atime.
Ph. Toll Free 888-438-7268

Seer Stud

E-mail: diagnostics@dMarc.net

dM ARc

Maestro /

B R'0 A DC ASTING

www.dmarc.net
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The FCC Erects aRed-Light System
Simple in Theory, the New Debt Check
Could Complicate Your Next Application
by Harry Cole
If you should ever find yourself in
need of areason, any reason, to pay your
annual regulatory fees and other routine
financial obligations to the FCC, look no
further. The FCC has kindly provided the
"red-light" system, a new patch of regulatory traffic control with potentially
ominous downsides.
The red-light system materialized in
the fall of 2004. It is intended to provide
the commission with a mechanism by
which to ensure the collection of reg fees
and the like. As you know, the FCC has
been collecting annual regulatory fees for
years from all of its licensees. For even
longer, the commission has been requiring the payment of filing fees in connection with most routine applications.
Of course, in the conventional commercial universe most of us inhabit, a
company keeps track of any debts owed
to it and takes reasonably timely steps to
collect those debts. Apparently, the FCC
was not living in that particular universe
for the first 10 years or so after reg fees
were imposed. In 2004, it decided to
tighten up its collection processes.
Actually, the FCC didn't decide that
on its own; rather, Congress had told it to
do so eight years earlier, in the Debt
Collection Improvement Act of 1996.
But the FCC waited to see how other
government agencies tackled the debt
collection process. Those agencies — the
Department of Justice and General
Accounting Office — adopted new rules
in 2000. Two years later, the FCC finally
figured it might be time to do something,
so it proposed new debt collection rules,
including the red-light system. And a
mere two years after that, the new rules
were finally in place.
In principle, the system is a simple
concept. Before the commission will take
any action on any request for authorization, it will check to make sure that the

PSAs
Continued from page 33

Center of Athens. ... If your community
group has an announcement for the Q
Calendar, e-mail it to us at Q-Care at Q97 Dot Com. And that's the Q
Community Calendar on Q 97!"
While public service announcements
are designed to be short, Iask you to
consider broadcasting at least a few
"town meeting" type of shows ayear —
not just to give your station visibility, but
to give something back to the city you
serve.
Get afew community groups together
and talk about key issues with a live
audience. It's amazing but those types of
shows actually can turn out to be entertaining if done correctly.
It's good to be altruistic. Positive
behavior nearly always makes good
things happen for people and organizations.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. Write to him at mlapidus@
cox.net.

applicant has paid all outstanding debts
to the feds.
If that check reveals any unpaid debts
(not including fines or forfeitures, which
are not subject to red-light consideration), the application will not be granted
unless and until all debts are paid. When
adebt surfaces, the applicant is notified
and given 30 days in which to make
appropriate arrangements — either to
pay the debt, or advance a good-faith
challenge to it. Absent payment or a
challenge, after 30 days the application is
dismissed.
Just common sense, right? Oops, we
forgot to mention that, if an application
happens to get granted by mistake (i.e.,
should the FCC overlook an outstanding
debt), the grant is subject to rescission at
any time once the mistake comes to light.
That, of course, undermines the notion of
"finality" that many folks, including
lenders, rely on to be sure that, once the
FCC has acted, it will not be able to pull
the rug out from under the unsuspecting
beneficiaries of that action.
Still, you say, it should be relatively easy

dunning notice about adelinquent FCC
debt. And of the debts the red-light system did flag, at least one had been paid
three months earlier.
Second step: Pay the debts you know
you owe. The red-light system does
provide a relatively easy way to pay
recent debts. You do this by credit card
online, following prompts provided by
the red-light system when your number
comes up red.
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FCC, presumably to make sure the
check clears.
If you are patient, lucky enough to
get in touch with helpful Treasury
folks, smart enough to ask the right
questions, careful enough to take
detailed and accurate notes of your
conversations and determined enough
to make repeated phone calls, you
should be able to marshal enough
information to clear the red light.
In our experiment, it took approximately six to seven weeks of phone
calls and e- mails to get everything
cleared up. That includes not only the
four or five weeks to get to a point
where the FCC folks confirmed, by email, that all was in order, but an additional two weeks before they got the
system to give us agreen light.
But wait, there's more. About eight
weeks after the FCC's system showed
green, we got a letter from the commission advising that one of the entities that had been cleared still had a
delinquent debt. But the debt that was
referenced in the letter was one that
had been paid off, as confirmed by
Treasury and the commission two
months earlier.
We e- mailed the staff for clarification. We got a voice message back a
week later advising that everything was
cleared up. The message offered no
explanation for the letter, nor have we
received any response to our request for
written confirmation that this matter
has really been cleared from the books.

Keep a record
In addition to this direct, personal
interaction with the red-light system,
regulatory quicksand with significant
Team Cole's Law has heard numerous
similar stories from credible sources.
potential downsides.
Those stories include reports of multiple inaccurate red-light readings, i.e.,
licensees being red- lighted when they
to know whether all debts have been paid
But we found that the simple online
had in fact paid all debts in a timely
even before you file your application.
payment option works for recent debts,
manner.
Doesn't the red-light system merely impose
not for older (two or more years) debts
The moral here is to pay your reg
the relatively minor additional chore of
that the FCC has already referred out to
fees and application fees on time; keep
confirming that you're all paid up?
the Department of Treasury for collecdetailed, easily retrievable records of
The answer is, technically, yes. But the
tion. Those have to be paid to the
your payments; and always expect the
question assumes that it is quick and easy
Treasury, which means you have to
unexpected.
to get a definite, take- it- to- the- bank
reach out to them. And that problem is
The FCC is entitled to impose such
determination that you are in fact paid
further complicated by the fact that, in
fees and will continue to impose such
up. As it turns out, that would be an
the case of older debts, Treasury may
fees, and it only makes sense that the
invalid assumption.
have in turn referred them out to colFCC should be able to withhold serlection agencies ( we discreetly refrain
vices from folks who choose not to pay.
The potholes
from referring to them as "leg- breakBut it is clear from our own experience
The problem is that the commission's
ers"). If you fall into that last category,
that the FCC's record-keeping processrecords concerning who has paid and
you have to pay the collection folks,
es may not be completely accurate, and
who hasn't may not be as complete and
not Treasury.
its ability to update and correct its own
accurate as we might like. And while
Third step: Confirm that your payment
records may be far from optimal. As a
the FCC's staff appears to be trying to
has been received and recorded. If you
result, don't be surprised if your redmake the system work smoothly and
pay online to the FCC, this step is apiece
light checks produce false positives and
reliably, there are discomforting glitchof cake. But if your debt has already
false negatives.
es.
referred out to Treasury (or, worse, to a
This is especially important if you
For example, Team Cole's Law
collection agency), good luck.
plan on filing applications in the forerecently dealt with an individual who
Team Cole's Law was unable ( and
seeable future and need prompt, favorowned several separate entities, each of
not for lack of trying) to get anyone at
able action on those applications. The
which was a broadcast licensee. He
Treasury or its collection agent to prolast thing that you want in that case is
wanted to sell all his stations.
vide written confirmation of payment,
to find out that the FCC thinks, rightly
First step: Run a red-light check.
even though we were assured that their
or wrongly, that you — or another parYou do this by going to https://svartirecords did indeed reflect payment. It
ty to the application like, say, the buyer
foss2.fcc. gov/redli ght/lo gin. cfm and
appears that the collection agents report
or seller — have delinquent debts and
entering the FCC Registration Number
only to Treasury, and Treasury reports
are therefore subject to a red light
(FRN) and relevant password for the
only to the FCC.
which would halt processing of the
entity you're checking on. (Be sure to
If you're nice and ask the right quesapplication.
have your FRN and password handy;
tions, Treasury should at least provide
If you have any questions about the
you can't get anywhere without them.)
you with one or more tracking numbers
red-light system or its potential impact
We did this and found that the FCC
from its system, which you can then
on you, consult with your communicathought that all but one of the entities
report back to the FCC so that they can
tions counsel.
had delinquent debts. But the last enticall Treasury and confirm the payment.
Harry Cole is a member of the law
ty, the one showing no debts according
But one person at Treasury told us that firm of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, P.L.C.
to the FCC's records, had already
Treasury holds onto the payment for
He can be reached at ( 703) 812-0483 or
received, from a collection agency, a three weeks or so before notifying the
via e-mail to cole@fhhlaw.com. de

mr he ' red-light' system is a new patch of
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No More 'Free
Re- Use' at AP
lf you are an AP member and you also
use AP material on your Web site, you'll
have to pay extra.
The Associated Press said its board of
directors in April approved anew online
licensing structure to cover use of AP content on newspaper and local radio and TV
station member Web sites.
Starting next year, all members who use
AP content in their online operations will
begin paying alicense fee, it stated.
"Previously, AP newspaper and local
radio and TV station members had been
allowed to repurpose for the Web the AP
materials received for their print publications and on-air broadcasts at no additional
charge," AP said in the announcement.
"While ending this 'free re-use' policy,
AP intends to couple this paid online
license with an annual assessment increase
that is smaller than the yearly average for
the past decade," it stated, attributing to
Burl Osborne, chairman of the AP board
and publisher emeritus of the Dallas
Morning News.
AP representatives planned to meet with
members to discuss the new structure. It
takes effect next Jan. 1. The method of
determining the fee hasn't been set yet.
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CEO Mike Henry. He said radio listening
among younger listeners, under 25, has
been most affected by a perception of
increased commercial loads.
"The good news is that it is this same
group, the under 25 listeners, who say
they would listen more to radio if commercial loads were noticeably reduced."
But he said most listeners " simply
don't care" if astation plays : 30 vs. :60
commercials if the total commercial air
time is the same.
"For the minority of listeners who do
care, the appeal of : 30 commercials is
dependent upon the placement of that :
30
commercial in the context of other commercials aired around it. When filling one
minute of time, two : 30s are slightly preferred over one : 60 commercial.
"However when filling five minutes of
time, :60s are preferred by a2:1 margin."

WRAT(FM) apparently has afew fans
stationed in Iraq.
The Greater Media station, based in
New Jersey, circulated these photos, sent
in by Lance Corporal Michael Goldfarb
and showing a Humvee
near the Euphrates River
sporting abumper stick
er for 95.9 The Rat.
"The station is proud
to be able to give our
soldiers a little home
away from home," the
company's
Lindsay
Warren said.

The
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Microsoft Deal Puts
Old-Time Radio
Online for 99 Cents
A deal by Microsoft brings together
old-time radio and new-time downloads.
Microsoft's MSN Music arm signed a
deal with MediaBay to make "goldenage" radio programs available online for
purchase and download.
The archive includes 1,400 shows
including "The War of the Worlds," "The
Adventures of Superman," "Gunsmoke,"
"The Shadow" and "The Jack Benny
Show."
Shows from RadioClassics are available for download from MSN Music at
http://music.msn.com. Most shows are 30
minutes and will cost 99 cents to download. The content is categorized by genres including comedy, westerns, sci-fi,
superheroes and radio drama.
Rob Bennett of MSN Entertainment
also noted MSN's recent agreements with
Smithsonian Folkways Recordings and
the Monterey Jazz Festival and said these
moves demonstrate "MSN Music's commitment to preserving America's cultural
heritage."

Study: Clutter
Battle Has a
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Way to Go
— Less is More' may be top of mind
for broadcasters, but listeners have not
perceived a reduction in commercial
loads on radio. In fact, listeners still perceive more commercials on radio than
two and five years ago, not less."
That's one of the conclusions of
Paragon Media Strategies, which said it
surveyed listeners on the topic. The comment was released by the company's
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Hogan: Less Really Is More
This spring, Clear Channel posted the
following Q&A with its Radio CEO John
Hogan on its Web site.

than ever before and the month-to-month
trends are increasing as well.
Q: We've heard local advertisers are
embracing "Less is More" more quickly
than national advertisers. Is that true? And
if it is, why?
A: It's definitely true. And for one big
reason: local advertisers demand clear and
immediate proof of ROI — and then act on
it. They spend their own money to make
their cash registers ring. That said, we're
seeing acouple of dozen forward-thinking
national advertisers who have been quick to
embrace Less is More as well. We've talked
about the enormous success Fox
Entertainment had with its exclusive campaign of : 30s supporting the season premiere of "24"; and we announced the campaign that Disney launched in February.
Hyundai is using 30-second spots throughout 2005. We literally have hundreds of
examples from large, medium and smaller
markets.

Q: What drove your decision to launch
"Less is More"?
A: Radio needed to change commercial
programming to correct three things:
•the excess ad inventory created during
the Internet advertising boom;
•the fact that television and other media
went to short spot lengths years ago; and
•the reality that radio ads haven't kept up
with the creativity that's been infused into
commercials on other media
All of these are straightforward to fix and
the fixes were overdue.
Q: What has been the response of listeners?
A: Really terrific. First we had anecdotal
evidence (e-mails and calls to stations) that
listeners just love it. And now we've got
several independent studies that confirm the
obvious: people prefer fewer, shorter commercials and they remember entertaining
and informative ads no matter what the
length.

Q: Radio is acutthroat industry but in
recent earnings calls and at industry and
financial conferences, a number of radio
executives have praised "Less is More."
Are you surprised by the industry's reaction?
A: Not at all. We're all in the same busi-

Q:
How
about
advertisers?
A: It's been equally great. We've sold more
commercials of shorter lengths this year

rnie- Today's top engineers need a
reliable source of deep tech info.

1

ness and this is clearly the right thing to do.
Listeners win; advertisers win; and the
industry wins. And it was time for the
industry to come together. As Itravel
around the country, there's agrowing sense
that Less is More, coupled to our other programming initiatives, is driving arenaissance of some of the best that radio has to
offer. It's aterrific time.
Q: There are still some radio executives
and Wall Street analysts who are skeptical
that "Less is More" will work What do you
say
to
them?
A: Look, it's easy to sit on the sidelines and
criticize those who are leading change.
What's much more important is jumping in
to solve aproblem. That takes courage and
commitment and those are the people we're
engaging with. That said, we have noticed
that several of the prominent doubters have
begun saying, "Well, so far, we've been
completely wrong." We expect you'll see
more folks change their position as the
weeks move on. All you have to do is listen
to aClear Channel station today to notice
the difference.
Q: Exactly how are advertisers seeing
increased value in a Less is More environment?
A: It's ultimately about improving return
on investment. Advertisers are increasing
both their reach and their frequency with the
same investment. Today, ads on Clear
Channel Radio stations are more exciting,
more compelling and more effective. This is
areal, measurable increase in value for
advertisers.

Q: You recently announced you are making progress is developing a marketplace
for 30-second spots. Can you give us an
update?
A: Sure — we're seeing positive
momentum and sequential growth in the
appetite for : 30s. We sold significantly
more : 30s in January and February than we
sold in January and February of last year.
Importantly, we sold more : 30s in
February this year than we did in January
of this year. The pricing on our premium
positions, the first in pod or island positions, is up for : 30s and the pricing of our
:60s and : 15s is up as well. We expect to
see these trends continue as we move
through the rest of the year.
Q: Was "Less is More" connected in any
way to the emergence of satellite radio?
A: Not at all. Less is More would have
happened with or without satellite radio —
if anything, it's more in response to competition from television than from other radio
options. To suggest that the improvements
we're making to radio are areaction to
satellite radio is nonsense.
Q: You formed a " Creative Services
Group" to help agencies and advertisers
create higher quality radio commercials.
Why?
A: Selling with sound is aspecial talent. Not every agency has people who
know how to do it — and there are asignificant number of local and regional
advertisers who don't use agencies. One
of the reasons radio is such ahigh-impact
medium is that it's an audio medium.
What's your opinion about efforts to
reduce
ad
clutter?
Write
to
radioworld@ imaspub.com.
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News, Talk Stations
Did Well in Fall
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Published six times ayear, this "deep tech"

Katz Media Group said news and talk stations were big winners in fall of 2004, with
total shares up 10 percent year-to-date. In releasing its National Format Averages and Share
Trends report, it said "overwhelming" presidential election coverage likely boosted listening.
Also up was listening on younger-formatted talk stations, which the company attributed
to news that Howard Stem would be joining satellite radio. Rock formats have not done as
well, with alternative/modem rock and AOR seeing the biggest share declines.
The format to watch, said author Lisa Chiljean, is Hispanic, which saw the secondbiggest increase, up 8percent.
"In just the past year, 44 stations in the database we use to create this report have made
the switch to Hispanic — the biggest year-to-year jump in nearly 20 years," she said in the
announcement.
Country has been the most popular format for adecade.
Radio had its highest average market format shares format shares for persons 12+ since
spring of 2000. "Interestingly, total shares this fall are 7percent higher than they were during the Fall 2000 election campaign, 27 percent higher than Fall 1996 and 11 percent higher
than Fall 1992," it stated.
Katz Media Group, asales and marketing firm, is asubsidiary of Clear Channel. For
detailed results from the study contact Lisa Chiljean at lisa.chiljean@lcatz-media.com.
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Emmis Acquires Slovak Station
by Nada Muster

Many international companies have
found the Slovak Republic to be ahome
for profitable enterprises with long-term
prospects for growth. U.S.-based Emmis
Communications, recognizing this environment, recently said it would buy private radio market network Ràdio Expres.

on Jan. 11; the deal was expected to close
in the spring. It was subject to approval
by the Slovak media regulator.
Established in 2000 as asix-frequency
company, Ràdio Expres quickly grew
profitable. Some here considered the station was regarded as the most innovative
in the country. A November poll by the
media research department of a public
broadcaster showed that Ràdio Expres
was the most popular private station in
the country.
Ràdio Expres traffic reports gained a
large audience, as did its format of popular music, news and entertainment.
At the beginning of 2004, the founders
decided the time had come to sell. Emmis

•

Man tfterPOIM
beat out French company Lagardère
Active Radio International for the buyout.
Emmis Communications is an
Indianapolis-based firm with radio, television and magazine publishing opera-

tions. Its portfolio includes nine FM stations in Belgium and a59.5 percent interest in Hungarian station Slàger Rádió.
Ràdio Expres listeners should notice
no difference in the programming despite
the change in ownership, participants
said. According to Mika, the Emmis
management style is similar to that of D.
Expres.
For its part, Emmis said it had no reason to change the "winning formula" of
Ràdio Expres, whose 95 employees are
staying on after the acquisition.
Ràdio Expres focuses on weather, traffic and news for foreign tourists, whose
numbers have been on the increase in the
Slovak Republic. Its main target audience
is, however, the active 20- to 40-year-old
population with adynamic lifestyle.
Nada Muster reports on the industry
for Radio World from Vienna, Austria. e
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PBXport New in 2005, this professma

provl
stalk show quàu1f co êrciudio from any PBX phone
system. PBXport allows you to send mic or line level signals through the handset cord of any telephone system and
return only the caller's voice, ready for broadcast.

Martin Fencak hosts the 'Expres Music
Show' featuring two hours of European
hits every Wednesday evening.
Slovakia joined the EU in May of last
year. Part of Czechoslovakia until the
early 1990s, the country now has apopulation of about 5.5 million. It is between
Hungary and Poland, adjacent to the
Czech Republic and Austria.
The broadcaster, headquartered in
Bratislava, airs popular music, news and
entertainment over 32 stations nationally.
Profitable business
Emmis bought Ràdio Expres and an
affiliated tower company for $ 14 million,
taking over from key shareholder and
parent company D. Expres. The sale
made it possible for the seller to pay off
all original Ràdio Expres investors —
including the European Union and several western European banks — as well as
to turn aprofit. "We are satisfied with the
purchasing price," said D. Expres
General Manager Václav Mika.

C

mmis said the
deal grows its

international
holdings 'in one of
the world's hottest
economies.'
Emmis International President Paul
Fiddick stated that Slovakia fits the
group's strategy because it presents an
opportunity to "leverage" other international Emmis successes in one of the
fastest developing economies in the
world.
When Emmis announced the planned
purchase, the sub-headline of its press
release
was "Addition
Grows
International Holdings in One of the
World's Hottest Economies."
The parties signed abuyout agreement
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BroadcaslHost The lowest priced digital hybrid any-

innIceeperPBX Connect this digital hybrid between the

where. Designed for desktop applications where the
phone line / audio interface must remain user-friendly.

base and handset of any telephone system. Turns every
news/sports desk into a live interview studio.

AutoHybrid Simultaneous send and receive audio
through analog telephone lines. Not just another half
duplex auto-coupler, this is afull duplex AutoHybrid.

THAT2 Simple, convenient, professional. All 3K Audio
handset interfaces adapt to electret, dynamic,
and carbon telephone handsets.

innkeeper lnt Full featured phonie irterface uses a proprietary dual-convergence echo canceller algorithm.
Designed to achieve excellent separation without any setup, and without sending a noise burst down the line. A mix of
features and common sense create a product that engineers can appreciate, but anyone can use.
R311 Interlaces ( no phone needed)

PBX OR POTS WE MAKE SURE
YOUR PHONES GET ON THE AIR

JK Audio has solid solutions for every situation
You want no-nonsense tools that do the job. Tools built
to last. Tools even your talent can operate. JK Audio is
your answer. Our solutions provide broadcast- quality
audio to and from your telephone equipment, whether
standard POTS or PBX. And, because we know your

reputation is on the line with every call, our rugged construction ensures that our hybrids remain bulletproof
long after you've set them up. Our tools are surprisingly affordable, so give us acall or visit us on the web
to make JK Audio part of your broadcast team.

JK Audio
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO

JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA • Toll Free: 800-552-8346 - Tel: 815-786-2929 • Fax: 815-786-8502 • www.ikaudio.com • info«Dikaudio.com

Our client list is secret.

Every day, more than 750 broadcasters rely on TWOx12 twelve-line phone systems
to insure their critical talk radio programming. Two advanced digital
hybrids deliver the best caller audio possible, thanks to our famous
Digital Dynamic EQ. Status Symbols visual call management (a Telos
exclusive) helps producers screen calls easily, without guesswork.

Naturally, we are obligated to protect the identity of clients who use
Telos talkshow systems. We would no doubt get aStern warning
from any user whose name we revealed.
But rather than Rush to superlatives, let us just be Frank'n get to the
4•I

•••

point. When you're ready for the world's best talkshow system, the
answer is Clear; it's as easy as ABC. Whether your station is located

Planning a big, consolidated buildout? Consolidate your phones as
well with Series 2101, the world's only multi-studio talkshow system.
Series 2101 lets you expand your facility's call capacity when needed
— allows control of up to 96 callers and 32 studios. Not only that,
Series 2101 uses high-quality digital phone lines to deliver caller
audio that's next-room clear (and help reduce Telco wiring, too).

in Salem or Susquehanna, Telos has abroadcast phone system just
right for you. Why, the possibilities approach Infinity.
In our eyes, reliability is King. After all, if there's afailure, you
can Kiss your ratings goodbye. You need your phone system to be
aCitadel of Mega reliability. Not to Mix metaphors, but you need
something Hot, Lite on the pocketbook, and full of Power. Really,
it's Radio One-oh-one.
And unlike gear with tech as dated as an old Bonneville, Telos talk-

At Telos, we're all about choices. Take our Desktop Director (right);
it works with TWOx12 and Series 2101 systems, can be expanded
to control up to four hybrids or up to 24 lines when used with Series
2101, and has a built-in handset, speakerphone and headset jack.
Or, choose the new Call Controller (left) and "bring your own phone"
for screening... even works with wireless phonesets.

show systems undergo constant improvement. With us, it's aneverending Saga of advancement.
Telos. Striving for Greater Media through advanced technology.
(And don't worry... we'll keep your secret.)

ONE-x-Six is perhaps the world's most popular auto-nulling multiline phone system. Also the world's most affordable! Like all
Telos talkshow systems, ONE-x- Six integrates with our optional
Assistant Producer software to allow fast, intuitive remote
screening via LAN or WAN connections.

AUDIO

NETWORKS

www.Telos-Systems.com

Telos, the Telos logo and all product and feature names herein are registered trademarks of
TLS Corporation. © 2005 TLS Corporation. All other trademarks are property of their respective owners.
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DigiLogger Records 16 Sources
Prophet Systems' Software Logs Multiple Stations,

I
Iseems inevitable that the FCC will
soon be requiring all broadcasters to have
in place some form of audio logging software or other means of recording programs. Like it or not, broadcasters need to
adapt to these changing climates in away
that makes sense, both financially and practically.
Here at Crawford Broadcasting Co. I
have had achance to examine thoroughly
the latest offering from Prophet Systems
Inc. Its DigiLogger software is designed for
all levels of broadcasters — from singlestation operation to large clusters. The
package is sold as asoftware solution, and
runs on astandard PC architecture using
the Windows XP operating system.
Crawford Broadcasting is no stranger to
Prophet Systems' products. Our company
siandardized on its NexGen broadcast
automation packages many years ago. It
seemed logical the company that made our
automation system would also be the best
candidate for supplying us with alogging
system.
DigiLogger, in the base configuration,
will record one stereo input in one of three
user-selectable formats. The default is to
record it as a 128 kbps MPEG-1 Layer 3
audio file. However, aWindows Media
Player format and raw PCM format are
selectable as Well.
Prophet Systems is testing other encoding schemes, which may be included in
future releases of the software, including
Ogg Vorbis. In the default configuration,
each hour of recording consumes approximately 70 MB of disk space per station.
The package Ireceived came with the
DigiLogger software, aPC and aLayla

audio interface. The Layla is anice device,
with up to four stereo inputs available,
enabling it simultaneously to capture the
audio from four sources. We are utilizing
all four inputs for our four Denver stations.
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Favetot
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Thumbs Up

with the latest version of the Layla3G audio
interface. Though after using it for about 10
minutes, Iwas able to crash the system.
Another call to Prophet Systems was made,
and they sent down the programmer who
designed the software, Dustin Bond, to
assist me in getting the DigiLogger to operate properly.

Offers Archiving Routine and Interfaces to NexGen
by Edward C. Dulaney

Prophet Systems
DigiLogger Sottware

./ Can log multiple stations
= ,/ Supports both compressed and
uncompressed audio formats
Interfaces well witl NexCen
automation systems
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,/ Poor user interface
Inadequate user documerration
Runs on only Windows XP
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The system we received did not work
Bond worked for acouple of hours on
out of the box. The first unit Ireceived had
the code, making afew tweaks and patchsoftware issues. Prophet Systems pering afew holes. By the time he had departformed asoftware upgrade that fixed the
ed that afternoon the software was operatinitial problems, but created new bugs. I ing flawlessly.
decided to ship the package back to
We must note here that the DigiLogger
Prophet Systems, where they spent some
was still in the beta stage when we received
time working everything out.
it. The bugs we unearthed in Denver have
Ireceived the new unit, which came
been fixed, and we will continue to assist

Simple or Interactive ROS

Prophet Systems in the testing of the software.
From auser standpoint the DigiLogger
interface is lacking in some areas. It's not
that intuitive and has acumbersome interface, which makes navigation difficult. The
Web interface, used for playing back audio
recorded on the DigiLogger, is somewhat
better in its design.
Both user interfaces are scheduled for an
overhaul, and the second version of the
software is expected to be avast improvement over the initial release.
Another problem is with the help file,
which does not offer much information on
the operation and configuration of the
DigiLogger. Bond informed me that
Prophet is developing amuch better online
help system for the product.
One particularly nice feature is the way
DigiLogger interfaces to the NexGen
automation package. If you use NexGen,
you will be pleased to know that DigiLogger
can take entries from the NexGen database,
See DIGILOGGER, page 43

your choice!

Inovonics offers three ways to hop aboard the RDS bandwagon
Our 702 " Mini Encoder" gives you abig RDS presence with
minimum investment. Display your call or ' street name,' or even
scroll your ID/promo message across the radio faceplate. Send
all the important RDS housekeeping info, plus independent
RadioText messaging for phone numbers or ads. The702 features
aWindows interface and easy USB connectivity.

The 712 and 713 are full-featured encoders that connect with station
automation to scroll song and artist info, weather, promos and ads on RDS
radio faceplates. Both units feature our unicue safe- scrolling mode, and the 713
has full TCP/IP network connectivity. In adoition to dynamic, ' scrolling PS,' an
independent RadioText register simultaneously sends fixed messages, such as
station slogans, ads and contest numbers.

Model 702 - $420
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1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: (831) 458-0552 • FAX: (831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: infoeinovon.com
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Download full spec sheets at wwwinovon.com
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Edirol R-1 Grabs Clean Sound

Product Capsule:
Edirol R-1

by Carl Lindemann

VVa ve/MP3

Com pactFlash

ing with no savings in file size.

The Edirol R-1 Wave/MP3 portable
Compact Flash recorder combines great
audio quality and functionality packaged into the right form factor at an
affordable price. The continuing drop

Playing with the settings, Ifound
that 192 kbps MP3 was as good as I
needed for recording interviews with a
beyerdynamic MCE50. Going uncompressed or even to MP3 320 kbps was
overkill. For music recording, the higher quality may be great, but for typical
sound outside the concert hall or studio, 192 kbps yields over 5-1/2 hours
of recording on a512 MB card.
This longevity goes well with the
battery life, too. A pair of high-capacity 2200 mAh NiMH rechargeables
powered almost 4.5 hours of recording.
Duracell alkalines fared worse with just

in CompactFlash card prices makes this
even more attractive. Though not without afew shortcomings, this is abreakthrough product.
Outward appearance
The R-1 is a comfortable palm size
(about 4 by 5 by 1inches), in between
the too- small pocket MiniDisc
recorders and too-large pro recorders.
At about the size of apaperback book,
the controls, monitor/display and apair
of integrated microphones comfortably
fit on the front.
Three rows of buttons plus ajog
wheel manage the functions. The
familiar "transport" functions are handled with three buttons on the bottom
row — stop, pause/play and record.
The mid row controls playback with

Getting started
The user's first decision is the
recording quality. The R-1 offers nine
format/quality choices from 64 kbps
MP3 stereo through 24- bit uncom-

IOW
IIlif ROLAND Pel 60 AHAPTOlt () MY
P OWER
ON . . OFF
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VOLUME

ON. . OFF

.

Oiebits kwricA
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A rear view of the Edirol R-1
buttons to skip forward and back trackto-track, repeat A-B and to run at full
or half speed. The top row is divided
between audio effects and managing
menu and display options. Two other
buttons enter/exit the menu options
with the jog wheel flipping through
various choices.
One side of the unit has separate 1/8inch mic and line in jacks alongside a
mic type switch, a level knob and a
USB 2.0 connector. The top has the
power on/off switch, an external AC
power connector, ahold switch, volume
control and a 1/8- inch headphone jack
that also doubles as a S/PDIF optical
out. The bottom has the CompactFlash
compartment. The two AA batteries go
in the back.

pressed WAV. There is an option to
operate in mono, but this does not
record an actual mono file. You get the
same sound on both channels. This
misses a major advantage of mono in
doubling recording times. Here, going
mono still yields atwo- channel recordPRODUCT

2.25 hours. With other IT devices, if
you yank the batteries in the middle of
a recording without saving it, it's lost
for good. A nice feature of the R-1 is
that as the batteries were about to die in
the middle of endurance testing, it shut
down and saved the file.
Setting levels entailed reading the
large, albeit uncalibrated, LCD meter
that could be backlit as necessary.
There is no automatic level-setting feature. Of the numerous audio processing
options, the limiter was useful in kee
ping it from clipping. The internal ster
eo
mic was surprisingly good — if you 1
et
the unit sit. Otherwise, handling noi
se
was problematic.
The "hold" switch locks out most co
trols to protect settings while recordinng.
Still, the level control and on/off switc
will operate even w i
t
h thi s safety on. It h
not foolproof, s
o y
ou need to make sur's
e
you don't jostl e the levels, or worse, th
power switch in the middle of a recorde
ing. Unlike the au t
omat i
c save with dyin batteries, if you t
urn th
e unit off whil g
e
recording, the file is go ne f
orever.
For the deskb oun d, i
t comes with an
AC adapter. Al so ,the USB 2 cable
makes it easy t
o trans f
er files to the
DAW. Windows XP identified the R-1
immediately as an ex t
erna lstorage
device. Th e high-speed transfer let s

GUIDE

Portable

Recorder

Thumbs Up
/ Great sound
/ Great size
/ Easy to ope rate
/ Good batte ry life

••••

Thumbs Down

1F

- / Plastic case, flimsy battery/
memory compartments
/ No strap
/ No automati c l
evels
l /8-inch jack s i
nstead

of XLRs

Price: $ 550
CONTACT: Edirol Corp. i
n W ashingt
state at (3601 594-42 73 or visi
www.edirol.com .

you dump ho urs o faud i
o
onds, but th e process is

in a few secslow if your

computer only has USB 1.
So what's no tt
o lik e about the R-1?
The 1/8-inch jacks are no substitute for
XLRs. Fortunately th e m i
c i
nput doesn't have the annoy ing "p l
ug-in power "
found in consumer units that contaminate dyna m i
c m i
c recordings.
Overall, the plastic unit i
s pretty sturdy except f
or the flimsy battery comp art ment and awkw ard CompactFlash cover.
In fact, the battery cover comes off com pletely and cou ld get lost. It would be
nice if it had astrap to give an added level of protection to keep it from dropping.
The R-1 retail s for $ 550, and is
available from broadcast and music
retailers as well as online e-tailers. The
company's Web site has alist of Edirol
resellers.
Despite some shortcomings, this is a
terrific field recorder. If you take it for
a test spin, you won't ever be happy
working with cassettes, DAT or
MiniDisc again.
Carl Lindemann is afrequent contributor to Radio World. e

Company Intros Automation for Linux OS
Montana- based software developer Digital
Development Corp. says it has created automation software for radio " in the spirit of open
source." It is asystem written to run on the Linux
operating system; it schedules music, joins satellite feeds, voice tracks and allows for announcer
assist.
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In the past, I've felt overwhelmed by
61
the menu options and advanced editing
61
functions on some static RAM
Digital Development Corp.'s background is in
software for livestock auction markets. President Al
recorders. But the R- I sticks to the
10 Mule ArIllelfflon
0000 1970a
10 nu*
Sargent spent 15 years in radio during the 1960s and
knitting; it's just a recorder designed
00 00 Uncaeaga
11 reu.e AI % Love,
00
00 1960 0%
/1 Mu. 0
'70s before selling an FM station in Hardin, Mont.
for sound gathering. With alittle exper0000 1070,100,.
11 Mu* back e Tbe Sedate
He said the advent of LPFMs sparked an interest to
imentation, Imanaged to walk through
0000
970010i
am/
do an open source piece of automation software to
the palette of basic options without
accommodate
those
stations.
having to refer to the manual: Later, I
He says as development continued, the capability
only looked to it to figure out some of
of the software grew and it now features most of the
the added pro audio sound processing
Playing nett
features.
functionality of commercial software on the market.
Now playing
Pi. ronre/aVMeNugerS0 Ways to leave Your t
It includes an open source editor, detects and plays
tole 50 Wires'', Leave Your Lover
pa. horneragelyelteur/5 Starr0eps 0 0
Char
Initiating the R- I to do the basic
woe 0
west
west 55tarreeeps
MP3 and WAV files and allows for setting intro
category 1,70, Nu.
work — start recording, set levels and
category 19,0'S leuu,
tePe Mute
marks, ending cue positions and voice track ramp up
•rolre ! gaff.
rylre eruur
save the file — was self-explanatory.
•nnelln
times.
There aren't a lot of menus to figure
Using a relay card, the software will join a satellite feed,
out or navigate. Part of the simplicity
comes from sacrificing editing capabilsuch as network news or asatellite format. Inputs on the relay
While the software is free, he said, it is being distributed at a
card to allow for automated remote broadcasts of ballgames and
it:es. The R-1 is really just about grabprice of $69 to cover CD duplication, postage and handling.
special events without an attendant at the station.
gsound cleanly and efficiently leavThe company is working on software upgrades that allow for
epost work to aDAW.
time and temperature announce.
Sargent cited advantages to using Linux, including areduced
susceptibility to viruses that are prevalent on the Web.
For more information, contact Digital Development Corp. in
Montana at (406)665-3348.
.
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The Simple Cell Phone
Interface Solution

The New OrcuffWerkEs WricTEl

Fi 500 FlipJack
CELL

PHONE

Cirnc-cait VV'imer Kern"
AVI

7-e.

I

D Outputs & Inputs, for telophone

-

livendset. : ellular phone or

e

balanced line level at up> to +10dEm.

INTERFACE

Connect To

D Operates up to 36+ hours on two

F"G".114,Anic ',spun

Standard
Telephone In .
Event Of
Poor Cell Phone
Connection

Y4rel.

9V alkaline batteries
Ont

1-figh quality, user-switclable.
internal limiter prevents clipping

60

External power nput wth silent,
auto-sw?tching battery. backup
Individual gain controls for send,
neceive and headphones levels.

Amplifie-d Mic,"Lirir fe, "-eirphone- IntFrfacr

sevi

Check out this & our other remote

iCONEX

Call For More Info
800-645-1061

ELECTRO -SYSTEMS

www.conex-electro.com

solutions at www.circuitwerkes.corn
CircuiltWerkes. Inc. - 2305 NW 6th Street. Gainesville. Florida 32609. USA.

352-335-655

Affordable Custom Broadcast Furniture
Tl-OPTELATOR NOW AVAILABLE!

•

Constructed,
Delivered and
Installed by

Fiber Optic Modem Protection
Lightning Protection that keeps on working!
Fiber optic protection impervious to Lightning.
It is now arecognized name brand in the RF Industry.
For more technical information call toll free 888-471-1038,
Ph: 727-548-5418. For pricing and sales call: Harris,
Broadcast General Store, Broadcastworks, Broadcast
Richardson, RF Specialists, Crouse-Kimzey, EuroExchange
Brokers Inc., S.C.M.S.. or your local distributor.

rEnli
merarra
-•
Now also serving you
from the West Coast'

TEL 610-925-2785

Studio ,Technology West

FAX. 610-925-2787
529 Rosedale Rd, Ste. 103

310B Comey Island Dr.

Kennett, PA 19348

Sparks, NV 89431

See our web page: www.opticshield.com It is for real!

TEL: 775-351-2042

e-mail:: sales@studiotechnology.com

The Ultimate Lightning Protection!

FAX: 775-351-2082

web: www.stuziotechnology.corm

VoxProoPC

WEATHER RADIO
Model CRiff

ABSOLUTELY!!

Fast, Simple, Cool
Voice- Phone Editing.

‘,0l.eeb"

AfforÉable, Reliable & Flexible???
Check out the

PACEMAKER ilk

?rice $ 540.D.D

Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver,
closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm rear
terminals. Another set of rear terminals has
continuous 600 ohm audio output. Double
conversion crystal controlled, crystal filter in
first I.F., ceramic filter in second I.F. Dual gate
MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input.
Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to 70 dB.
19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal enclosure. In
stock— available for immediate delivery.

•••

(PC Board re%ision taking place: new t>tvicfs, jreater slew ; ate. better
tc nuke ratio)

And don't forge
.tthe Mini

e

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO
Available at most
broadcast distributors
206.842.5202 x204
www.audionlabs.com

257 W. Union St. • Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 • FAX 740-592-3898
www.gonnan-redlich.conViiingegornanredlich.com
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Vinyl Restoration Reconsidered
Preservation Has Evolved to Include Restoration
Software for Transfer to Hard Drive, Clean Up
by Tom Vernon

Vinyl is dead, they say. Long live vinyl.
A music affectionado will tell you that
first compact discs, and later MP3 files
have replaced those bulky 33 RPM records.
But vinyl is the medium that refuses to die.
Some audiophiles prefer the analog sound
of their records, others hold on to their collections because some material will never
be transferred to digital format. A frequent
complaint is that some of the transfers from
vinyl to CD are of inferior quality.

Aiding the vinyl preservation movement
is audio restoration software, which allows
badly scratched, battered and otherwise
unlistenable recordings to be transferred to
ahard drive and electronically cleaned up,
if not to like-new condition than much better than before.
Tracer Technologies recently outlined its
new approach to vinyl restoration in a
white paper, "The New Way." It suggests
that vinyl records are best transferred to
computer via aflat preamp at the highest
possible sample and bit rates. Digital audio

software is then used to apply the proper
equalization (see article, page 44). The
paper prompted acloser look at just how
far digital advancements have come in this
process.
Up until now, the philosophy of restoration has been similar to copying acomputer
disc. Once the scratches and pops were taken out, you ended up with the same sound
the record's producer heard when the tracks
were first laid down. But upon closer examination, it is being discovered this is far
from the case.
Today the question boils down to
whether you want to hear the audio exactly
as it was recorded on the record, or the
audio the original mastering engineer creat-

"AudioVAULT Version 9.0
is Ready To Go!"
With twenty years of engineering experience between them, Kim and Lori
know when software is ready for delivery. Heading up our AudioVAULT
test department, they put every aspect of Version 9.0 through the most
rigorous evaluation, so you're assured this version of AudioVAULT is as
eliable and robust as its predecessors. Among the more than three dozen
enhancements are dual network support for redundancy, server failover
without program interruption and more flexible station-wide play while
re cording. And as is always the case with AudioVAULT, your pager is less
likely to go off at night—thanks to Kim and Lori.
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Broadcast El ctronics, Inc. • 4100 North 24th Street, PO. Box 3606, Quincy, Illinois 62305-3606 U.S.A.
Telep hone: (
217) 224-9600 • Fax: (
217) 224-9607 • E- Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com
Broa dcast Electronics and the BE logo are registered trademarks of Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
HD Radio is aregistered trademark of iBiguity Digital corporation.
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ed. Several factors create alistening experience that can be quite different from the
sound of the original master recording.
No piece of audio equipment is perfect.
Every cartridge, preamp, power amp and
speaker contributes distortion and noise,
and has some variation from aruler-flat frequency response. Expensive gear may have
fewer deviations from perfection, but
they're still there. Even identical pieces of
equipment can have different sounds,
depending on age and any repairs or abuse
to which they have been subjected.
Optimal spectral balance
No record is perfect, either. Even if the
master recording is flawless, which is
unlikely, there are differences in the record
manufacturing process, types of vinyl used
and age and wear of the record.
Audiophiles have long discussed the existence of regular and high-quality divisions
of recording companies.
Our ears are imperfect, and our tastes are
different. Loss of high-frequency hearing is
usually apart of the aging process. Each of
us also has adifferent idea of what constitutes the optimal spectral balance for
music. Some, for example, have afondness
for extreme bass.
If all of this isn't enough, consider the
imperfections of the listening environment.
Irregularly shaped rooms, windows, curtains and carpet combine subtly to color the
sound coming from your speakers. No
wonder the sound you hear is so different
from the original master.
Unless you own a high-tech laser
turntable, it makes more sense to do a
restoration and transfer material to CD or
DVD, rather than risk further damage by
repeated playing. If you want to recreate
the sounds on the recording master, rather
than simply restore the sound on the record,
different tools and techniques are required.
First, afully flat recording from the
turntable to computer is made using apreamp with no RIAA equalization. Even the
most expensive phono preamps suffer from
significant variations from the RIAA curve.
Problems include quirky frequency and
phase calibration due to resistor and capacitor tolerances. Stray capacitance contributes crosstalk, and analog EQs also generate significant harmonic and intermod
distortion due to nonlinearities in opamps
or other active devices.
Add to this the fact that RIAA EQ for
left and right channels is slightly different
due to component tolerances, and it's clear
that the turntable preamp itself is asignificant source of response error.
The 21st-century way of doing RIAA
EQ is by using amathematically precise
RIAA curve generated in the restoration
software. The difference in sound between
analog EQ and that done in the software is
often dramatic.
For pro audio applications, it is best to
use anon-RIAA preamp with balanced outputs in conjunction with asound card with
balanced inputs. The sound card that comes
bundled with many computers may not be
up to the task of transferring quality audio.
Often intended for game sound, many of
these cards have unbalanced inputs which
can add significant noise to transfers.
Next, all frequency response anomalies
in the phono cartridge, preamp and sound
card are eliminated by playing back atest
record of pink noise or discrete tones and
using the restoration software's EQ to get a
truly flat overall system response. In the
days of yore, getting aflat response was a
laborious trial-and-error task of soldering
resistors and capacitors to the phono input
See VINYL page 43
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Netia says it designed its Radio-Assist 7.5 data distribution system in response to the trend in radio of establishing
centralized sites that communicate and exchange data with
local sites.
The Air-DDO on- air broadcast module can be configured
as required and simultaneously takes up to four on-air outputs and a PFL playback. Four on- air supports are available: the air-playlist, which displays the sounds scheduled
in chronological order; the air-cartstack, which allows
access to arange of various sounds; another cart stack system dedicated to jingles or stingers; and aplayout reserved
to top-priority items.
The playlist can be broadcast on two, three or four channels.
The presenter has access to ergonomic tools such as gen-

eral drag and drop; sound cueing; looping of intro and
sequence; intro/outro, counter/countdown and scroll bar
display; and automatic sound linking (cut/mix).
Several functions can be accessed at once via tabs,
including record, production, cueing and scheduling.
Monitoring and recording functions, such as Recorder,
Snoop and Voice Over, are available as background tasks.
Air-DDO is linked to the scheduling workstations and
keeps track of changes made to the playlist in real time.
Refresh is displayed automatically. The operator is warned
by a visual alarm. Additionally, the Air-DDO workstation
has access to a scheduling tab and the program can feed a
stream of on-air monitoring information to an intranet site.
For more information, contact Netia in New Jersey at
(973)575-9909 or visit www.netia.net.

PC,RTAr)ISC

THE POWER PORTABLE
Only PORTADISC has the strength, sound quality and features necessary for the most demanding portable recording applications.

USE; Connectivity

Flexible Powering Options

PORTADISC is the only
MD portable with aDSO
interface for transferring
audio to and from
computers. So a
PORTADISC
and alaptop
with the
appropriate
software is all
you need to record
and edit finished pieces
in the field.

Three separate powering options are all
supplied as standard: Rechargeable Nickel
Metal Hydride batteries, an AC mains
adaptor/charger ( that connects to the 12-15V
DC input) and aspare caddy for 8standard
AA alkaline batteries.

Continued from page 42

arrive at the proper cartridge loading.
Without having access to the original
master tapes, this is about as close to the
original sound as we're likely to get. Using
the audio enhancement tools in the software, the tracks can be tweaked until they
sound best on your equipment and to your
ears.
As long as we've come this far with the
technical quality, it's best to record to DVD
standards with ahigh bit width and sample
rate, say 24 bits at 192 kHz.
The state of the art for digital sound and
audio restoration continues to evolve. With
new hardware and a fresh outlook, PCbased restoration tools can be used to get
closer to the original sound on the master
recording, and make further refinements to
customize sound to auser's individual taste.
Tom Vernon is a multimedia consultant
working in Philadelphia, and afrequent
contributor to Radio World E-mail him at
TLVemoneblazenetnet..

PORTADISC Reporter's Kit
This unbeatable
package includes a
PORTADISC, a
Sennheiser MD46
interviewers mic and
afull range of
accessories in a
rugged, waterproof
Pelican case.
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Netia Radio-Assist 7.5 Has On-Air Module

Continued from page 39

and display them in the Web interface. What
this means is you can play back audio from
any spot that aired once the DigiLogger has
finished recording. Imagine how much easier it will be to prove to aclient his "After
Christmas Sale" commercial really did run
on the day after Christmas.
A downside to the NexGen log files is
that the export times, which indicate the
time the spot actually played on the
automation, are real-time entries. For stations using aprofanity delay, the spot times
listed on the screen in DigiLogger would
be wrong by the same amount that the onair signal is delayed. Prophet Systems is
pondering awork-around for the issue.
In addition to these features an archiving
routine is available that will permit the user
to select alimit for the length of time that
audio is stored in the default format before
being converted to alower-quality format
for long-term storage purposes. The
archival routines also have the ability to
move the audio files off the local
DigiLogger computer and on to another
system — perhaps alarger server — where
they can be stored for as long as necessary.
Overall Iwould say Iam mildly pleased
with the DigiLogger package. For afirst
release of the software it's not bad. And if
all the changes Prophet is working on are
implemented, I'm convinced it will become
one of the best audio logging packages
available.
DigiLogger software retails for $495 for
asingle station. Each additional station will
cost $250.
As awhole, the DigiLogger system is an
excellent value for the money. And, considering the cost-effectiveness of computerbased logging, as opposed to the "oldschool" method of tape archiving, asystem
such as DigiLogger would easily pay for
itself within the first few months of operation.
The software runs on Microsoft
Windows XP only, and will not operate on
other platforms. A system with amoderate
to large capacity hard drive is recommended, as the audio files the software creates
will consume quite abit of space.
Ed Dulaney is the chief engineer for
Cranford Broadcasting in Denver

Radio World

The PORTADISC
portable MiniDisc
recorder combines
exceptional sound
quality, arugged,
dependable MD drive and
afull complement of
professional features
including a6second prerecord buffer, 40 second
memory buffer and lockable controls.
Comprehensive connectivity includes balanced

XLR Mic/Line inputs,
RCA/phono line outputs and
coaxial and optical digital I/0s. An On- board
sample rate converter is included and Mic
inputs feature switchable attenuation, bass

Comprehensive Connectivity

For further information, visit

Ail intuitive menu
structure makes it
easy to configure the
PORTADISC for your precise
requirements. There are five user
programmable set ups so you can switch
quickly for different recording applications.
The large illuminated display also provides
ciear metering, margin indication and track,
time and battery information while working
in the field.
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Exclusively distributed in the USA and Latin America by:
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation T: 860 434 9190 E: HHB-Sales@sennheiserusa.com
In Canada HHB Communications Canada Ltd T: 416 867 9000 E: salesithhbcanada.com
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CTP1000-B Restores Vinyl via PC
by Read G. Burgan
Tracer Technologies' CTP1000-B preamplifier is something of an enigma: a
phono preamplifier without any phono
equalization.
Why aphono preamp without the traditional RIAA EQ? It's part of an overall philosophy that Tracer detailed in awhite paper
titled "The New Way."
Essentially the paper suggests that the
best way to transfer vinyl records to computer is through aflat preamplifier at the
highest possible sample and bit rates, then
using digital audio software to apply the
appropriate equalization and other restoration tools (see article, page 42).
In keeping with that philosophy, Tracer
introduced the CTP1000-B as ahigh-quality
preamp with no equalization. It is actually a
mono amplifier. Tracer calls the unit a
"monoblock" preamp. When you purchase
it you get two of the mono amplifiers, one
for each channel.
Specifications for the unit are impressive
and include afrequency response of 10 Hz
to 100 kHz +/- 1dB, total harmonic distortion less than 0.004 percent, channel separa-

between the phono and auxiliary inputs.
The back has aset of phono and auxiliary
inputs, aset of outputs along with an on/off
switch, amini-jack for a9-volt power supply and aground lug. On the bottom is a
sliding door for a9-volt battery.
\Tracer does not provide an external power supply and recommends using a9-volt
battery to achieve the best possible noise
specifications. Tracer estimates the average
life of a9-volt battery at 180 hours.

Although the outputs of each preamp are
labeled "left" and "right" as in aconventional preamp, that is not how they are
wired. Rather, the output of each preamp is
balanced. To make this work, each prearnp's
left output provides the signal to the tip and
each right output provides the connection to
the sleeve.
Tracer provides aspecial patch cord for
each preamp with two RCA phono plugs on
one end and astereo mini-plug on the other.

Product Capsule:
Tracer

Technologies

CTP1000-B Phono Preamplifier

lit Thumbs Up

./

Excellent specifications
/ Quiet in operation
/ Good quality sound
/ Easy to set up and use

=

Thumbs Down
No external power supply

Price: S229
CONTACT: Tracer Technologies
Pennsylvania at (866; 260-6376 or '
www.tracerek.com.

tally restored sound direct from aturntable.
Based on my tests of this unit, Ibelieve it
meets its intended purpose of providing a
high-quality preamp for interconnecting a
turntable to acomputer sound card. If you
want to do high- quality digital audio
Tracer calls the CTP1000-B a monoblock" preamp
restoration, the CTP1000-B will help you
An adapter is provided for converting each
do just that.
patch cord mini-plug to astandard TRS
There are acouple of changes Ithink
RCA phone plug. A short ground strap also
might improve the product.
I tmeets its intended purpose of providing
is included to tie the two preamps and your
First, Iwish Tracer had combined the left
turntable to acommon ground.
and right preamps into one case. The coma high-quality preamp for interconnecting
How well do the preamps work? Iconpany does have amodel that combines both
nected
the
input
to
a
Technics
direct-drive
preamps in one case, but the channel sepaa turntable to a computer sound card. If
turntable model SP-10MK2A equipped
ration is 20 dB less and the outputs are not
with an SME model 3009 tonearm and a balanced.
you want to do high-quality digital audio
Stanton 600 series broadcast cartridge. The
Second, even though 9-volt batteries prorestoration, the CTP1000-B will help
output was connected to aWaveterminal
vide agood source of power for the units, I
192X sound card. For testing purposes I wish the CTP1000-B provided an optional
you do just that.
used Sonic Foundry's Sound Forge 7.0 digiexternal power supply. Let's face it, with all
tal audio software with recording paramethe things one has to be concerned about,
lion greater than 80 dB and asignal to noise
Only the phono preamp is active, providters set to 96 kHz sampling/24 bit rate in
wondering if the batteries in the preamp are
ratio of -83 dB.
ing 40 dB of gain. The auxiliary input is a stereo.
still good shouldn't have to be one of them.
Each preamp comes in ablack plastic
straight pass-through. And only the left
The sonic quality of the preamp proved
Aside from those two caveats, Ireccase that is approximately 6-1t2 inches long
inputs of each preamplifier are active. The
to be excellent. With no record playing,
ommend the Tracer Technologies
by 4 inches deep by 1-1/2 inches high. On
right inputs aren't used — hence the need
there was essentially no noise discernible to
CTP10000-B phono preamp as an excelthe top is arocker-style switch that selects
for two preamps for stereo.
my ears even when listening by headlent unit for the computer restoration of
phones.
vinyl recordings. The unit is available
When playing arecord, the music was
directly from the company for $229.
clean and transparent. Of course to hear the
Read Burgan is afreelance writer and
music properly, Ihad to apply agraphics
aformer public radio station manager.
equalizer tool set to the RIAA equalization
specializing in digital audio restoration.
curve to restore the original flat sound.
He can be reached at (906) 296-0652 or
The preamp's specifications rate the sigvia e-mail at rgb @ chartermi . net.
nal to noise ratio at -82 dB. With the phono
cartridge plugged into the preamp, but with
PRODUCT
GUIDE
nothing playing and using the Spectrum
. 41
Analyzer
tool
of
Sound
Forge,
I
measured
a
ee
,
qi
".•
maximum noise floor of -93 dB. That meaOMT Module Sends
et'çe
surement also includes any additive noise
from the phono cartridge, tone arm and
Station ! Ds,
cabling, which suggests this is in fact one
quiet set of preamplifiers.
Song Info
The preamp does not include an RIAA
equalization option, which seems to suggest
it would not be appropriate for on-the-air
OMT has announced an iMediaDataCast
use and limited to production studio appliRDS Titling Module for its iMediaTouch
cations where it could be connected to a digital audio delivery system.
Call or visit us online
computer sound card as intended.
It enables users to provide listeners
However, if one uses Tracer's DC-Six
with expanded "Now Playing" informaSEMICONDUCTORS I PASSIVES IINTERCONNECTS IPOWER IELECTROMECHANICAL ITEST. TOOLS & SUPPLIES
digital audio editing software, one could
tion and customized radio promotion data
readily use this preamp on the air too. How?
on FM radios supporting RDS encoding,
The DC- Six software includes aLive
so radio stations can extend their brandPreview mode, which allows the user to
ing efforts.
apply the various digital audio filters and
ELECTRONIC
Users can send various messages to
New Producis
tools in real time. By using DC-Six and
RDS-compatible radios including stations
am company
New Suppliers
including the parametric equalizer tool with
IDs, commercial branding and song inforNew Technologies
(800) 346-6873
the
proper
RIAA
equalization
curve,
the
mation.
New Catalog Every 90 Days!
WWW.MOUSOLCOM
preamp can play records in real time.
For more information, contact OMT
And by adding pop/click and broadband
Technologies at (204) 786-3994 or visit
lane ea oar E1.1.ruar, age [
fr....masc.,
11tvanga, ira
noise filters, one could end up with adiffiwww.imediatouch.com.
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Symetrix Expands
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trol of audio systems. The software is
based on SymNet Designer for installation sound. It makes available virtual
versions of audio devices, such as mix-

and filtering of telephone hybrids, news
and production room applications and
management of multiple microphone
signals in atalk studio environment.

via RS- 232 commands from the station's automation.
Orion units can be used singly or in
groups. The company says networking

ers and parametric and graphic EQs, by
dragging them out onto the software's
grid area. Audio pathways are created
between them by drawing lines onscreen
and connecting inputs to outputs.
The Orion hardware has eight linelevel analog inputs and outputs, which
the company says provides utility when
approaching applications such as gain
control of satellite chains, equalization

Orion uses a pair of Analog Devices
66 MHz SHARC processors to create
virtual audio pathways and processing
modules that replicate dedicated hardware devices. The Studio Matrix
Designer application is used to create
these signal routes and processing
chains on a Windows PC. Parameter
settings can be assigned to 1,000
onboard preset locations and recalled

multiple units yields alarger processing
system. Audio routing between units is
handled via the SymLink bus, an interconnect that supports the exchange of
up to 64 channels of audio and control
over CAT-5cable.
For more information, including
pricing, contact Symetrix Inc. at (425)
778-7728 or visit www.symetrixaudio.
corn.

AirTools Line
Symetrix has added the Orion 8x8
analog I/0 DSP to its Air Tools Studio
Matrix series of modular audio DSP. It
says the line offers products for automatic gain control, compression, filtering,
equalization
and
mixing.
Additionally, some 60 processing modules for logic and dynamic logical control are featured.
The company says Orion is suitable
for applications within abroadcast facility, and its release coincides with the
version 2.0 upgrade of the Studio Matrix
Designer application for design and con-

Harris StereoMixer
digital Aimed at
Smaller Stations
Harris is hoping to bring its PR&E
VistaMax line of digital on-air consoles to
smaller markets and studios; with that goal,
it introduced the StereoMixer digital. The
board supports analog and digital inputs and
outputs, which the company says allows stations to transition to digital at their own
pace.
The VistaMax platform streamlines network audio management by allowing stalions to connect sources and destinations to
the system over the shortest path, reducing
standalone routers, distribution systems and
long multipair bundles.
"The StereoMixer digital breaks the price
point or digital consoles in smaller studio
applications," said Rich Redmond, director
of broadcast systems for Harris' BCD Radio
Broadcast Systems unit. It aims at smallermarket stations that have been seeking a
cost-effective, digital platform; and offers a
suitable amount of mixing busses, logic and
mix minus capabilities for telephones, he
said.
The unit is compact in size, and is available in tabletop and rack-mount versions.
For more information, contact Harris at
(513) 459-3400 or visit www.broadcast.
harris.com.

Axia iPlay Monitors
Off-Air, Program
Channels
Aida Audio is out with Axia iPlay, asoftware-based IP-Audio monitoring program
that lets Windows PC users select and listen
to audio sources available to their Axia network.
Axia IP-Audio networks convert analog
and digital sources into uncompressed, realtime PCM audio and distribute it to the
broadcast plant via switched Ethernet.
iPlay allows users of desktop and laptop
computers connected to an Axia network to
choose and play an available stream, without external audio inputs or adapter boxes.
The company says OMs and PDs can use
iPlay to monitor off-air or program channels; GMs and sales staff can audition commercials from their offices; and engineers
have instant access to feeds.
For more information, contact Axia
Audio at (216) 241-7225 or visit www.
axiaaudio.com.

HD RADIO?
I'M GOING WITH
MOSELEY.
My challenge is to make the right STL
choice for today, as well as for tomorrow.
With Moseley, its no problem.
Check out their Starlink SL9003Q2SLAN, the first STL to provide AES digital
audio and Ethernet data over the traditional
950 MHz band.
Or add a bi-directional Ethernet LAN
extension and serial
data link to a new
or existing STL with
the license-free 900
MHz Lanlink 900D.
For Ti lines or
license-free 5.8 GHz
links, the Starlink
SL900371 STL/TSL
transports bi-directional AES digital audio, Ethernet LAN
extension, remote control, and telephones.
Your best connection to the future is
asmart STL choice today. Take it from
me, Moseley will insure that your station
is ready for HD Radio and the new digital
services of tomorrow.
Give the digital STL experts at Moseley
acall for more details.

Moseley
Dave Chancey

805 968 9621

Bill Gould

978 373 6303

www.moseleysb.com
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But Verify, Bleep and Log

by Paul McLane
Rarely has radio seen so much attention to controlling just what goes over
its airwaves and other distribution
channels.
Even as outlets for radio programming multiply, debate over the content
of traditional AM and FM channels has
been great thanks to high-profile indecency cases. Observers expect the regulatory scrutiny to continue, and possibly increase, under a new FCC
chairman and given the conservative
mood on Capitol Hill.
Clients and financial analysts are
watching, too. New tracking technologies have made it easier for third parties to monitor what actually aired, in
response to calls for "accountability" in
ad management.
Everyone, it seems, is listening more
closely. The impact of these trends is
felt among suppliers of systems that
schedule and monitor programming.
These include traffic and billing systems, music scheduling, verification
products, logging and program delays.
Many were represented on the NAB
show floor.
Keep It clean
Eventide was at NAB, talking with
attendees about its familiar " Dump"
button. The company takes credit for
inventing the first profanity delay 28
years ago, and has updated its line.
It now offers 40 seconds of delay,
analog and digital audio with 20 kHz
response and a24-bit design. The products allow the user to control delay and
provide multiple opportunities to edit
and enter or exit aprogram. The delays
offer storage for fill material and
remote options.

For stations converting to HD Radio,
Eventide delays have a fixed delay to
match the analog and digital streams.
ENCO Systems, also at the show,
offers the Guardien system, which it
displayed last year in prototype form.
The system recognizes words and
deletes or bleeps them before they can
air. The company is not shipping
Guardien yet.
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logger is appropriate for perpetual logging, mic skimming and " best- of"
recording.
Pristine Systems showed its
Blackbox, described as a digital audio
logger, monitor and alert system for
radio and TV. It offers up to 16 stereo
or 32 virtual mono channels of logging
and lets the user choose from avariety
of WAV audio devices and AM, FM,
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For logging, monitoring and alert, Pristine Systems offers the
Blackbox. This image shows eight record channels; the program
can record up to 16 channels and play back simultaneously.

Log It
To keep track of what actually aired,
OMT Technologies was offering
iMediaLogger
Version
2.5.
Enhancements include an easier-to-use
GUI; a Web server that can be configured for access through corporate firewalls and Internet routing devices; the
ability to split stereo devices into left
and right; and greater compatibility
with recorded files and third- party
audio editors. The company says the

and TV tuner boards. A " Virtual
Radio"- style player allows switching
between multiple stations during playback as though listening to a radio in
real-time.
Also offering logging is Sonifex. Its
Net- Log four-channel audio logger is
now fitted with a 200 GB hard drive;
larger drives are available. The logger
has been enhanced with the option to
record using G.729 as the recording
algorithm.
"For spoken- language recordings,

the amount of data required using
G.729 can be reduced by a factor of
between 3 and 6," the company states.
"This enables much longer recordings
to be made on the internal disk, lower
network traffic when archiving to a
server and almost instantaneous playback across the network."
The Telos Systems ProFiler enables
radio stations to make MP3 audio logs
of daily programs. It comes with a
lelos balanced input PCI audio card
bundled with CD-ROM software to
record, manage and play archived audio
files. The recording software runs
under Windows 2000 or NT4; playback
software runs under Windows NT,
Win98 or greater.
lelos says the record mode can be
set for logging, skimming or a combination of the two; logged audio may be
auditioned remotely via LAN, WAN or
the Net.
Prophet Systems offers logging; its
DigiLogger allows the user to retain as
much of a station's audio as needed
using compressed or noncompressed
audio formats.
"Because of this flexibility, you can
use DigiLogger to record airchecks,
recycle promotions and save entire
shows,"
the
company
states.
DigiLogger can be configured to work
with most analog or digital audio
sources, including automation systerng,
satellite receivers and switchers.
Energy-Onix promoted Documentor,
amulti-channel audio logger it says can
be used with LAN systems to drive 10
computers at once. It automatically
deletes recording after 90 days, with
longer storage options available; it
comes in two to 24 channels.
French company WinRadio Software
offers WinLogger software in version
2.2 for archiving of audio and video.
According to the company's Web site,
the standalone WinLogger can record
See LOGGING, page 47
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raduga.automatio-n
Automate Your Station in Minutes
...No Degree Required

Precision filters and combiners

NEW! Just Released v3.8
•Extremely Easy To Use Et Understand
•For All Stations, All Formats
•Schedule Spots, ID's, Build Rotations
•Plays All Audio File Formats
•Complete Automation Systems Available
•AirList Music Scheduling Software Only $ 259
•Music Libraries Available
...Did we mentIon FREE SUPPORT

Raduga Software

www.bext.com
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free 888-239-8462
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Download your FREE Demo Today
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Logging
Continued from page 46

listener calls, export to CD-ROM and
handle other specialized broadcast
applications.
Scheduling and more
In music scheduling, RCS Inc. is noting its 25th year and was at the show
with its popular Selector system. The
company also offers Linker promo
scheduling that tracks promos, jingles,
liners, PSAs and non- music, nontraffic
elements, including affidavits for sponsored promos and ascript manager.
Media Monitors, another part of RCS,
went to NAB with its AirCheck and
PaperVue ad tracking systems. The company has had success in the past year at
signing high-profile broadcast and financial users. The company identifies spots
and ads on radio and in newspapers and
provides same- day, online reports.
AirCheck tracks radio spots and songs in
top U.S. markets; PaperVue shows newspaper print ad sizes and page numbers.
It recently announced the addition of
new advertiser data that will be offered
to subscribers. Clients are now able to
view the name of the ad agency of record
for advertisers, as well as target demo for
aparticular spot or campaign.
Executive Vice President Joe
McCallion said, "Now, besides offering
'in-context audio' to our customers, we
will be listing ad agencies handling the
creative, plus published targeted demos
for selected spots and ads. This will
make it easier to run comparative analysis on a specific campaign across one
category, a specific advertiser or an ad
campaign."
WireReady NSI offers WebReady, an
automated Web publishing system. The
company says it reads traffic and program logs and manages real-time updates
to aWeb site to coincide with over-theair broadcasts. It also interfaces thirdparty electronic newsroom systems to an
existing Web site.
In spot delivery, DG Systems promoted DGConnect, which it describes
as an improved online order entry and
order management product for advertisers and agencies. The Web portal is said
to make spot distribution more flexible
and easier; it allows users to upload
spots, choose or create destination
paths, attach traffic instructions and
distribute media electronically to destinations on DG's digital network. The
system will also confirm delivery at the
station through anew media server, the
DG Spot Box.
And on the related topic of content
shifting is Audio Time Manager, the first
product from 25- Seven Systems. The
ATM, it says, lets stations delay the start
of live programs, then catch up to real
time seamlessly. It can create extra
breaks to add content, commentary or
more inventory.
The system uses time compression
algorithms and aTime/Rate Management
Calculator. It helps stations accommodate school closings, traffic updates, jury
verdicts and weather advisories. The
company says ATM is an improvement
over other timebased audio compression
products because it "does not remove
important content, change pitch, damage
inflection or create annoying artifacts."
This story first appeared in the NAB
Daily News and is © NAB.
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using moderate to aggressive clipping to
create competitive loudness.
"As more and more stations ready for HI)

analog and HD Radio signals in the receiver?'
EXi processors incorporate Diversity
Delay into the audio processor, moving it

Radio, there's growing concern among engineers about the technical complexity and reliability of the system," said Frank Foti,
Omnia's president, in the company's literature. "The biggest issue centers around the
insertion of the required ' diversity time
delay' — the process that synchronizes the

out of the HD Radio exciter. Foti says this
improves system reliability because the HD
Radio system is isolated from the conventional path.
For more information, contact Omnia
at (216)241-7225 or visit www.omniaaudio.com.

Targets HD Radio
Upgrades
Omnia Audio has a series of audio
processors for stations upgrading to HD
Radio: Omnia-6 EXi for FM, and Omnia-5
EXi for AM and FM broadcasters. The
company says the EXi processors simplify
the HD Radio audio chain and add tools for
HD broadcasts, while increasing the clarity
and listenability of conventional broadcasts.
Added features include aDiversity Delay
method, which protects the broadcast signal
of HD Radio for AM and AF; and the new
LoIMD Clipper, which reduces the intermodulation distortion that is created when
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Xtreme
'SOFTWARE'
powerful Windows PC software
for live air, automation, scheduling, and production

No down payment

supplied by Arrakis contains the audio

Return at any time

sound cards, routing switchers, and con-

Free Factory training

trol logic so that the PC requires NO spe-

Free siardware support

cial hardware or setup. This means that

Free Telephone support

the PC can be off-the- shelf, and unmodi-

Free Software upgrades

fied so that it is easily serviced locally.

Free Hardware upgrades

The Xtreme ' Solutions' program is per

Free PC and Network setup

workstation for complete redundancy
and backup. Imagine an AM/FM combo
with production room for only $ 300 per
month. With more than 15 years of
automation experience and thousands of
Arrakis automation systems in the field
around the world, Arrakis can provide
you with the solution that meets BOTH
your business AND technology needs.

the XTREME

'
Solutions' program

Xtreme is a complete solution for live & automated On Air Radio
systems. Pay one very low monthly fee, and we do the rest. We
supply the audio hardware, software, and support, while all that
you supply is the PC. Without a large initial equipment investment
there is no financial risk or capital expense; the old automation
system can be upgraded out of current operating costs. With free
system configuration and training you receive the help you need
to make a smooth transition to the new system. With free hardware replacement, ongoing repairs are worry free. Free telephone
support helps train new staff, and free software upgrades means
you have the latest product features at no cost. The only hardware that is not included is the PC computer and we can help you
with that too... also for free.

Xtreme ' HARDWARE'
a 16 x3stereo routing
switcher, dual PC sound
cards, 8L control logic

...the risk free automation system
XTREME-digilink

970-461-0730

now shipping !!!

Arrakis
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Audio Editors Grow in Power
by Brett Moss

It's like déjà vu all over again. Year to
year, DAWs and other audio editing
products just keep getting cheaper and
more powerful.
Whether you are looking for asystem
that integrates with your current digital
network platform or a standalone audio
editing system, bang- for- the- buck or
return on investment has never been better.

and the convenience of USB audio. It is a
professional audio interface for broadcast
that connects to the computer via aUSB
port. The company's VX822v2 adds features to its VX822, including
DirectSound and ASIO drivers for audio
applications like live-assist, production or
logging.
AudioScience is bringing out more
audio cards. Designed for broadcast networking duties, new are the ASI6044 and
ASI6416. The 6044 is capable of simul-

The Digigram UAX220 is an audio interface for
broadcast that connects to the computer via a USB port.
Many were shown at last month's
NAB convention. Here's ataste.
Ambitious
For radio applications, many digital
audio workstations are overkill. High-end
and specialized users, however, found
much to explore.
The full-featured programs, or rather
program suites, from the usual DAW suspects such as Digidesign, Steinberg,
Sony, Adobe, Apple et al, are geared
more toward multitrack, heavily
processed audio, music creation and
video support (audio follows video). The
"latest" from these companies don't usually affect most radio broadcasters, but
might be of interest to production houses
and broadcasters with ambitious production needs.
Sony offers anew Sound Forge, 8.0,
and version 5 of Acid music creation
sampler. Yes, they are bigger and better,
and Sound Forge comes down a bit in
price, but the key features are VST-compatibility for Sound Forge and VSTicompatibility for Acid.
The Mac OS X-only Peak from BIAS
is afull-featured DAW program new in its
4.1 version. BIAS also offers SoundSoap
2and SoundSoap Pro, noise removal programs. SoundSoap 2 is probably more
applicable to radio broadcasters with its
"one-click" noise reduction. Pro is more
expensive but more extensive.
Adobe Audition showed its latest, version 1.5. SADiE has anew member of its
"BB" family of pared-down workstations
aimed at radio broadcasters. The BBs
also have alittle controller.
In the way of " newsroom" software
suites, Prophet Systems exhibited
NewsGen. Part of the much larger package is afull-featured standard multitrack
DAW module complete with processing.
On
the
software
tool
front,
Soundminer's latest version of its asset
manager and CD Ripper ( Mac) is 3.1.3.
Looking towards hardware, Digigram
was at NAB with its UAX220, which it
says combines Digigram sound quality

taneous recording and playback with four
stereo channels of MP3, Dolby AC2 or
standard PCM. The ASI64.16 is a
CobraNet card designed for up to eight
stereo or 16 mono streams of simultaneous recording or playback.
The latest chips from Intel and AMD,
along with the Serial ATA (SATA) harddrive interface standard, have made way
for DAWs with power that rivals asupercomputer from
a decade
ago.
Considering you can get abox that does
real-time video editing for less than
$5,000, those with audio-only requirements can get alot for very little.
In fact, with software creeping up in
price, the possibility that software may
become your greatest expense is rearing
its ugly head. The number of independent
DAW builders, at least those that come to
NAB, looks to be shrinking but there
should be a few around offering great
deals. And those looking toward video,
such as Laird Telemedia, often offer custom high-powered DAWs with achoice
of preloaded software platforms.
As one can figure, hardware storage
displayed at NAB is even greater and
cheaper than last year's "infinite storage
for pennies" benchmark. The new SATA
standard is taking over, and bringing with
it faster drives and greater throughput.
Needless to say, drive capacities also
are larger. LAN and SAN arrays now
bring terabyte ( 1,000 GB) capacities
within range of mid- level budgets — a
lot for a single station but just right for
production houses, network facilities and
HD producers. Storage companies such
as StorageTek and QualStar tend to aim
at the video market or other large storage
customers, but smaller operations such as
Studio Network Solutions eagerly work
with audio clients.
Peripherally speaking
Peripherals for DAWs, particularly
control surfaces, are areas that are growing within new products.
Tascam is continuing development on
its FW family of small mixer/audio inter-

face/control surfaces, the latest being the
FW-1082 and FW-1804. Both offer mic
preamps, digital converters, motorized
faders and a FireWire port to deliver
audio to a DAW. Both also ship with
Steinberg Cubase or Cubasis software.
Another new controller, or return of an

pressing market, have sped up the transition of turning traditional consoles into
jumbo DAW hardware control surfaces.
Euphonix showed its System 5-MC, a
marriage of the System 5 digital console
with an onboard DAW interface. The
interface is based on the company's
EuCon protocol, compatible with apps
such as Steinberg's Nuendo and the
Merging Technologies Pyramix system.
Solid State Logic's new AWS 900

The AudioScience A5164 16 is a CobraNet card for up to eight stereo
or 16 mono streams of simultaneous recording or playback.
older controller, is the Red Rover. A
product of Syntrillium before it was
acquired by Adobe, this little USB-based
controller, is now available from ADS
Technologies. It is available by itself or
bundled with Adobe Audition software.
A strange phenomenon that might
affect more well-heeled radio broadcasters has emerged. Larger console makers,
seeking refuge from that rapidly comPRODUCT

console was developed to work with
DAWs. Besides being a small SSL console it is compatible with most major
DAW platforms. At the higher end,
Fairlight has been turning its consoles
into audio and video control surfaces,
and looking more toward the film and
post markets.
This story first appeared in the NAB
Daily News and is © NAB.

GUIDE

Digigram Has Multichannel
Sound Cards for VX Line
Digigram has made available three multichannel sound cards for its VX range: the
VX882HR, with 8/8 U0s, analog and digital; its sister model VX881HR with digital I/0s
only; and the VX822v2, featuring 2/8 U0s, analog and digital.
The company say low-latency WDM DirectSound, WAV and ASIO drivers make the trio
compatible with most pro audio software for broadcast, production and post-production, theatrical playback and sound design.
The VX882HR with four balanced analog and AES/EBU stereo I/Os and digital-only
VX881HR benefit from the characteristics of Digigram's HR series, such as 24-bit/192 kHz
converters, 66 MHz/64-bit PCI interface, hardware sample rate converters for simultaneous
recording of digital signals with different sample frequencies and short-length PCI format.
Both are available with abreakout cable or box. The BOB8 has analog and digital inputs
and outputs on its front panel, in addition to LTC and video inputs.
The VX822v2 features four balanced analog stereo outputs and one balanced analog
stereo input with 24-bit/48 kHz converters, four stereo AES/EBU outputs and one stereo
AES/EBU input, as well as Word Clock and AES/EBU house clock sync inputs.
For more information, contact Digigram at (703) 875-9100 or visit www.digigram.com.

The VX882HR with its optional BOB8 breakout box

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

COMPLETE

ACOUSTICS

FACILITIES

Want to Sell

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

AcousticsFirst."
N
T
.
.à=

888 • 785 • 2900

Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination.
ww.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/TOWERS
/CABLES

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY
COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio - S

For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

TRANSMITTERS

7117 Olivia 1111, Baltimore MD 21220

Want to Sell

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 444-596-0212 • Emall: salesebaycountrycom
Member of BBB

RECORDERS

STUDIO EQUIPMENT

AM Ground Systems

CONSOLES

Re.iable. On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
v-ww.angroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

Want to Buy

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

Ampex AM- 10 mixer in operating
condition. Bill Cook, 719-6876357.

Tascam 32, 2 track r- r, excellent
condition with manual, $ 500
+shpg/insurance. Carol Makin,
WLIH, POB 97, Wellsboro PA
16901. 570-724-4272 or email:
wlih107@quik.com.

COMPLETE STUDIO EQUIPMENT
PACKAGE FOR SALE. From
automation to EAS. Like new,
only 1 year old. Details at
www.jock2.com.
TAPES/CARTS

Seeenerot Bozoadeeute Pzesheete

Call us 800/279-3326

=MIL
Jampro JSCP-5, 5 bay antenna
with tadornes. On the ground and
in good condition, $5000, buyer
pays shipping. This is aheavy duty
antenna useful to 20kw TPO and
tuned to 94.1 Mhz. Lee Schafer,
KBXL 1440 S Weideman Ave,
Boise ID 83709. 208-377-3790.
email: lee@myfamilyradio.com.

1M111
LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
Want to Sell
Orban 8100A Optimod in excellent
condition w/manuals, $ 1500. Ken
Lane, Rolling Plains Bdctg, 1102
North Ave G, Haskell TX 79521.
940-864-2597.

REMOTE &

/REELS/CD's

MICROWAVE

Want to Buy

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs

STL's

RF/Audio Gear

Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get
it! SCMS, INC. (8001 438-6040
c.;"You

Know We Know Radio"c ,

a

Want to Sell
lelos Zephyr digital netwom
transceiver, remote panel; ADLRAN
(DSU 56/64), 4 years old, like
brand new, just used afew months.
Radio Payam-E-Afghan, 20944
Sherman Way, Ste 207, Canoga
Park CA 91303. 818-253-7295.

Large or small collections of
16"
transcriptions
or
12"
transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357
Looking for San Francisco Bay
area radio recordings from the
20s through the 80s. Such as disc
jockey shows, top 40 radio shows,
talk shows, newscasts, live band
remotes,
sports
recordings,
country music radio shows,
religious shows, etc., with, if
possible, local station ID breaks.
Stations like KSFO, KTAB, KFRC,
KPO, KNBC, KNBR, KCBS, KGO,
KROW, KSAY, KOW, KLX, KLS,
KWBR, KDIA, KEWE, KNEW, KOBY,
KTIM, KRE. Write to: Ron Tamm,
140 Linde Lane # 127, Mill Valley
CA 94941 or call 415-383-6216.

Want to Sell
APT X Pro 100 audio cards ( 5
tecord-playback and 1 playbackonly from Scott Studios AXS 200
system rerocved from service end
of March 2005. $4000 or BO. Utah
Public Rad, 8505 Old Main Hill,
Logan UT 84322. 435-760-0952 or
dandc74@hctmail.com.
Arrakis Diglinks Il & Ill, especially
hard drives Will take working &
non-working digilinks as long as
parts are still in good condition.
Need mostI7 Ill's but will take II's.
Lane Goodwin, KWYN, 2758 Hwy
64, P0E3 789, Wanne AR 72396.
870-238-81.11
CERTIFICATION

Are your engineers
Certified?

SBE

SSE Certification
The Industry Benchmark
www.sbe.org
(3 17) 846-9000

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's & 670's.
any Pultec EC1's & any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Sell

Want to Sell
Professional
microphone
collection ( 73), Western Electric,
RCA, Shure, Altec, and Sony. All
mics like new, re- ribboned, etc.
Will sell as package only. Bill
Cook 719-687-6357.

Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX's &44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Sell
ALRON BLOWERS AADRA1E abacus,
,new & nsbuilt for Elcom, Harris, CCA,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Manderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
,402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio" s

McMARTIN BF- 5K, 5kW FM.
Factory rebuilt in perfect, like new
condition, includes new tubes,
tested & tuned on your frequency.
Guaranteed, fully adjustable from
0to 5.5 kW. Goodrich Enterprises
Inc, 402-493-1886.

Nautel
Solid State FM 5
transmitters ( 2), approximately 3
years trouble free operation;
McMartin FM 3.5, recently factory
reconditioned
and
used
as
auxiliary. Misc cable & fittings. No
exciters with any transmitters
listed. All in storage at Denver.
Price negotiable. Bob Zellmer,
KSIR, 513 Main St, Ft Morgan CO
80701. 480-471-3533.

Harris Gates One, A+ condition,
tuned to 1400, new in August
1999, $8500. Matt Fulmer, Fulmer
Bdctg Inc, POB 193. Spartanburg
SC 29304. 864-621-6230.

Biene0
INTERNAC

IONAL

Rockwell/Collins 831D-2 FM
transmitter, 2.5KW, includes
original 310Z-2 exciter with
brand new PLL oscillator card.
Frequency agile. With spare tube,
manuals and proofs, $ 1995. Ron
Kocher, WFBO-LP, 45 Pine Hill
Ln, Palm Coast FL 32164. 386437-4304.

World Leader
AM In FM
Transmitters

Weie ift our 34Ht vear"

AM 8 FM Pre-Owned
Units In Stock

RCA BTF-5E2 FM transmitter,
tuned to 98.7 Mhz, with BTF-15A
exciter, BTS 1B stereo generator,
BTX-1B SCA generator, related
parts/ manuals. Ron Bartlebaugh, WKSU-FM, Kent State
University, POB 5190, Kent OH
44242.
330-672-6677
or
bartlebaugh@wksu.org.

All Powers • Manufactures • Instruction Books
•Spares & All Complete
Visit our Wobsite
www.besco-int.com

Or Call Rot, Malany. Naticrialenti Sales
at

321-960-4001

CCA HELP
• Rotron Blowers • Rebuilt Plate Blockers • Tubes
• Tube sockets/parts • most all transmitter parts
• rebuilt tuning line assemblies
Goodrich Ent. Inc
402-493-1886
www.goodrichenterprises.com

cgoodrich@tconl.com

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

• Texas Class A Cash
Flow-$975K

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

• Fla. Gulf FM C3
25KW-$975K
• SE TV FullPower

407.699.6069
E-mail: Maddanws@aol.com
Web: Haddanonlina.cam

1,000 watt AM station in North
Central, NY state. Harris transmitter
along with 12.2 acres of property
included. Has CP to raise tower
height and Main Studio Waiver.
Please visit www.bbnradio.org/sale
for more information as well as
information on five satellators for
sale in the Midwest. Contact Mike
Raley at mraleebbnradio.org or
call (
704) 523-5555.

1.5KW
15 KW
3.5 KW
5KW
6KW
10KW
10KW
20KW
25KW
25KW
30KW
50KW

1987
1986
1992
1982
1995
1996
2001
1978
1982
1980
1986
1982

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
BE FM1.5A
Harris FM 3.5K
Harris HT3.5
Harris FM 5K
Henry 6000D
BE FM 10B
Henry 10,000D-95
Colfins 83102
Harris FM25K
CSI 7-25- FA (Ampldier Only)
BE ROM
Harris Combiner w/auto exciter-transmitter switcher

1KW
i
KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
IOKW
50KW

1983
1986
1985
1982
1996
1986
1985

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
Harris MW1A Solid Statç
Harris SX1A Solid State
Continental 315R1
Harris MW5A
Harris Gates 5Solid State
Harris MW1OB
Continental 3I7C2

Continental 802B

MISCELLANEOUS

Studio & Test Equipment

TRANSCOM CORP.

MADDEN & ASSOC'

CashFlow-$ 3.5M

MICROPHONES

FM Exciters - STEs FM Pwr Amps - Antennas -

STATIONS

AUDIO
PRODUCTION

Potomac Instruments FIM meter for
AM signal strength measurements,
A21 or 41 in good condition,
hopefully recently calibrated, name
your price. Rich Biby, 540-882-4290.

Or call and we will fax It to you.

Want to Sell

Transmitters and Antennas
Built in the USA
contact Benny Springer
or Jimmie Joynt

S
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Want to Buy

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com

S

Television & FM

TEST EQUIPMENT

Want to Buy
AM, FM, CPs, stations broken or
not. Will consider all reasonable
prices. Looking all over for asmall
market station with potential. Call
Phil, 760-344-5757 or 760-3516405.

USED EXCITERS
New 20 watt-synthesized

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS ANALOG AND DIGITAL
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF AND UHF.
(10 W to 10KW)

TV Antennas
TV STL

USED TY TRANSMITTERS
IOKW
30KW

VHF NEC PCN 1213
UHF RCA TTU-30A
USED MISC, EQUIPMENT

Audio Amplifiers:
Crown
BGW 85
D-75
New Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19 W/SaMpler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz 1KVA s-phase
AND MUCH MORE
Retuning & Testing Available
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave # 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
transcom@fmamtv.com

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

BEE
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab
• FCCA1, ilK .ilu

and F

gwe
•

Itigirteering

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

EVANS

s s o

c

é •

t

t

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

Consulting
Comrnunicalions

s

Engine/On

•Frequem V Sean be,. and Crzordination
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning E. Proof

•AMIM-CATV•ITES-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab- FCC and European IIEU

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
issioWoulenit.t on,

651-784-7445

Fax 061) T64-7541

5644 Hafnium Ave. N., Shorevéew, MN 56126

BROADC kS1 licllrid(el CCH•SL IAA% ts

R.SIENL,MCOCCACIOIG11111,01.1600.11,11.0e,

Field Iliork:Aneenna

design

FCC applications preparation construction permit and license

PO. Box 1130
Tel (856)985-0077
Marrton, NJ 08053 Fax (856)985-8124

ewww.commtechrf.com .

swogalir

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

and

4.1ver 45 rears engineering
arid con s
-alting eAperfence

engineering
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Milani

912-638-8028

101 Demurest Sq. at. Defames, GA

Doug Vernier
'Telecommunication Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FINTWLPTVIDTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparaUon

c)ft

info 'à dataworld.com

i101)921 -0115

lax 1301) 590-9757
mullaneywmultencecom

4:2b

I

\II

lestmu
_...

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

e-mail:
r_lumnie
link esurcom com web: www.surcom.com

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.
ág. ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION MTLEIIE5

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY
•AM

antenna adestment, & oho mask. ,
ineastuenut & vent • Faddy inspect', .•
•RADHAZ measure
PurChaseilliStgalk ,e

S oftware for your PC
Software

fax: 301-656-5341

I

Mullaney
Engineering. Inc.

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

9049 Shady Grow Coon
(aaithersburg,MD 20877

7015-178-0811

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

el

Since 1948

VIsit us on law web at wow radlosoltcom

Sales Marketing Packages

i

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

Serving Broadcasters

202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.corn

Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping

800-368-5754

FROM STOCK

Member AFCCE

Market Analysis
Engineering Software

www.dataworld.com

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

FASTER...

Opt-mina AP4/114/TV/A17X Strives:

ga Broadcast transmission facility

FROM STOCK

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Ful Scryitx Final Allocation tt,

tol AM, FM, TV coverage & Upgran,

EXPERTS IN
M• D

210 S. Main St. Thiensville, WI 53092. ( 2621 242-6000, FAX (
262) 242-6045
httpinrmv.evansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

"Strolls+ Mill'

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.

OMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES. INC

TV • DTV Transition •

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Ft

J

n
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EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users will be charged
This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month tor listings to appear.
The listings run tor two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

ELECTFIOACOUST1CS
OSHA measurements

Are You a
Distributor?

304-258-7121 • Fee 304-2M-7127

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
FM-AM-TV-LPTV-LPFM
Applications, Amendments,
Upgrades, Frequency Searches.
Directional Antennas
Field Work (Station Inspections)

ADVERTISE HERE!
Space is available.
Call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.

631-965-0816 or 516-429-8340
celenza@prodip.net
4I Kathleen Crescent, Comm N.Y. 1(727

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?
—INo
r

3 Yes
Please print and include

Signature

Date
_

ill information:

Radio World

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station
Address

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA

City/State

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

Zip Code

22041

FAX: 703-671-7409

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on
aper word or per inch basis.

WTS '-1 WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

1-9 col inch ( per inch)
Model:

Price

WTS U WTB U Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2005
1x

6x

13x

26x

$110

105

100

95

85

75

65

10-19 col inch ( per inch) $95
Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

124

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

Model:

Call Simone Fevvell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to
Price:

reserve space in the next issue.

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,
`Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for

MASTERCARD and American Express.

2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.
Broadcast

Equipment Exchange

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966

www.rwonline.com
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POWER TUBES
REBUILT
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TEL:800-532-6626
INTI: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

NEW

TUBE

1/2 THE COST

vffli.econco.com

OF NEW!

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

NEW

TUBE

TUBES 6i COMPONENTS
Want to Sell

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sodiets 'parts, new &rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
402-493-1886
day
or
night,
www wadrichenterpnses.com.

4CX250BC, new, $75. A Martin,
27518 County Road 3, Merrifield
MN 56465. 218-765-4321.
4CX25013C,
used,
in
good
condition, made 100% power when
last used, was kept as astand-by,
$50. AMarlin, 27518 County Road
3, Meirifield MN 56465. 218-765432 1.

An International
Distributor of RF Components

RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS
alreaTà—."

NEW POWER TUBES

oàormeArcanorn

For more information,
call Simone Fewell
at 703.998.7600,

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
Jess—
•••••
.1M1

ext. 154.

111•••••

•••
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Calmemoniern• • ...ow imemenr,
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Poorer be*
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COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR

EEV

RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER

AUCAST,NL

USA DISTRIBUTOR

eee

To Order:

peces

EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
PRom ou

1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español
3089 Dellona Blvd.
Spring Hill. FL 34609
I.

(01 1:111:
BEST SERVICE

COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY

S eOCk

AND THEN SOME!

352-688-2374
Fax 352-683-9595

1111111111. R11/

weierite: www.eitneseiednieirs.rtirn

C,•TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA

:
)
1
2-j _I
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I J)-.i

•Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

,sfmildiEsPeifoi 800-737-2787 w. Export
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NEWSWEB
RADIO
GROUP,
ownei of nine AM and FM
statioris in the Chicago area, is
looking for an Assistant Market
Chief Engineer. The qualified
candidate shall possess ahigh
degree
of
knowledge
of
broadcast engineering and
maintenance, as well as be
fully trained in the operation of
broadcast and office computer
networking. Qualified candidates shall possess a twoyear degree in electronics,
electrical engineering, IT, or
equivalent; SBE Radio Engineer
Certification,
FCC General
Radio Telephone certificate, or
three years' minimum equal
experience in a major market
multi- station cluster environ
ment. Previous experience with
OPLOG Automation System
preferred. Resumes and salary
history to: Mike McCarthy,
Director of Engineering, Newsweb Radio Group, 6012 S.
Pulask, Rd., Chicago IL 60629.
Newsweb Radio Group is an
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Acadia World.
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ESPN Florida & Fox News Radio
-Orlando
Genesis Communications has an
immediate opening for a Chief
Engineer in Orlando, FL. 5years1
engineering experience required,
SBE certification helpful. Must I
have extensive experience with
AM directional radio stations,
computer automation, networking I
and studio maintenance. Please
send resume to: Sandra Culver,
Genesis Communications, Inc.,
2110 Powers Ferry Rd., Suite
198, Atlanta GA 30339. Fax 678324-0174
or
email
to
sandraculver@radiogenesis.com. ¡
Genesis Communications, Inc. is
an EOE.
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ABS graduate willing to continue
learning and growing in the
broadcasting industry. Outward
personality, team player who
listens and takes advice well. Will
relocate. Brad, 405-601-0165.

Attention Program Directors!
Looking
to
make a great
investment? Why not invest in me,
Renee Garrett. From rock- n-the
country to singing the blues, I'm an
ABS grad willing to come to you.
Renee, 405-605-8654.

Dependable, organized, professional broadcaster seeking
employment.
Proficient
in
newscasting, copywriting, commercial
productivity
and
announcing. Leader and team
player. Relocating possibility.
Kara Bless, 817-645-6417 or
primtime@webtv.net.

Radio/On-air talent looking for
work at alternative rock station.
Vast knowledge of alternative
music, and love for the format as
well. Matt, 817-514-8319.
Rookie broadcaster looking for the
chance of a lifetime. Capable of
writing, copy, announcing and
digital production. Willing to
relocate. Hotshot ( yes, that's my
real name), 405-604-0211.
Committed, passionate, creative
dependable. For sports, news, or DJ
with anew twist and willing to go coast
to coast. Kevin Lindell, 214-473-9388
or kclindell@netscape.com.
Creative, quick-witted, conver-sational
broadcaster wants to work for you!
On-Air, production, news country or
classic rock preferred! Will relocate.
Paul Townsend " Big Paul T', 214-3172103 or scole@wyndham.com.
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For more Information, including rates &
deadlines, fax Simone Fewell at
+1- 703-671-7409-
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NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl (650) 592-1221
Fax (650) 592-9988
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FOR THE BEST PRICE

Friendly, eager-to- work, ISCET
certified, Commercial FCC license
with radar, NABER Certified two-way
radio technician, amateur radio
extra, seeks CE, asst CE, FT, PT,
contract, AM/FM, Cable, TV. Mitchell
Rakoff, 110-64 Queens Blvd, PMB#
494, Forest Hills NY 11375 or
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com. 718969-5224.
Fun,
energetic,
dedicated,
team- player looking for an
opportunity to advance in
broadcasting. Self- motivated,
good voice, production, creative
writing, plus quick study. Call
Shaniqua Murphy, 214-5225866; suave51780@yahoo.com.
Hardworking talented
sports
fanatic who will stop at nothing to
make your station unbeatable.
Unable to travel at this time.
Shelley Draper, 972-318-5060 or
shelbrooks@37.com.
New to the exciting world of
radio.
Im' an outstanding
performer
and
energetic
entertainer. Ican do it all, from
production to on- air. Jerome,
405-670-2192.

Quick-witted personality plus...
and willing to relocate. Sassy
and conversational. On- Air,
production, news, and top 40
preferred. Ready to work. Nikki
Anderson, 214-266-5263 or
justjay7480@yahoo.com.
Recent ABS grad looking for the
right gig ( anything). Creative now
and only looking to improve.
Willing to relocate. Michael, 405361-3008.

RUJOnline
Recent ABS grad wanting to grow
and learn more about broadcasting. Outward personality and
team player who listens and takes
advice well. Will travel. Brad. 405619-0165.

Smooth, sultry, delivery, razor
sharp production and superior
copywriting are what I bring.
What do you need? Lisa
Ashcraft,
214-265-8108
or
smashcraft2u@hotmail.com.
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35
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41
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Audion Labs
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46
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17
42

Broadcast Electronics
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23

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI)

25

BSW

41
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7

Comrex

41

Conex Electric Systems

8

Digigram

32

Digital Weatherman

4

Electronics Research Inc.

6

ESE

41

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

www.gorman-redlich.com

32

Grace Broadcast Sales

www.gracebroadcast.com

1
14

Harris
Henry Engineering

43

HHB/Sennheiser USA

39
37
20

Inovonics
JK Audio
Logitek

45
44

Moseley Associates
Mouser Electronics

29
21

Musicam USA
Nautel

31

NPR Satellite Services

13
27

Omnia, aTelos Company
Prophet Systems Innovations
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www.digitalweatherman.com
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Fritts Outlines
Challenges for NAB
The following is an excerpt from NAB
President/CEO Edward O. Fritts' opening remarks at NAB2005. In his speech,
he outlined four major industry issues he
feels will require " immediate attention,"
expressed his faith
in the next generation
of digital
broadcasters and
thanked his colleagues and family
as he prepares to
embark on his latest
journey — retirement.

new low-power stations to create technical interference for radio listeners?
Remember the old three-year license
terms. Where would we be if Congress
had not extended terms to eight years?

www.ese-web.com

www.broadcast.harris.com
www.henryeng.com
www.hhbusa.com
www.iovon.com
www.jkaueo.com
www.logitekaudio.com
www.moseleysb.com
www.mouser.com
www.musicamusa.com
www.nautel.com
www.nprss.org
www.omniaaudio.com
www.prophetsys.com

46

Raduga Automation

3
26

S.C.M.S.
Sabre Communications

33
19

Scott Studios
Sierra Automated Systems

www.scottstudios.com

30
41
41

Sine Systems
Stormin Protection Products
Studio Technology

www.sinesystems.com
www.optilator.com

15

Susquehanna Radio Corp

38
11

Telas Systems
Tieline America

2

Wheatstone

www.tieline.com
www.wheatstone.com

55

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

56

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

www.raduga.net
www.scmsinc.com
www.sabrecom.com
www.sasaudio.com

www.studiotechnology.com
www.susquehannaradio.com
www.telos-systems.com
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issue of RW Engineering Extra is.
One of the most technically
valuable magazines I've ever seen.

My
friends,
through the years I
have walked miles
over the floor of this
convention.
I've walked miles
through the corridors of Congress
and the FCC.
At state association meetings all
across the country,
I've walked miles
Eddie
from banquet table
to banquet table and
from conference room to conference
room. I've been in numerous countries
around the world and I'll let you in on a
secret. It's apparent to me that our system
of free over-the-air radio and television is
the envy of the world. ...
What if...
At my first NAB convention as president, Sen. Bob Packwood, then head of
the powerful Senate Commerce
Committee, bellowed from his podium,
"The NAB can't lobby its way out of a
paper bag!"
His statement had a ring of truth. It
was awakeup call to broadcasters, and I
took it as apersonal challenge. Working
with you, through the years, we energized
our grassroots and educated policymakers
on the unique value of free, over-the-air
broadcasting.
Eventually, we proved Sen. Packwood
wrong, and Iwould submit that both
broadcasters and the American people are
better off because of the successes we
have gained.
Think what broadcasting would be like
today if we had not taken Sen. Packwood
up on his challenge. Where would local
television's future be had we not won
must-carry-retransmission consent rights
mandated in the 1992 Cable Act? Or the
right to put local TV signals on satellite
as authorized by the Satellite Home
Viewer Improvement Act?
What future would we have if
Congress had not mandated the transition
to digital and HDTV?
In radio, 10 years ago, 60 percent of all
radio stations were losing money. Where
would radio be if Congress had not
changed the outdated ownership rules?
What if Congress had not rolled back the
FCC's initial low- power FM plan and
allowed hundreds, if not thousands of

Fritts speaks at NAB2005.
And where would NAB itself be had
we not turned our finances around? After
the bruising 1992 Cable fight, NAB had
but $ 1million in the bank in reserves.
Today, we have $ 80 million in the
reserves and we haven't increased station
member dues in more than adecade.
As we review those great accomplishments, Ilike to refer to ajourney traveled
together — united as one industry. Our
success is due in great measure to the
partnership we formed with individual
broadcasters, our terrific state associations and the NAB.
Crossroads
So where do we go from here? Well,
we certainly can't rest.
As always, we have dozens of important issues on the horizon, and over time,
we will deal with those as in the past.
However, there are four major issues that
Ibelieve require more immediate attention.
1) The rewrite of the Telecommunications Act; 2) The final steps in
the digital television transition; 3) radio's
transition to HD Digital Radio; and 4) dealing with the issue of indecency.
These major issues arrive at a time
when both the congressional oversight
committees and the FCC are themselves
in abit of atransition. As you know, in
the Senate Commerce Committee,
Chairman John McCain is out and
Chairman Ted Stevens from Alaska is in.
His co-chair is Senator Inouye from
Hawaii. On the House side, Congressman
Joe Barton from Texas has replaced Billy
Tauzin as our new chairman.
The FCC itself is in somewhat of a
transition as Michael Powell is out and
Chairman Kevin Martin is in. But with
the
announced
departure
of
See NAB, page 53
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ing in the same direction. But let's never
forget that when broadcasters are sailing in
the same direction, we are apowerful armada
When Ithink back on my two decades at
NAB, I'm most struck by the extraordinary
changes in technology we have witnessed
and numerous additional technologies that
are on the cusp of implementation. All of

We have set the public policy stage in
Washington, and ensured that this industry
has avital part of the digital era, for now
and into the future. And I'm convinced that
just as ageneration of Bill Paleys and Stan
Hubbards emerged in the analog broadcast
world, so too will a new generation of
broadcasters emerge to seize the digital
world.
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lives and leading the disaster relief efforts.
Or the hundreds of millions of dollars raised
by U.S. broadcasters for victims of the horrific Southeast Asian Tsunami. Localism
and public service are our franchises, and
ours alone.
In farewell, ladies and gentlemen, let me
say it has been the thrill of alifetime to represent you these many years as your NAB
president.
Iwant to thank the many NAB Boards of
Directors with which I've served. Ihave
such affection for the richly talented men
and women on the NAB staff in
Washington.
Ialso have great appreciation for the state
associations. They are the backbone of the
NAB.
Let me thank you, the rank and file
broadcasters — you are truly the lifeblood
of the industry. You make adifference every
day in hometowns and hamlets all over
America.
We have labored in the vineyards together. The old spiritual says, "I'm gonna lay
my burden down, Lord." Well, Iwant to
assure you that my laboring days are not
over, and that Iam committed to working
for our broadcasting family.
But on behalf of Martha Dale and the
Fritts family, thank you all for the warm
memories, and the fascinating life you have
afforded me.
You will forever have my deepest gratitude and my enduring best wishes.

Commissioner Kathleen Abernathy and
the fact that Commissioner Michael
Copps is seeking appointment, we will
see two and possibly three new commissioners in the near future. In the near
term, that creates adegree of uncertainty.
Let's discuss the issues. First, the
rewrite of the Telecom Act: It's been a
et's never forget that when broadcasters
decade since the 1996 Telecom Act was
implemented. Iknow Chairman Stevens
are sailing in the same direction, we are
and co-chair Inouye, along with
Chairman Barton in the House, want to
a powerful armada.
rewrite it. Some have said this could be
"the mother of all legislative battles," as
it has the potential to re- shape every
communications company on the globe.
Because of the complexity and enorthese technologies are digital.
Utilizing cell phones, the Internet and
mity of this endeavor, many predict it
Through the years, the NAB team has
countless wireless devices, broadcasting can
will take months, if not years to finalize a fought to establish agovernmental frameand must be part of the technological platwork that will allow local radio and televipackage. Ihappen to believe we have
form of the future. The key is to take local
sion to prosper in the digital world. We have
content that we provide, digitize it and disboth challenges and opportunities — but
make no mistake, the stakes are high.
kept the barbarians from the gate, and protribute it in new ways that are copyrightAlso in Congress, there is amove afoot
vided our member stations with the digital
protected. Our future is in combining the
weapons to go forth upon the field.
to prematurely turn off analog television
domestic with the digital, and to continue
If you would allow me, Iwant to offer a our tradition of leading-edged localism. In
service as early as Dec. 31, 2006. This
little tough love here. NAB can prevent —
my mind, it is that commitment to commucould disenfranchise millions of Americans
from access to their local 1'V stations. We
and has prevented many bad things from
nity that will always set us apart.
happening to you in Washington. But we
Ithink of the coverage of the Florida hurhave been in close contact with our grasscannot stop the inevitable advance of techricanes last summer, when residents creditroots and members of Congress on the
nology, nor do you want us to.
importance of asmooth DTV transition.
ed radio and television stations with saving
There are approximately 1,500 stations on
the air in digital but only asmall percentage
Bayliss Broadcast Foundation's board
Oh, yeah, you say, that's the crowd
of DTV sets in the marketplace.
of directors, which includes Alice R.
that gets together every year and
Bayliss; Brad Bedford of Arbitron Inc.;
Broadcasters are doing their job, but it's
"roasts" each other in New York. Well,
easy to understand why apremature cutoff
Bishop Cheen of Wachovia Securities;
that crowd has a lot of fun. ( If you've
Continued from page 54
of analog broadcasting could lead to total
John David of the NAB; Lew Dickey of
missed our annual roasts before this,
marketplace confusion. Ithink it's safe to
agreed to participate are Arbitron Inc.;
Cumulus Media; Skip Finley of Inner
visit our Web site at www.baylissfounBonneville; Clear Channel; Cumulus;
assume it will be many months before final
City Broadcasting; Gary Fries of the
dation.org to make sure you're on the
legislation on this matter is considered.
Emmis; Inner City Broadcasting;
The third element we mentioned is HD
Infinity; Morris Radio; Greater Media;
Radio, better known as digital radio for terand Regent Communications. These
restrial stations. It will bring CD-quality
companies will pay $5,000 per intern to
sound to FM stations, AM stations will be
the Bayliss Foundation to develop and
the equivalent of today's FM stations, and
coordinate the internship program and
with expanded bandwidth HD Radio will be
interact with the universities.
able to provide exciting new services to our
Over time, the term "Bayliss School"
listeners. It received another boost last week
will grow in meaning and prestige, crewhen the National Radio Systems
ating an awareness of the radio industry
Committee adopted an industry standard.
on campuses and fostering healthy comThis will help accelerate the rollout of digipetition among students.
tal radio services.
Scholarship recipients will continue
So for all my reporter friends who are
to be chosen by the scholarship subcommittee of the Foundation's board of
buying the smoke and minors hype of satellite radio, let me respectfully suggest you
directors. Executive Director Kit Hunter
start paying attention to HD Radio.
Franke and Iwill personally work with
One of the real front-burner issues in
the presidents and deans of the universiCongress is pending legislation regarding
ties, who will, in turn, encourage proindecent programming. Our position is
fessors to select the students who are
clear: We believe that responsible industry
their schools' stars in radio.
self-regulation is far preferable to governThis way, we will be able to reach
ment regulation when it comes to program junior, senior and graduate students —
Carl Butrum, top left, and several ' Bayliss School' deans. Top: John Soloski,
content. There are serious First Amendment
and deliver the message that radio is a
dean, Univ. of Georgia; Tom Pearson, provost, Monmouth Univ.; Chuck
concerns in this area. But Imust ask: If
great career choice — at the time those
Salmon,
acting dean, Michigan State Univ. Bottom: Manjunath Pendakur,
Congress decides to regulate broadcasters
students' career choices are being
Ph.D., professor/dean, Southern Illinois Univ.- Carbondale; Michelle Clark,
for indecency, does it make any sense for
made. We believe this internship prodean, Univ. of Southern California; Sonja Williams, chair RTVF dept.; Don
cable, satellite TV, satellite radio to get a gram addresses our industry's needs and
Swanson, chair, Monmouth Univ.; Ron Graves, development officer,
free pass?
forms alasting partnership at the classSouthern Illinois Univ.- Carbondale.
All of these issues present enormous
room level that will identify and attract
challenges and great opportunity. However,
the next generation of broadcast superRAB; David Kennedy of Susquehanna
mailing list for the next one.)
they will not be easy fights. And, as you've
stars.
Radio; Gary Krantz of Air America
But the board also does alot of work
heard me say many times before, broadcastThis project is the first coordinated
Radio; Herb McCord of Granum
and raises money, which goes to fulfill
ers need to speak with a single, united
effort in the radio industry to work with
Communications; Virginia Morris of
the Bayliss Foundation's mission statevoice.
leadership at top universities, and it's
Hubbard Broadcasting; Barry O'Brien
ment: to attract the best and brightest of
When my predecessor delivered his
going to be asuccess. It forms acrucial
of Pro Media; Stu Olds of Katz Media;
today's university students to the radio
farewell address to this convention back in
partnership between education and
George Pine of Interep; George Reed of
industry; and to make sure the message
1982, he said — and Iquote — "The hardindustry at a time when graduating
Media Services Group; B. Eric Rhoads
the radio industry is sending to today's
est part of my job is keeping all you basclasses have myriad career choices. It
of Radio Ink; Ron Rodrigues of Media
universities and today's students is a
tards in the same boat." End quote. Now 23
also gives the industry ashot in the arm
Arts & Sciences, Peter Smyth of
positive one.
years later, most of you own your own boats
and aboost along its path to the future.
Greater Media Radio; and Bill Stakelin
Carl Butrum is president of the
and my biggest problem is keeping you sailI'm joined in this effort by the
of Regent Communications.
Bayliss Broadcast Foundation. •
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Bayliss Launches
Internship 'Alliance'
by Carl Butrum
Radio is a $20 billion business that is not
attracting its fair share of bright, talented
young employees. The John Bayliss
Broadcast Foundation aims to change this
situation by initiating an internship alliance
between leading universities and broadcast
companies.
We've discovered that 90 percent of students who ponder acareer in radio end up
in adifferent field. For 20 years, we've
awarded scholarships to deserving broadcast students at anumber of schools across
the nation in an attempt to lure the best and

FMeXtra: New Technology
Facing a Rising Tide
Amid the honeymoon excitement on the part of stations newly
wed to HD Radio, another digital radio technology celebrated its
coming-out at NAB.
FMeXtra from Digital Radio Express uses the standard subcarrier
region of the FM spectrum to create adigital audio or data service.
With demo radios on the floor, and no need for an FCC rulemaking
to allow its use, this concept seems ready for the marketplace. We
welcome the new technology and the possible benefits it can provide
to stations.
Digital Radio Express, in developing this system, makes the case
that analog FM transmissions are still the dominant form of radio
broadcasting. Given that literally billions of analog radios are in use,
and only atiny fraction of new radios being sold include the HD
Radio receiver technology, DRE argues that analog radio is not
going away any time soon. By maintaining compatibility with the
HD Radio system, there is room for FMeXtra to provide its own
niche digital services now. Many participants at the NAB Broadcast
Engineering Convention seemed to agree.
For stations offering foreign-language services on their subcarriers, FMeXtra claims to improve the quality and coverage area by
using digital transmission techniques. For public radio stations,
FMeXtra could be used to provide areading service, it says; ancillary data rates of up to 64 kbps for graphics or traffic reports can be
delivered on astandard FM stereo signal.
After the NAB convention, Radio World took some heat in some
circles for not awarding this new technology a "Cool Stuff- award.
Those awards are decided by radio engineering judges, not by
those who produce this page. However, it's reasonable to note the
reservations about the long-term viability of the FMeXtra technology. HD Radio now has hundreds of stations on the air and broadcasting, with hundreds more committed to conversion. It appears there is
astrong momentum for Ibiquity's version of digital radio among
major groups and noncoms. The use of multiple audio channels is
being embraced as part of the HD Radio system; and receivers are
being produced that can provide similar services to what FMeXtra
would.
Finally, we must not forget that the final step for HD Radio is to
move beyond the hybrid mode and use the analog portion of the FM
spectrum for expanded data and audio channels. It is in this final
phase of digital broadcasting that coverage and data rate improvements promise to provide the payoff that moves radio away from
analog broadcasting. FMeXtra only has ashort time to prove its viability, at least in the U.S. marketplace, before it will have to face off
with atechnology that is gaining ground and with which it would be
incompatible in an all-digital future.
Nevertheless, FMeXtra deserves aclose look.
—RW

You might argue that internships already
exist, in that companies get free help and a
student gets hands-on experience.
But how focused are radio's existing
internship programs? The company gets
someone to finish apile of work no one
else has time to do; the student ends up
doing summer grunt work for nothing; and
the student can list the internship on a
résumé.
How many of these internships are truly
successful, either for the company or for
the student? What effort is made to match
the student with the company, or the company with the student?

R

adio is a $ 20 billion business that is not
attracting its fair share of bright,

talented young employees.
the brightest into the radio industry. But
scholarships by themselves are no longer
enough.
Radio's recruitment efforts pale beside
those of Wall Street, the banking industry,
the legal profession, the computer and electronics industries and other forms of media.
We want to coordinate not only our scholarship efforts but also our recruitment
efforts, by working with universities to
actually open the doors of the industry for
exceptional students — to usher them into
the real world of radio before they decide to
go elsewhere.

'Bayliss Schools'
At this time, the schools that have
agreed to become "Bayliss Schools"
are:
Emerson College
Howard University
Ithaca College
Michigan State University
Monmouth University
Northwestern University
Southern Illinois
University-Carbondale
Syracuse University
University of Georgia
University of Southern California

The Bayliss Broadcast Foundation
plans to step in and become abroker of
sorts for these internships, making sure
the companies get more than just an
office assistant — and the students get
more than just an unpaid summer job.
Yes, this plan is going to cost the
companies. Not only will they pay a
finder's fee to the Bayliss Foundation,
which will become afocused, dedicated
talent agency for the radio industry, but
also the companies will pay the students
for their work. The corporations we
talked to have agreed to this, despite
previously enjoying free intern help,
because they know Bayliss interns will
be handpicked and matched to their corporations' needs by radio industry professionals.
In turn, the fees paid by the companies
to participate in this partnership will go
back into the Bayliss Foundation's scholarship fund. Eventually, a set number of
scholarships will be endowed, ending the
Foundation's yearly scramble to match
existing funds with deserving students.
It's awin-win situation.
Since
the
Bayliss
Broadcast
Foundation was created in 1985 to honor
the memory of radio executive John
Bayliss, its board of directors — made up
of some of the best in the business — has
awarded 300 scholarships to students
from more than 80 schools. The

Foundation does track the careers of
many of these students, and recently
instituted the Bayliss Horizon award,
which is given yearly to a scholarship
recipient who has succeeded in the industry after graduation.
Sadly, not all of our scholarship recipients continue in radio. Instead, they
branch out into the beckoning and continually changing world of other media.
Thus, afocus was needed.
Rather than continue to "broadcast" its
scholarship applications, the Bayliss

board decided last year to narrow its
focus to students at 10 to 12 universities
that emphasize radio broadcasting in
their offerings. The Foundation will
award one $5,000 scholarship and 10
internships to students at each participating school.
The schools that have agreed to partner with us and become " Bayliss
Schools" are listed in the box on this
page.
The companies that have eagerly
See BAYUSS, page 53
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,A Straightforward, Easy-to- Use Control Surface
•
•

•

There's no
long learning
curve required
to immediately
start using this traditional layout specifically
envisioned for operators
of al! skill levels.
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BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY enables the GEN4 surface
to operate far beyond the limits of its studio mainframe. Integration with the Bridge digital audio
;(
network router provides systemwide access to ail
station on- air and off- air audio resources via inter!inked CAT- 5or fiberoptic cable. And of course, we all know
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! With over eighty Wheatstone Generation control surfaces
already operating in the field, you can be assured your installation will proceed
smoothly and on time.
the digital audio leaders

Copyright 0 20
-04 by Wheatstone corporation

The Wheatstone GENERATION- S
has the POWER and FEATURES
Stations Demand the MOST

LOTS More!
Our Generation- S provides your operators
with a straightforward traditional control surface
coupled with all the benefits of digital technology. It
gives you the flexib lity of system- wide source, mix and
destination control ( any signa anywhere), apowerful
mix- minus section and a complete event store, name
and recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
operations center.
And while the G-5 feels like an analog console,
its DSP-based mixing engine keeps your digital sources
digital while converting analog sources to switched
digital, eliminating crosstalk and noise. It can furnish
remote and telcorn functionality on any input fader
without fear of feedback— a real plus in back-to-back

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562
252-638-7000 / vvvvw wheatstone.co.-n/sales@wheatstone.corn

daily operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top cf things with just aglance. And since
the entire system is software based, you can accommodate any format with a press of a button.
Like all our Generation Series consoles, the G-5
has complete failsafe options available, such as
automatic fail- over DSP and CPU carcs and redundant
power supplies. We can even pros/ide scheduling
software and studio mounted satellite cages that can
be configured to mix independently from your main
routing system.
At WHEATSTONE we've built and sold over a
thousand digital audio consoles. The G-5 is a
culmination of all that experience. Benefit from our
expertise— choose WHEATSTONE!
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